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By the Commission: 
The Commission having had under consideration the desira-
bility of revising the classification of accounts for electric utilities 
now in effect in the State of Illinois, and having also under consider-
ation the adoption of the Uniform Classification of Accounts recom-
mended by the National Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners, and a hearing on said matters having been held after 
due notice to electric utilities, and the Commission having given 
due consideration to suggestions and recommendations made by the 
representatives of said uitilities, and being fully advised in the 
premises, is of the opinion and finds: that the Uniform Classification 
of Accounts for Electric Utilities, a copy of which is now before the 
Commission, embraces a system of accounts suitable for the use of 
all electric utilities in the State of Illinois and that the adoption 
and use thereof, in lieu of the system of accounts now in effect, will 
be of advantage to all concerned and should reasonably be required 
of all electric utilities doing business in Illinois. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the aforesaid Uniform 
Classification of Accounts and the text pertaining thereto, and all 
of the contents thereof, be and the same is hereby adopted and pre-
scribed as the Classification of Accounts and records which shall be 
kept and used by each and all of the said utilities in the keeping and 
recording of their accounts; that every electric utility doing business 
in the State of Illinois shall keep upon its books the accounts pre-
scribed in said Classification so far as said accounts are pertinent 
to the facts and circumstances of its business; that a copy of said 
Classification of Accounts duly authenticated by the Secretary of 
the Commission shall be filed in its archives, and a second copy 
thereof, in like manner authenticated shall be filed in the office of 
the Chief Accountant; that each of said copies so authenticated and 
filed shall be deemed an original record thereof, and that a copy 
of said classification shall be sent to each and every electric utility 
in the jurisdiction of the Commission. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that, for the purpose of preserv-
ing a basis of comparison with previous years, any electric utility 
may, during the twelve months following the date on which said 
issue becomes effective, keep and maintain, in addition to the ac-
counts provided in the Uniform Classification of Accounts such por-
IN THE MATTER OF ESTABLISHING 
A UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION OF 
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General Order 102. 
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tion or portions of its present accounts as may be deemed desirable 
by any utility for the purpose of comparison; that any such utility 
may keep any temporary or experimental accounts, the purpose of 
which shall be to develop efficiency of operation, and may make such 
sub-divisions of the prescribed accounts as may be desired, provided 
that such temporary or experimental accounts or sub-divisions shall 
not impair the integrity of any accounts prescribed in the said 
classification. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that January 1, 1923, be and the 
same is hereby fixed as the date on which the said Uniform Classi-
fication of Accounts shall become effective. 
In prescribing this system of accounts, the Commission does 
not commit itself to the approval or acceptance of any item set out 
in any account, for the purpose of fixing rates or in determining 
other matters before the Commission. The prescribed Classification 
of Accounts is designed to set out the facts in connection with the 
capitalization, construction, income, expenditures, etc., and there-
from the Commission will determine, in connection with such mat-
ters as may be under advisement from time to time just what con-
sideration shall be given to the various items in the several accounts. 
By order of the Commission at Springfield, Illinois, this 22nd 
day of November, 1922. 
JULIUS JOHNSON, 
Secretary. 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
Office of Chief Accountant. 
Springfield, Ill, November 22, 1922. 
To Electric Utilities of Illinois: 
Acting under instructions of the Illinois Commerce Commis-
sion, I am transmitting to you herewith an order of the Commission 
dated November 22, 1922, relating to the establishing of a uniform 
classification of accounts for electric utilities; also a copy of the 
Uniform Classification of Accounts for electric utilities prescribed 
in said order. The provisions of the law under which this system 
of accounts is established will be found on page 105 of this pamphlet. 
This classification of accounts, both as to the structure of the 
accounting system and the rules pertaining thereto, is in conformity 
with the Uniform Classification of Accounts recommended by the 
National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners ex-
cept where modifications were necessary in view of local conditions 
in Illinois. In an appendix to this pamphlet will be found the report 
of the Committee on Statistics and Accounts of the National Asso-
ciation, showing the manner in which the Committee dealt with 
the problem of bringing to a culmination the efforts to provide a 
uniform system of accounts suitable for use in all of the states. 
During the extended consideration of this matter, covering a period 
of more than two years, valuable assistance was rendered by the 
accounting representatives of the National Electric Light Associa-
tion. 
The observance of the rules and regulations prescribed in this 
classification of accounts is obligatory on all persons having direct 
charge of the accounts of the utilities concerned and such persons 
will be held responsible for their proper application. 
The attention of the accounting officers is called to the import-
ance of requiring all employees who arc assigned to the accounting 
work to familiarize themselves thoroughly with these instructions. 
For the purpose of securing uniformity in the application of 
the provisions of this classification, accounting officers are invited to 
submit to this department for consideration and decision all ques-
tions of doubtful interpretation of accounting rules contained in this 
classification. 
W. M. HAMMOND, 
Chief Accountant. 
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UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS FOR ELECTRIC 
UTILITIES. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Accounts to be kept by Double Entry Method.—All the accounts 
(other than purely statistical accounts) defined in this classification must be 
kept by the double entry method. 
2. Account Numbers Not a Part of Title.—The numbers prefixed to ac-
count titles in this classification are solely for convenience of reference, and 
are not a part of the titles or definition. Companies operating more than one 
class of utility the accounting classifications for which contain the same 
account numbers (as gas, water or heating utilities) may use a distinguishing 
prefix or suffix. It is recommended that the prefix "E" be used for electric 
utility accounts, "G" for gas utility accounts, "H" for heating utility accounts, 
and "W" for water utility accounts. See also page 61 with reference to 
numbers following operating expense account titles. 
3. Accounting Period.—It is recommended that each electric utility se-
lect the month as its accounting period, and that it make its bookkeeping 
entries on a monthly basis. It may, however, select a quarterly or other 
basis if that will better meet the conditions under which it conducts its busi-
ness. Each utility will be required to close its books at the end of the fiscal 
year for which it makes its annual report. 
4. Records.—Each electrical utility shall so keep its general accounting 
books and all other books and records which support in any way the entries 
to such accounting books that it can furnish at any time full information as 
to any account kept by it. Moreover, it shall support each entry to each 
account with such detailed information as will enable a ready identification 
and verification of the facts recorded therein. 
The books referred to herein include not only books of account in a limited 
technical sense, but all other records, such as minute books, stock books, etc., 
which will be useful in developing the history of any of the accounting com-
pany's transactions. 
5. Classification of Utilities.—Utilities having electric-department reve-
nues in excess of $250,000 per year are Class "A" utilities. Utilities having 
electric-department revenues between $50,000 and $250,000 annually are Class 
"B" utilities. Utilities having electric-department revenues between $10,000 
and $50,000 are class "C" utilities. Utilities having electric-department reve-
nues of $10,000 or less are class "D" utilities. (See also paragraph .7, 
page 67.) 
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STANDARD FORM OF BALANCE SHEET 
ASSET SIDE 
101. Fixed capital . 
CURRENT A S S E T S : 
111. Cash. 
112. Notes receivable. 
113. Accounts receivable. 
114. In teres t and dividends receivable. 
115. Marketable securi t ies . 
116. Materials and supplies. 
117. P repayments . 
118. Subscribers to capital stock. 
119. Miscellaneous cur rent assets . 
MISCELLANEOUS ASSETS: 
121. Inves tments in affiliated companies. 
122. Miscellaneous inves tments . 
123. Sinking funds. 
124. Replacement fund. 
125. Miscellaneous special funds. 
126. Special deposits. 
DEFERRED DEBITS : 
131. Unamort ized debt discount and expense. 
132. Proper ty abandoned. 
133. Jobbing accounts. 
134. Clearing or appor t ionment accounts. 
135. "Work in progress . 
136. Miscellaneous deferred debits. 
STANDARD FORM OP BALANCE SHEET 
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LIABILITY SIDE 
201. Capital stock. 
202. Premium on capital stock. 
203. Capital stock subscribed. 
211. Long te rm debt. 
212. Receiver 's certificates. 
CURRENT LIABILITIES: 
221. Notes payable. 
222. Accounts payable. 
223. Consumers ' deposits. 
224. Matured interest unpaid. 
225. Dividends declared. 
22G. Matured long te rm debt unpaid. 
227. Miscellaneous current liabilities. 
ACCRUED LIABILITIES: 
231. Taxes accrued. 
232. Interest accrued. 
233. Miscellaneous accrued liabilities. 
241. Advances from affiliated companies. 
RESERVES: 
251. Ret i rement reserve. 
252. Casualty and insurance reserve . 
253. Unamortized premium on debt. 
254. Sinking fund reserves . 
255. Contributions for extensions. 
256. Contingency reserve . 
257. Miscellaneous reserves . 
261. Miscellaneous unadjusted credits . 
270. Profit and loss—balance. 
BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
1. Balance Sheet Accounts Defined.—By balance sheet accounts are 
meant those titles under which the ledger accounts are combined and sum-
marized to show the assets, liabilities and surplus or deficit of an enterprise 
at a given time. Where the title and definition of a balance sheet account 
clearly indicate that it is a summary of other accounts, it is not required that 
a special ledger account shall be raised under such title to include the bal-
ances from the accounts usually carried on the ledger. 
2. Form of Balance Sheet.—The standard form of balance sheet is 
shown on pages 10 and 11. Certain of the terms there used are defined, for the 
sake of greater clearness, in the following paragraphs: 
3. Current Assets.—Current assets are those assets that are readily con-
verted into money or capable (in the case of materials and supplies) of being 
used in operation or construction. 
4. Investments.—Investment represents the relatively permanent em-
ployment of property for the purpose of directly or indirectly producing reve-
nue. Investment in permanent assets devoted to the undertakings for which 
the accounting company is primarily organized is called fixed capital invest-
ment or simply fixed capital. Property in the form of assets necessary to the 
conduct of the accounting company's operations of which the individual items 
are subject to frequent change is sometimes said to represent an investment 
in working capital. Investments may also be of property segregated in spe-
cial fund's; of property devoted to the use of affiliated corporations; or of 
property not devoted to the undertakings for which the accounting company 
is primarily organized, as more specifically defined in account No. 122, "Mis-
cellaneous Investments," which see. Encumbered investments are those held 
subject to a lien or other encumbrance of some character. Unencumbered 
investments are those held free of all encumbrances. 
5. Funds.—Funds are assets, usually those capable of ready conversion 
into cash, set aside in the hands of trustees or otherwise restricted to specific 
uses. 
6. Deferred Debits.—Deferred debit accounts are accounts in which may 
be carried any expenditure the appropriate disposition of which is not yet 
determined, or any loss which may properly be spread over a period of time, 
or any other debit which may be amortized through charges made to expense 
or other income accounts at intervals over a period of time; credit items, 
the final disposition of which is not yet determined, may also be carried in 
suspense under account No. 261, "Miscellaneous Unadjusted Credits." 
7. Adjustment Accounts.—Adjustment accounts are accounts in which 
may be carried debits that offset certain liabilities, but which it is not desira-
ble, as a matter of bookkeeping convenience, to charge against the liability 
accounts concerned. 
8. Current Liabilities.—Current liabilities are those which are definitely 
determined in amount and are either matured at the date of the balance sheet 
or become due within a year from date or upon demand of the creditor. 
9. Accrued Liabilities.—Accrued liabilities are those not yet due, but 
which -are to become due in the near future and which accrue or grow from 
day to day, such as unmatured interest, rents, taxes, etc. Credits to accounts 
representing accrued liabilities whose amounts are not definitely known, as 
12 
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in the case of many taxes, are made on the basis of estimates which are 
adjusted when the proper amounts become known. 
10. Reserves.—Reserves are credit accounts created through arbitrary 
or estimated charges made to provide wholly or in part for matters to be 
later determined. 
11. Discount and Premium on Capital Stock.—Ledger accounts shall be 
provided to cover the discounts and premiums on each class of capital stock 
issued or assumed by the accounting company. The total of the net debit 
balances remaining in these several accounts shall be included in account 
No. 141, "Discount on Capital Stock," and the total of the net credit balances 
in account No. 202, "Premium on Capital Stock." 
By the term discount is meant the excess of the par value of stocks actu-
ally issued or assumed (and accrued dividends, if any, expressed in the con-
tract of sale) over the actual cash value of the consideration received for 
such stocks. By the term premium is meant the excess of the actual cash 
value of the consideration received for stock issued or assumed over the par 
value of such stock (and accrued dividends, if any). 
Entries in these accounts representing discounts should be carried 
therein until offset (1) by premiums realized on subsequent sales of the same 
class of stock, (2) by assessment levied on the stockholders, (3) by appropria-
tions from surplus for that purpose, or (4) by charges to Profit and Loss 
upon reacquirement of the stock. Entries in these accounts representing 
premiums realized shall be carried therein until offset (1) by discount suf-
fered on sales of the same class of stock, or (2) by credits to Profit and Loss 
upon reacquirement of the stock. In case the accounting company is per-
mitted and elects to distribute all or any part of the net premium on its 
capital stock to its stockholders, the amount thus distributed shall be charged 
to the premium account. 
For the purpose of this classification the premium realized at the sale of 
capital stock shall not he considered a profit and loss item except upon re-
acquirement of the stock sold. 
In no case shall discount on capital stock be charged to or included in 
any account as a part of the cost of acquiring any property, tangible or in-
tangible, or as a part of the cost of operation. 
When stock which has been issued or assumed by the accounting com-
pany is reacquired, the difference between the price paid and the par value 
of the stock shall be charged or credited to Profit and Loss as may be appro-
priate. Concurrently the premium or discount account for the particular 
issue of stock reacquired shall be adjusted through Profit and Loss to the 
extent of the premium or discount applicable to the shares reacquired. This 
does not apply to the purchase of securities solely for special funds in which 
the accounting company carries at cost instead of par value securities issued 
or assumed by itself. 
In case the premium or discount realized at the prior sale of the stock 
reacquired has been included in an asset account other than the premium 
and discount account, such asset account shall be concurrently adjusted 
through Profit and Loss to the extent of the premium or discount previously 
included therein with respect to the shares reacquired. 
12. Discount, Expense and Premium on Long Term Debt.—Ledger ac-
counts shall be provided to cover discounts, expense and premiums at the 
sale of each class of long-term debt (including receiver's certificates) issued 
or assumed by the accounting company. The total of the net debit balances 
remaining in these several accounts shall be included in account No. 131, 
"Unamortized Debt Discount and Expense" and the total of the net credit 
balances in account No. 253, "Unamortized Premium on Debt." 
By the term discount is meant the excess of the par value of the securi-
ties issued or assumed and the accrued interest thereon, over the actual cash 
value of the consideration received for such securities. By the term premium 
is meant the excess of the actual cash value of the consideration received for 
securities issued or assumed over the par value of such securities and the 
accrued interest thereon. 
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By the term expense are meant all expenses in connection with the issue 
and initial sale of evidences of debt, such as fees for drafting mortgages and 
trust deeds; fees and taxes for issuing or recording mortgages and trust 
deeds; cost of printing bonds, certificates of indebtedness, and other com-
mercial paper having life of more than one year; fees paid trustees acting 
under mortgages and trust deeds; fees paid for legal services to trustees 
relatives to mortgage securities; fees and commissions paid underwriters 
and brokers for marketing such evidences of debt; and other like expense. 
Each month (or other accounting period) there shall be charged to in-
come account "Amortization of Debt Discount and Expense" a proportion 
(based upon the ratio of such fiscal period to the remaining life of the 
respective securities) of each of the debit balances in these accounts, and 
correspondingly there shall be credited to income account "Amortization of 
Premium on Debt," a similar proportion of each of the credit balances in 
these accounts. 
When any long term debt which has been actually issued to bona fide 
holders for value is reacquired by the accounting company, a proportion of 
the balance remaining in the accounts covering discount, expense, and pre-
mium on long term debt of the class of security reacquired shall be credited 
or charged, as may be appropriate, to Profit and Loss. Such proportion shall 
be based upon the ratio of the par value of the security reacquired to the par 
value of all the securities of the same class actually outstanding immediately 
before such reacquirement. This does not apply to the purchase of securities 
solely for special funds in which the accounting company carries at cost 
instead of par value securities issued or assumed by itself. 
In case, however, the premium or discount realized at the prior sale of 
the securities reacquired has been included (in excess of the proportion 
authorized in the text of fixed capital account No. 355, "Interest during Con-
struction") in an asset account other than the premium account, such asset 
account shall be concurrently adjusted through Profit and Loss to the extent 
of such excess of the premium or discount previously included therein with 
respect to the securities reacquired. 
Except as provided in account No. 355, "Interest during Construction," 
no discount on long term debt shall be charged to or included in any account 
as a part of the cost of acquiring any property, tangible or intangible, or as 
a part of the cost of operation. 
13. Contingent Assets and Liabilities. -Contingent assets and liabilities 
shall not be included in the body of the balance sheet statement. Whenever 
the balance sheet is stated, however, contingent assets and liabilities, if any, 
should be shown in detail in a supplementary statement. Contingent assets 
represent possible sources of value contingent upon the fulfillment of condi-
tions regarded as uncertain. Contingent liabilities include items which may, 
under certain conditions, become obligations of the company, but are neither 
direct nor assumed obligations at the date of the balance sheet. 
TEXT PERTAINING TO BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS 
101. FIXED CAPITAL. 
This account shall include the cost of property having an expectation of 
life in service of more than one year which is devoted to the operations con-
ducted by the accounting company, less deductions for property abandoned, 
sold, or otherwise retired. 
Separate subdivisions shall be used for each distinct class of operations 
conducted by the accounting company, as, for example, "Fixed Capital — 
electric," "Fixed Capital—gas." If, however, the accounting company con-
ducts two or more separate and distinct classes of operations, as in the case 
of a company having both electric and gas departments, expenditures charge-
able to such fixed capital accounts as "Land," "Organization," "General 
Structures," "Engineering and Superintendence," etc., which are not assign-
able to a particular department or kind of operations, may be shown in a 
subdivision having the title "Fixed Capital—general." The foregoing shall 
not be construed to prohibit the apportionment of such expenditures between 
departments provided the basis of the apportionment is clearly stated in the 
accounting company's records. 
111. CASH. 
This account shall include all money coming into the possession of the 
accounting company in which it has a beneficial interest. This covers coin 
of the United States, United States treasury notes, gold and silver certificates 
and greenbacks, and bank bills payable to bearer on demand; also all bank 
credits, checks and drafts receivable subject to satisfaction or transfer upon 
demand (whether payable to bearer or to order). 
1.1.2. NOTES RECEIVABLE. 
This account shall include the ledger value of all notes and bills receiva-
ble which are the property of the accounting company and upon which sol-
vent concerns or individuals are liable. This covers demand notes, drafts, 
etc., issued by others than banks, and time notes, drafts, etc., by whomsoever 
issued. This account does not include notes coming within the definition of 
"Investments in Affiliated Companies" or "Miscellaneous Investments" (for 
which see pages 17 and 18). 
113. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. 
This account shall include all amounts (other than deposits in banks) 
owing to the accounting company upon open book accounts with solvent con-
cerns and individuals; also the ledger value of all accounts and claims upon 
which responsibility is acknowledged by solvent concerns and individuals or 
which are sufficiently secured to be considered good and of all judgments 
against such concerns where the judgment is not appealable or suspended 
through appeal. This account does not include negotiables. 
NOTE A.—The record of accounts receivable shall be kept in such manner as to permit the 
ready segregation of the three groups, consumers' accounts, accounts with affiliated companies, and 
miscellaneous accounts receivable. 
NOTE B.—It is suggested that when practicable consumers' accounts be further classified into 
current month accounts, accounts more than one month but less than one year old, and accounts 
over one year old. 
114. INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS RECEIVABLE. 
This account shall include the amount of interest accrued to the date of 
the balance sheet on funded and unfunded securities, loans, open accounts, 
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mortgages and deposits held by or for the accounting company; dividends 
declared on stocks similarly held, and dividends accrued on stocks when 
contracts require that the dividend be paid at stated times. 
NOTE.—No amount representing interest or dividends receivable shall be included in this 
account unless its payment is reasonably assured by past experience and anticipated provision, or 
otherwise. But the definition of this account should not be construed to prevent the carrying of 
interest and dividends receivable in a suspense account until collection has actually been made, 
even though the debtor be considered to be solvent. 
115. MARKETABLE SECURITIES. 
This account shall include the cost or book value of marketable securi-
ties (other than those issued or assumed by the accounting company) held 
in the accounting company's treasury unpledged and free for sale and not 
necessary or desirable for the company to hold for the purpose of maintain-
ing the integrity of its business or operations. Securities which may not 
readily be sold at their fair market value should be classed as "Miscellaneous 
investments," and included in account 122. 
Records shall be kept which will permit ready analysis of the balance 
in this account as between: 
(a) Stocks. 
(b) Bonds. 
(c) Long term notes (not. classifiable as notes receivable and properly 
includible in account 112). 
(d) Miscellaneous. 
116. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES. 
This account shall include the balance representing the cost (including 
transportation, insurance, and inspection charges, customs duties, etc.) of all 
material and supplies not charged out of the accounting' company's accounts, 
regardless of whether the same are intended to bo consumed in construction 
or in operation, or later to be sold. Trade or cash discounts allowed in con-
nection with the purchase of or payments for materials and supplies shall 
be credited to the particular bills on which such discounts are allowed, or 
to clearing account "Stores Expense" when not practicable to credit the 
particular bills. 
The cost of materials and supplies includes all specifically assignable 
transportation charges incurred in obtaining the delivery of such materials 
and supplies upon the premises of the purchaser, and the cost of any special 
tests made thereon prior to their acceptance. 
When any materials and supplies, the cost of which has been charged to 
this account, are issued for use, the amount at, which they stand charged 
herein should be credited to this account and charged to the proper con-
struction, operating expense, or other account. 
The scrap or salvage value of things retired from service shall be 
charged to an appropriate sub-account in this account while such things 
remain the property of the accounting company. If such salvage value is not 
known, it shall he estimated and the estimated amount adjusted to conform 
to the fact when it is determined. 
Inventories of materials and supplies shall be taken at least annually, 
and any shortage or overage disclosed by such inventories shall be credited 
or debited to this account and concurrently debited or credited to operating 
expenses, fixed capital, or other appropriate accounts. (See general instruc-
tions pertaining to operating expense accounts, section 2, page 66.) 
NOTE A.—It is not required that the transportation and other elements of cost shall be 
assigned with a greater degree of accuracy than to the nearest cent per unit of material or supply. 
Where a single transportation item covers a multitude of things, the portion of the expense not 
assigned to specific things should be charged to the same account to which store expenses are 
charged. 
NOTE B.—If an appliance sold is for any reason returned to the accounting company, it should 
be charged to the appropriate sub-account at its appraised value. Cost of repairing or renovating 
it should be charged to the same account. Appropriate adjustments should be made in accounts 
credited with the original sale. 
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117. PREPAYMENTS. 
This account shall include the debit balances described under the fol-
lowing sub-heads: 
(a) PREPAID TAXES. The excess of taxes paid over the amount properly 
chargeable to current income or other similar account, as shown by a debit 
balance in the liability account. (See account No. 231, "Taxes Accrued," 
page 24.) 
(b) PREPAID RENTS. The amount of rents paid in advance of the enjoy-
joyment of the term. As the term is consumed, this account shall be cred-
ited at regular accounting intervals and the appropriate rent account debited 
with the amount applicable to the period. 
(c) PREPAID INSURANCE. The amount of premium on insurance policies 
paid in advance of their accrual. As such premiums accrue they should be 
credited at regular accounting intervals to this account and charged to the 
appropriate operating expense or other account. 
(d) MISCELLANEOUS PREPAYMENTS. Prepayments made for any purpose 
other than as provided for in the three preceding heads. 
NOTE.—By the accrual of insurance, rents, etc., it is meant their accumulation when consid-
ered as spread uniformly over the period to which they apply. Thus, if the rent fixed by contract 
of lease for a certain property is $600 for a calendar year, this accrues at the rate of $50 each 
month (unless it is desired to base the accruals on days, when the varying lengths of the months 
would require to be considered), regardless of the actual times when the rent matures; $50 should 
thus (if the rent has been prepaid) be credited each month to the sub-account "Prepaid Rents," 
and concurrently charged to the appropriate account. 
118. SUBSCRIBERS TO CAPITAL STOCK. 
This account shall be charged with subscriptions received for capital 
stock. The amount expressed in the entry charging this account shall be 
determined in accordance with the subscription agreement. Concurrently, 
there shall be credited to account No. 203, Capital Stock Subscribed, an 
amount representing the stock subscribed as stipulated in the subscription 
agreement. Payments received from subscribers shall be credited to this 
account. 
119. MISCELLANEOUS CURRENT ASSETS. 
This account shall include the cost of all current assets which are not 
includible under any of the foregoing accounts. (See "Balance Sheet 
Accounts—General Instructions and Definitions," Section 3, page 12.) 
121. INVESTMENTS IN AFFILIATED COMPANIES. 
This account shall include the ledger value of the accounting company's 
investment in securities or non-negotiable notes issued or assumed by 
affiliated companies; also of its investment advances to such companies. 
Two companies are affiliated if either one controls the policy of the 
other or if both are subject to the same control. By "Investment 
advances" are meant debit balances in open accounts with affiliated 
companies not subject to current settlement and interest accrued on such 
open accounts when such interest is not subject to current settlement. This 





NOTE A.—Accounts with affiliated companies which are subject to current settlement, such as 
charges for materials and supplies currently furnished, charges for repairs to equipment, etc., shall 
be classed as current assets or current liabilities as may be appropriate. 
NOTE B.—Securities borrowed by the accounting company and pledged should not be included 
in this account. 
NOTE C.—Securities pledged for purposes other than that of security for long or short term 
debt of the accounting company should be included in account No. 123, "Sinking Funds"; account 
No. 124, "Replacement Fund"; account No. 125, "Miscellaneous Special Funds"; or account No. 
12G, "Special Deposits," as may be appropriate. 
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122. MISCELLANEOUS INVESTMENTS. 
This account shall include the accounting company's investment in 
tangible property not coming within the definition of fixed capital; as, for 
example, real estate leased to others or held for a rise in value, etc., and 
all other miscellaneous investments of a permanent nature not provided for 
elsewhere, including the cost or book value of investment advances to non-
affiliated companies or individuals, and investments in securities issued or 
assumed by such companies or individuals when such securities are held 
subject to a mortgage, pledge, or other lien, or the retention thereof is neces-
sary or desirable to maintain the integrity of the accounting company's 
business or operations. 
Securities held in special funds shall not be included in this account, 
but shall be included in the appropriate special fund account. 
Records shall be kept which will permit ready analysis of the balance 
in this account as between, 
(a) Physical property (other than assignable to account 101). 
(b) Securities. 
(c) Miscellaneous. 
123. SINKING FUNDS. 
This account shall include the amount of cash, the ledger value of 
securities of other companies, and other assets which are held by trustees 
of sinking funds for the purpose of redeeming outstanding obligations, in-
cluding such assets so held by the accounting company when they are 
segregated in a distinct fund; also amounts deposited with such trustees 
on account of mortgaged property sold, when the proceeds of such sale are 
to be held for the redeeming of securities; and the cost of live securities 
issued or assumed by the accounting company and held in such funds. A 
separate account shall be kept for each fund and the title of each fund should 
designate the obligation in support of which the fund is created. 
NOTE.—Should the constituents of a sinking fund change substantially in value, and such 
change seem likely to be permanent, it may be reflected by suitable entries in this account and in 
the corresponding reserve account or in "Profit and Loss," as may be appropriate. 
124. REPLACEMENT FUND. 
If the accounting company desires, or is required, to segregate in a 
special fund the assets or any part of the assets represented by the retire-
ment reserve, the ledger value of such assets shall be included on the 
balance sheet in this account. 
125. MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL FUNDS. 
This account shall include the amount of cash and the ledger value of 
securities of other companies and other assets in insurance, employees' 
pensions, savings, relief, hospital, and other funds which have been raised 
and specifically set aside or invested for purposes not provided for else-
where; also the cost of securities issued or assumed by the accounting 
company and held in such funds. A separate account shall be provided for 
each fund. 
126. SPECIAL DEPOSITS. 
This account shall include the debit balances described under the follow-
ing sub-heads: 
(a) COUPON SPECIAL DEPOSITS. All moneys and bank credits specially 
deposited in the hands of fiscal or other agents of the accounting company 
for the payment of interest coupons when presented. Such coupons when 
paid from such deposits shall be credited to this account and charged to the 
appropriate matured interest account. Payments to trustees (or other 
agents of the holders of bonds or other securities) of the interest accrued 
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thereon which operate under the terms of the securities (or of mortgages 
supporting such securities) as a release of the paying corporation from 
further liability from such interest shall not he charged to this account but 
to the appropriate "Interest Accrued" account. 
(b) DIVIDEND SPECIAL DEPOSITS. All moneys and bank credits specially 
deposited in the hands of the fiscal or other agent of the accounting com-
pany for the payment of dividends upon its stocks. Such dividends when 
paid from such deposit shall be credited to this account and charged to the 
appropriate dividend account. 
(c) MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL DEPOSITS. All moneys and bank credits 
deposited in the hands of fiscal or other agents of the accounting company 
for other special purposes than the payment of interest coupons and divi-
dends. Charges to this account shall specify the purpose for which deposit 
is made. When such purposes are satisfied, this account shall be credited 
with the amount specially deposited to provide such satisfaction. 
NOTE.—This account shall not include any assets available for general corporate purposes. 
131. UNAMORTIZED DEBT DISCOUNT AND EXPENSE. 
This account shall include the total of the net debit balances represent-
ing the discount and expense in connection with the issuance of each class 
of the accounting company's long term debt. (See "Balance Sheet Account— 
General Instructions and Definitions," Section 12, Page 13.) 
132. PROPERTY ABANDONED. 
This account is intended as a suspense account which shall include the 
retirement loss (i. e., the original cost, estimated if not known, plus cost of 
dismantling, less salvage) on property destroyed or abandoned because of 
replacement, of obsolescence, of an extraordinary casualty, or for any other 
reason, when such loss has not been provided for in advance through a 
reserve. Amounts thus charged shall be amortized through annual or more 
frequent charges over a definitely determined period to such accounts as 
shall be proper. 
133. JOBBING ACCOUNTS. 
This account shall include the balances in accounts with customers or 
others for jobbing work not completed at the date as of which the balance 
sheet is stated. Such accounts, when work is completed and charges made, 
shall be cleared by charges to accounts receivable. 
134. CLEARING OR APPORTIONMENT ACCOUNTS. 
This account shall include the balances in accounts maintained to carry 
temporarily the cost of operating such facilities as garages, stables, store-
houses, etc., and also overhead or burden costs such as it is desirable shall 
be apportioned over the construction and operating accounts involved. 
The charges to operating accounts and the credits to these accounts 
should, unless there is some good reason to the contrary, be so distributed 
that the costs for any one year will be absorbed by the transactions occurring 
during that year. 
135. WORK IN PROGRESS. 
This account shall include the total of the balances in open "work order" 
or "job order" accounts for work in progress, or in suspense accounts to 
which the cost of construction or maintenance work is temporarily charged 
pending its final distribution to the appropriate fixed capital or operating 
expense accounts. 
NOTE.—Charges for additions to fixed capital not involving replacements, or for improvements 
which necessitate retirements or reconstruction of existing property when full credits have been 
made in advance to fixed capital accounts to cover the ledger cost of property retired, may be car-
ried in fixed capital account No. 359, "Unfinished Construction," which see. 
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136. MISCELLANEOUS DEFERRED DEBITS. 
This account shall include all debits not elsewhere provided for, the 
proper final disposition of which is uncertain. This will include the cost 
of tentative or preliminary surveys, designs and investigations made for 
determining the feasibility of projects under contemplation. If the project 
is thereafter definitely undertaken, such amount shall be credited to this 
account and charged to the proper work order, fixed capital or other account. 
If the project is abandoned, the cost of the preliminary investigation shall 
be charged to the appropriate operating expense or other account. When-
ever the proper disposition of any matter charged to this account is deter-
mined, it shall be credited to this account and charged to the appropriate 
account. * 
141. DISCOUNT ON CAPITAL STOCK. 
This account shall include the total of the net debit balances represent-
ing the discount on capital stock issued or assumed by the accounting 
company (see "Balance Sheet Accounts—General Instructions and Defini-
tions," Section 11, Page 13.) 
142. REACQUIRED SECURITIES. 
When securities, whether debt or stocks, have been actually issued by the 
accounting company to bona fide holders for value (or after such issue by 
another corporation have been assumed by the accounting company) and 
after such issue (or assumption) have been acquired by the accounting 
company under circumstances which require that they shall not be treated 
as paid or retired, they shall be charged at face value to this account. If 
the price at which such securities have been reacquired is greater or less 
than the par or face value, the difference shall be adjusted through Profit 
and Loss or through the appropriate discount or premium account. 
NOTE A.—This account shall not. include securi t ies that are merely guaranteed . 
N O T E B . — T h i s account shall not include any securit ies held in s inking and other reserve 
funds. 
143. TREASURY SECURITIES. 
This account shall include the par value of securities which have been 
nominally but not actually issued by the accounting company. For definition 
of the term "Nominal issue" see note under account No. 201, "Capital Stock," 
and Note B under account No. 211, "Long Term Debt." 
201. CAPITAL STOCK. 
This account shall include the items described under the following 
sub-heads: 
(a) FULL PAID STOCK. This covers the total par value of stocks or re-
ceipts issued to represent permanent full-paid interests in the accounting 
company, or interests which, if terminable, are so only at the option of the 
company. By "Full paid interest" is meant an interest in which the full 
amount of the subscription has been paid in. 
(b) INSTALLMENTS PAID ON STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS. This covers the amount 
of installments paid on subscriptions for capital stock. When the full 
amount of the subscription has been paid and certificates of stock are issued 
therefor this account shall be cleared and the par value of the stock so issued 
shall be credited to the account appropriate for such stock. 
(c) STOCK LIABILITY FOR CONVERSION. This covers the accounting com-
pany's liability under agreements to exchange its capital stock for the out-
standing securities of companies whose physical property has been acquired 
under such agreements, but. whose securities have not yet been surrendered 
for exchange. 
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The records shall be so kept that stocks of different classes may be 
separately shown. The following is the most important classification of 
stock: 
(a) Common stock: Stock which has no preference in the distribution 
of dividends. 
(b) Preferred stock: Stock having preference in the distribution of 
dividends. 
(c) Debenture stock: Stock issued under a contract to pay a specified 
return at specified intervals. 
Preferred stock may be further classified as first preferred, second pre-ferred, etc.; or as cumulative or non-cumulative ; or as participating or non-
participating. First preferred stocks are those which have the first claim 
upon such dividends as may be distributed; a claim upon dividends taking 
precedence over the claim of common stock but inferior to the first preferred 
stock may be represented by second preferred stock, and so on. Stock is 
cumulative if the amount by which the dividend at any dividend period fails 
to reach a stipulated dividend rate and is carried forward to continue as a 
claim upon the dividend fund until satisfied. Stock is non-cumulative if such 
amount lapses. Stock is participating if it is not limited to a stipulated rate 
in the amount of dividends which it may receive but is entitled to participate, 
in accordance with the terms of the contract under which it is issued, in fur-
ther dividends. It is non-participating if it is limited to a stipulated rate. 
Stocks may differ also with respect to voting provisions and conditions 
under which they may be retired. A separate ledger account should be 
maintained for each class of stock issued, and no two stocks shall be con-
sidered of the same class unless they are equal in their interest or dividend 
rights, their voting rights, and the conditions under which they may be 
retired. The characteristics of any class of stocks in these three regards 
shall be designated in the title of the account raised to cover such stocks 
and shall be clearly expressed in the first entry of such account. To the 
account for any class of stock shall be credited, when issued, the par value 
of the amount of stock of that class issued. If such issue is for money, that 
fact shall be stated; and if for any other consideration than money, the 
person to whom issued shall be designated and the consideration for which 
issued shall be described with sufficient particularity to identify it; if such 
issue is to the treasurer or other agent of the corporaton to be by him dis-
posed of for the benefit of the corporation, that fact, and the name of such 
agent, shall be shown; and such agent shall, in his account of the disposition 
thereof, show the like details concerning the consideration realized thereon, 
which account, when accepted by the corporation, shall be preserved as a 
corporate record. If the fair cash value of the consideration realized upon 
the issue of any amount of stock is greater than the par value of such stock 
and accrued dividends, if any, expressed in the contract of issue, the excess 
shall be credited to account No. 202, "Premium on Capital Stock," and corre-
sponding reference thereto shall be contained in the entry relating to such 
stock in the stock account. 
For each class of stock the records shall also show plainly the par value 
of (1) certificates issued and actually outstanding, being those not held by 
the company, its agents or trustees, or subject to its control; and (2) certifi-
cates pledged and unpledged held in the company's treasury, by its agents 
or trustees, or otherwise subject to its control, including both those acquired 
after actual issue and those nominally but never actually issued. 
NOTE A.—Capital stock is considered nominally issued when certificates are signed and sealed 
and placed with the proper officer for sale and delivery, or pledged, or otherwise placed in some 
special fund of the accounting company. It is considered to be actually issued when it has been 
sold to a bona fide purchaser for a valuable consideration, and such purchaser holds it free from 
all control by the accounting company. All capital stock actually issued and not reacquired by or 
for the accounting company is considered to be actually outstanding. If reacquired by or for the 
accounting company, under such circumstances as require it to be held alive and not canceled or 
retired, it is considered to be nominally outstanding. 
NOTE B.—When stock without par value is issued the actual money value of the consideration 
realized from the issue should be credited to the account representing that particular class of stock. 
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202. PREMIUM ON CAPITAL STOCK. 
This account shall include the excess of the actual money value (at the 
t ime of issue of the stock) of the consideration received for such issue over 
the par value of the amount of stock issued and accrued dividends, if any, 
expressed in the contract of issue. If the stock is issued by the corporation 
to its t r easure r or other agent, the excess of t he actual money value of the 
consideration obtained by such agent in exchange for such stock over the 
par value and accrued dividends thereof shall be considered the premium 
realized. A separa te ledger account shall be mainta ined for each class of 
stock as dist inguished according to the t ex t of account No. 201 preceding. 
Ent r ies in these accounts shall be carried there in until offset by credits to 
Profit and Loss upon reacquisit ion of the stock or by credits to "Cash" or 
similar account if t he corporation elects to dis t r ibute to i ts s tockholders all 
or any pa r t of the premium realized on its stock. 
203. CAPITAL STOCK SUBSCRIBED. 
Subscript ions to capital stock shall be credited to th is account. This 
account shall be charged when the subscriber has paid his subscription in 
full and is entit led to receive certificates represent ing the shares subscribed. 
Concurrently, credits shall be made to account No. 142, "Reacquired Securi-
t ies," or account No. 143,"Treasury Securities," if deliveries are made from 
capital stock so held. Otherwise credit the appropr ia te subdivision of Ac-
count 201, "Capital Stock." 
211. LONG T E R M DEBT. 
This account shall include the total par value of all debt except receiver 's 
certificates and advances from affiliated companies (for which see below) 
Which by the t e rms of i ts creat ion does not mature unti l more than one year 
after date of creation. This covers bonds, notes, mor tgage certificates, and 
all o ther forms of acknowledgment of indebtedness. 
The records shall be so kept tha t long te rm debt of different classes may 
be separate ly shown. The most impor tan t classification is tha t based upon 
the na ture of the lien or securi ty as follows: 
(a) Mortgage Bonds: Bonds secured by a lien on physical proper ty 
and not includible in the other subdivisions of th is account. 
(b) Collateral Trus t Bonds: Bonds and notes having a date of matur-
ity of more than one year after date of issue secured by a lien on securi t ies 
or o ther commercial paper ; also stock t rus t certificates t h a t are similar in 
charac ter to collateral t rus t bonds. 
(c) Income Bonds: Bonds which are a lien on the accounting com-
pany's revenue alone, or bonds which, while being a lien on its proper ty and 
franchises, can claim payment of in teres t only in case in teres t is earned. 
(d) Equipment Obligations: Equipment bonds, equipment notes, or 
other obligations secured by lien on specific equipment. 
(e) Miscellaneous Obligations: All long t e rm obligations not provided 
for in the four preceding classes, including notes, unsecured certificates of 
indebtedness , debenture bonds, plain bonds, real es ta te mortgages executed 
or assumed, and other similar obligations matur ing more than one year after 
date of issue. 
(f) Receipts Outstanding for Long Term Debt: Receipts for payment 
on account of long t e rm debt securi t ies. When the securi t ies are issued for 
amounts so paid, the face value shall be included in the account covering the 
class of funded debt for which the securi t ies are issued. 
Long te rm debt may differ also with respect to ra tes of interest , in teres t 
dates, and date of matur i ty . Separa te ledger accounts shall be mainta ined 
for each class of long te rm debt, and no two amounts of debt not agreeing 
in respect of all four of the character is t ics above named shall be included in 
the same ledger account, except t ha t pa r t of any long t e rm debt issue agree-
ing in other character is t ics , but matur ing serially, may be t rea ted as of the 
same class. The t i t le of each ledger account for long te rm debt shall express 
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the four character is t ics above stated, t h a t is to say, mortgage or other lien 
or security, r a t e of interest , da tes of matur i ty of interest , and date of matur-
i ty of pr incipal : as, e. g., "F i rs t Mortgage 5 per cent. Q. F . 10, August 10, 
1928," which means a debt secured by the company's first mortgage, bearing 
in teres t a t the ra te of 5 per cent . per annum, in teres t matur ing quarter ly 
on February 10, May 10, August 10, and November 10 of each year, principal 
matur ing August 10, 1928. 
For each class of long t e rm debt the records shall also show plainly 
(1) the par value of certificates or other evidences of debt issued and actu-
ally outstanding, being those not held by the company, i ts agents or t rus tees , 
or subject to i ts control ; and (2) the par value of certificates or o ther evi-
dences of debt pledged or unpledged held in the company's t reasury , held by 
i ts agents or t rus tees , or o therwise subject to i ts control ; including both 
those reacquired after actual issue and those nominally but never actually 
issued. 
NOTE A.—Securities maturing one year or less from date of issue shall be included in account 
No. 221, "Notes Payable." Matured long term debt shall be included in account No. 226, "Ma-
tured Long Term Debt Unpaid." 
NOTE B.—Long term debt securities are considered to be nominally issued when certified by 
trustee and placed with the proper officer for sale and delivery, or pledged or otherwise placed in 
some special fund of the accounting company. They are considered to be actually issued when they 
have been sold to a bona fide purchaser for a valuable consideration and such purchaser holds them 
free from all control by the accounting company. All securities actually issued and not reacquired 
and held by or for the accounting company under such circumstances as require them to be consid-
ered as held alive and not cancelled • or retired are considered to be actually outstanding. If re-
acquired by or for the accounting company, under such circumstances as require them to be con-
sidered as held alive and not cancelled or retired, they are considered to be nominally outstanding. 
212. RECEIVER'S CERTIFICATES. 
When any receiver, act ing under the orders of a competent court, is in 
possession of the proper ty of a corporation, and under the orders of such 
court issues certificates of indebtedness chargeable upon such property, the 
par value of such certificates shall be included in th is account. 
NOTE.—Separate sub-accounts shall be maintained for receiver's certificates which mature in 
more than one year and those which mature in one year or less from date of issue. 
221. NOTES PAYABLE. 
This account shall include the balances represent ing outs tanding obli-
gat ions in the form of notes, drafts, acceptances, or o ther similar evidences 
of indebtedness payable on demand or within a t ime not exceeding one year 
from date of issues. 
NOTE.—Secured notes and time loans payable more than one year from date of issue shall be 
included in account No. 211, "Long Term Debt." 
222. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. 
This account shall include the amount of audited vouchers or accounts 
and audited pay rolls unpaid on the date of the balance shee t ; also balances 
represent ing unclaimed wages and outs tanding pay and t ime or discharge 
checks issued in payment of wages, open accounts with other companies, 
except such as are includible under account No. 241, "Advances F rom Affili-
ated Companies," and similar i tems. 
223. CONSUMERS' DEPOSITS, 
This account shall include the amounts deposited wi th the accounting 
company by consumers as security for the payment of bills. Deposits re-
funded shall be charged to this account and credited to "Cash" or to account 
No. 125, "Miscellaneous Special Funds , " if a special fund for such deposits 
is maintained. Deposits applicable to uncollectible or worthless bills, shall, 
a t the close of the fiscal year (or earl ier at the option of the accounting 
company) be credited to the account of the consumer involved and debited 
to this account. 
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224. MATURED INTEREST UNPAID. 
This account shall include the amount of matured and unpaid interest 
on debt of the accounting company except where such interest is added to 
the face of the principal as is the usual case with judgments and sometimes 
with advances from affiliated companies. 
225. DIVIDENDS DECLARED. 
This account shall include the amount of any dividends which have been 
declared, but not, paid. Dividends shall be credited to this account as of the 
day upon which they become a liability of the accounting company (which is 
generally the date upon which they are declared) and when paid shall be 
charged to this account and credited to "Cash" or other suitable account. 
226. MATURED LONG TERM DEBT UNPAID. 
This account shall include the amount of long term debt matured and 
unpaid without specific agreement for extension as to time of payment, includ-
ing unpresented bonds drawn for redemption through the operation of sink-
ing and redemption fund agreements. 
NOTE.—Real estate mortgages whose nominal maturity has been reached, but which, by 
mutual agreement between mortgagee and mortgagor, are continued indefinitely as obligations of 
the accounting company, need not be transferred to this account, but may continue to be carried 
in account No. 211, "Long Term Debt." 
227. MISCELLANEOUS CURRENT LIABILITIES. 
This account shall include the balances in all open accounts representing 
current liabilities not specifically provided for in the foregoing accounts. 
231. TAXES ACCRUED. 
This account shall include the amount of taxes accrued and properly 
charged against income or other accounts in excess of the amount of taxes 
paid as shown by the credit balance in the tax liability account. 
An open account entitled "Tax Liability Account" shall be raised and to 
it shall be credited at the close of each accounting period taxes accrued during 
the period, corresponding debits being made to the appropriate accounts for 
tax charges. Such credits will necessarily be based upon estimate, but from 
time to time during the year as the actual tax levies become known, the 
amount of the periodic credits shall be adjusted so as to include as nearly as 
may be possible in each year the taxes applicable thereto. When any tax is 
paid, it shall be charged to the "Tax Liability Account" and credited to "Cash" 
or other suitable account. A debit balance in the "Tax Liability Account" due 
to the prepayment of taxes applicable to the period subsequent to the date 
of the balance sheet shall be shown under account No. 117, "Prepayments," 
while a credit balance shall be shown under account No. 231, "Taxes Accrued." 
232. INTEREST ACCRUED. 
This account shall include the amount of interest accrued to the date 
of the balance sheet, but not payable until after that date, on all indebtedness 
of the accounting company except where such interest is added to the face 
of the principal, as is the usual case with judgments, and sometimes with 
advances from affiliated companies. When such interest is paid, it shall be 
charged to this account and credited to "Cash" or other suitable account. 
Separate sub-accounts shall be maintained for each item of indebtedness. 
When interest matures without being paid, it shall be charged to this 
account and credited to account No. 224, "Matured Interest Unpaid." Pay-
ments to trustees (or other agents) of the holders of bonds or other securi-
ties of the interest accrued thereon which operate under the terms of the 
securities (or mortgages supporting such securities) as a release of the 
paying company from further liability for such interest shall be considered 
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equivalent to payments of interest made direct to bondholders and such 
interest shall not be credited to "Matured Interest Unpaid." 
The interest accrued upon any judgment against the accounting com-
pany shall not be credited to this account, but to the account to which such 
judgment stands credited. 
233. MISCELLANEOUS ACCRUED LIABILITIES. 
This account shall include the balances in all accounts representing 
accrued liabilities other than interest or taxes. 
241. ADVANCES FROM AFFILIATED COMPANIES. 
This account shall include the par value of non-negotiable notes due to 
affiliated companies, credit balances in open accounts with such companies 
other than credit balances in current accounts classable as current liabilities, 
and interest accrued on notes and open accounts included in this account 
when such interest is not subject to current settlement. Two companies are 
affiliated if either one controls the policy of the other, or if both are subject 
to the same control. 
This account shall be subdivided as follows: 
a. Notes, including both time and demand notes; 
b. Open accounts not subject to current settlement; 
c. Interest accrued on amounts included in this account when not 
subject to current settlement. 
Accounts with affiliated companies which are subject to current settle-
ment, such as charges for materials and supplies currently furnished, charges 
for repairs to equipment, etc., shall be classed as current assets or current 
liabilities as may be appropriate. Negotiable notes due to affiliated com-
panies shall not be included in this account but in account No. 221, "Notes 
Payable." 
251. RETIREMENT RESERVE. 
To this account shall be credited such amounts as are charged to the 
Operating Expense Account, "Retirement Expense," to cover the retirement 
loss represented by the excess of the original cost, plus cost of dismantling, 
over the salvage value of fixed capital retired from service; to this account 
shall also be credited such amounts as may be appropriated from surplus for 
a similar purpose. When any fixed capital is retired from service, the orig-
inal cost thereof (estimated if not known, and where estimated, the facts on 
which the estimate is based should be stated in the entry) should be credited 
to the proper fixed capital account and charged, plus the cost of retirement, 
less salvage, to this account. If the credit balance in this account is insuf-
ficient to cover the retirement loss, the excess over the balance contained in 
the reserve may be charged to account No. 132, "Property Abandoned," which 
see, or other appropriate account. 
The losses which this account is intended to cover are those incident to 
important retirements of buildings, of large sections of continuous structures, 
like electric line, or of definitely identifiable units of plant or equipment, and 
the object of the account is that the burden of such losses may be as nearly 
as is practicable equalized from year to year. 
NOTE A.—When property is retired whose ledger value has been reduced below original cost, 
only the remaining ledger value shall be written off as retirement loss. 
NOTE B.—When any property is retired whose ledger value is greater than the known or esti-
mated cost, such excess shall be charged to Profit and Loss. 
NOTE C.—If any property is sold for move than its original cost, the excess of its selling price 
over the cost of the* property plus the cost of dismantling and selling, shall be credited to this 
account. 
NOTE D.—If the accounting company has, previous to the effective date of this uniform classi-
fication of accounts, maintained a reserve under some other title such as "Depreciation Reserve" 
for the purpose of equalizing retirement losses, the balance in such reserve, as at the effective date 
of this classification, shall be transferred to this account. 
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252. CASUALTY AND INSURANCE RESERVE. 
When any admitted liability arises because of loss or damage to the 
property of others, or of injuries to employees or other persons, the amount 
of liability may (if not previously provided for by insurance or self-insur-
ance), be charged to the appropriate operating expense or other accounts 
and credited to this account against which (in such case) the actual cost of 
satisfaction of the liability shall be charged when the matter is determined. 
If the extent of the liability can not be ascertained promptly after the liabil-
ity arises, it may be estimated as accurately as practicable for the purpose 
of determining the immediate charge to the expense or other appropriate 
account, in which case the matter shall be adjusted when the extent of the 
liability is definitely ascertained. If the loss is of such character that it is in 
whole or in part indemnifiable under any contract of insurance carried by the 
accounting company, the indemnifiable portion of the loss shall be charged 
to the insurer and credited to "Casualty and Insurance Reserve." This ac-
count shall also include the amounts charged to operating expense account 
"Insurance" to cover self-carried risks. 
253. UNAMORTIZED PREMIUM ON DEBT. 
When long term debt securities or other evidences of indebtedness are 
disposed of for a consideration whose cash value (exclusive of accrued inter-
est) is greater than the par value of such securities or other evidences of 
indebtedness, the excess of such cash value of the consideration received over 
the par value of the securities or other evidences of indebtedness shall be 
credited to this account. At regular accounting intervals thereafter a proper 
portion of such premium, based upon the life of the security or other evi-
dence of indebtedness to maturity, shall be charged to this account and cred-
ited to account No. 434, "Amortization of Premium on Debt," in the income 
account. 
254. SINKING FUND RESERVES. 
This account shall include the net balances in accounts to which are 
credited, in accordance with the requirement of mortgages and other con-
tracts, or by action of the company's directors, definite appropriations of 
income and surplus whether held in general funds or specifically set aside in 
the hands of trustees, for the purpose of retiring or redeeming bonds or other 
obligations of the accounting company. It shall also include such accretions 
from the investment of funds specifically set aside for the above described 
purpose as are required to be added to the reserve. 
When the debt which the sinking fund is created to redeem matures and 
the fund has accomplished its purpose, the balance in the reserve shall be 
charged to this account and credited to Profit and Loss. If the mortgage or 
other obligation permits, the par value of bonds or other evidences of indebt-
edness issued or assumed by the accounting company which are reacquired 
through the operations of a sinking fund may be charged to this account and 
credited to Profit and Loss when and as such bonds or other evidences of 
indebtedness are acquired. 
255. CONTRIBUTIONS FOR EXTENSIONS. 
To this account shall be credited contributions in money or property 
made to the accounting company for the purpose of assuming the burden or 
any part of the burden represented by the investment necessary for the 
establishment or extension of services rendered by the company. This 
covers such items as contributions toward the cost of line extensions in 
sparsely settled territory made by consumers, either voluntarily or when 
reasonably required by the company as a condition of giving the desired 
service, and the cost of services to which the company has title, in so far as 
such cost is borne by the consumer; it also covers grants from municipal or 
other governmental bodies or contributions from chambers of commerce and 
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similar organizations made with the object of establishing a new service in 
the community by assuming part of the investment cost of the enterprise. 
NOTE.—This does not include advances for the construction of extensions which are ultimately 
to be repaid wholly or in part to the consumer. Such advances should be credited to Account 261, 
"Miscellaneous Unadjusted Credits." When final determination has been made as to the amount 
of the advance to be returned to the consumer the balance, if any, shall be credited to this account. 
256. CONTINGENCY RESERVE. 
This account shall include such amounts as the accounting company may 
desire to set aside to provide against unforeseen contingencies. 
257. MISCELLANEOUS RESERVES. 
This account shall include the balances in all reserves other than those 
provided for in the six preceding accounts. 
NOTE.—If the accounting company maintains operating reserves for the purpose of equalizing 
expenses from month to month, such reserve shall be cleared annually unless there remains a credit 
balance due to the non-completion of maintenance work because of adverse labor conditions, non-
receipt of material, or other similar reasons, in which case such part of the balance as is applicable 
to unfinished work may be carried over to the following year. Under no circumstances shall a 
debit balance be carried over the year.. 
261. MISCELLANEOUS UNADJUSTED CREDITS. 
This account shall include the amount of credit balances in suspense 
accounts that can not be entirely cleared and disposed of until additional 
information is received. 
270. PROFIT AND LOSS—BALANCE. 
Under this head shall be shown the balance in the Profit and Loss 
account. (See "Profit and Loss Account,—General Instructions and Defini-
tions," Section 1, Page 55.) 
FIXED CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 
Intangible Fixed Capital : 
301. Organization. 
302. Franchises . 
303. Miscellaneous intangible capital. 
Tangible Fixed Capital : 
SPECIFIC ACCOUNTS: 
311. Land. 
(a) Steam power plant land. 
(b) Hydro-electric power plant land. 
(c) Gas power plant land. 
(d) Transmiss ion system land. 
(e) Distribution system land. 
(f) General office land. 
(g) Miscellaneous land devoted to electric operat ions. 
(g1) Stores depar tment land. 
(g2) General shops land. 
(g3) Transpor ta t ion depar tment land. 
(g4) Communication system land. 
(g5) Miscellaneous land. 
312. S t ruc tu res : 
(a) Steam power plant s t ructures . 
(b) Hydro-electric power plant s t ructures . 
(c) Gas power plant s t ructures . 
(d) Transmiss ion system s t ructures . 
(e) Distribution system s t ruc tures . 
(f) General office s t ructures . 
(g) Miscellaneous s t ruc tures devoted to electric operat ions. 
(g1) Stores depar tment s t ructures . 
(g2) General shops s t ructures . 
(g3) Transpor ta t ion depar tment buildings. 
(g4) Communication system buildings. 
(g5) Miscellaneous buildings. 
Generat ing P lan t—Steam: 
313. Boiler p lant equipment . 
314. Pr ime movers and auxil iar ies—steam. 
315. Turbo-generator uni ts—steam. 
316. Electr ic plant—steam. 
317. Miscellaneous power plant equipment—steam. 
Generat ing Plant—Hydro-Electr ic : 
318. Reservoirs , dams, and waterways . 
319. Roads, t rai ls , and bridges. 
320. Wa te r turbines and water-wheels. 
321. Turbo-generator units—hydro. 
322. Electr ic plant—hydro. 
323. Miscellaneous power plant equipment—hydro. 
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Generat ing Plant—Gas: 
324. Fuel holders, t r ansmi t t e r s and accessories. 
325. In ternal combustion engines. 
326. Electr ic plant—gas. 
327. Miscellaneous power plant equipment—gas. 
Transmission and Distr ibut ion: 
328. Substat ion equipment. 
329. Storage ba t te ry equipment. 
330. Underground conduits. 
331. Poles, towers, and fixtures. 
332. Overhead conductors and devices. 
333. Underground conductors. 
334. Transmiss ion roads and trails . 
335. Services. 
336. Line t ransformers and devices. 
337. Line t ransformer instal lat ion. 
338. Consumers ' meters . 
339. Meter installation. 
Consumers ' Ins ta l la t ions: 
340. Instal lat ions on consumers ' premises . 
341. Commercial lamps. 
342. Street l ighting equipment. 
343. Electr ic appliances. 
General Equ ipment : 
344. General equipment. 
(a) Office equipment. 
(b) Shop equipment. 
(c) Stores equipment. 
(d) Transpor ta t ion equipment. 
(e) Telephone, telegraph, and wireless system. 
(f) Laboratory equipment. 
(g) Miscellaneous equipment. 
345. Miscellaneous tangible capital. 
OVERHEAD COSTS AND OTHER UNDISTRIBUTED I T E M S : 
351. Engineer ing and superintendence. 
352. Law expenditures during construction. 
353. Injuries and damages during construction. 
354. Taxes during construction. 
355. In teres t during construction. 
356. Miscellaneous construct ion expenditures . 
357. Fixed capital not classified by prescribed accounts. 
358. Cost of plant and equipment purchased. 
359. Unfinished construction. 
FIXED CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS. 
1. Fixed Capital Defined.—By the fixed capital of a corporation is meant 
the property, both tangible and intangible, which is devoted to the accom-
plishment of the principal purposes of its business and which has an expecta-
tion of life in service of more than one year from date of installation in 
service. 
2. Tangible and Intangible Capital and Overhead Costs.—Tangible capi-
tal covers all physical property classed as fixed capital. Charges to specific 
accounts for tangible property cover direct labor and material costs up to 
and including the time of the foreman supervising the job; also such over-
head expenditures for engineering, taxes during construction, etc., as can be 
allocated to definite items of property. Charges to overhead cost accounts 
should cover only expenditures of this nature which pertain to the enterprise 
as a whole and cannot be allocated to definite items of property. Intangible 
capital covers organization expenditures, and rights, privileges, and other 
property not physical, such as franchises or patent rights. 
So far as possible overhead costs should be assigned or apportioned to 
particular jobs or items to the end that each item shall bear its proper share 
of such cost, and that the entire cost of the item, both direct and overhead, 
shall be deducted from the fixed capital accounts at the time of its retire-
ment. Certain overhead costs, however, which clearly pertain to the entire 
enterprise, such as in some cases engineering, interest, etc., should not be 
apportioned, but retained in the appropriate fixed capital accounts as part of 
the investment cost so long as the enterprise continues under the form in 
which it started. 
These instructions should not be interpreted as permitting the addition 
to fixed capital accounts of arbitrary percentages to cover assumed overhead 
costs, but only as requiring the assignment or apportionment to particular 
accounts for tangible property of actual and necessary overhead expenditures. 
3. Fixed Capital to Be Entered and Retained on Books at Cost.—All 
charges to fixed capital accounts shall be at the actual cost of the property 
acquired, at the time of its acquisition. A bona fide contract or agreement 
of purchase and sale between entirely separate parties shall be prima facie 
evidence of actual cost. Each item of property shall be carried in the fixed 
capital accounts at no more, and no less, than its actual cost, unless, or until 
such property is abandoned, replaced, reconstructed, or converted, when the 
accounting shall be as hereinafter set forth. The foregoing shall not, how-
ever, be interpreted to forbid the inclusion in account No. 857 "Fixed Capital 
Not Classified by Prescribed Accounts" of undistributed book values which 
have been carried prior to the effective date of a prescribed uniform system 
of accounts, and. which may or may not represent the actual cost of property 
in service; but the inclusion of such undistributed book values in fixed cap-
ital accounts shall be without prejudice to any future determination of the 
actual cost of the property. The term "cost" includes not only the cost of 
labor, material, and supplies directly employed or consumed in the construc-
tion and installation of fixed capital, but also the cost of preliminary plans 
and surveys and such portion of the expenses for engineering and plant super-
vision and of general expenses as may be chargeable to the fixed capital 
accounts under an equitable plan for apportionment of such expenses. 
4. First Entries Must Enable Identification.—Every debit or credit to 
a fixed capital or other investment account must be made in such wise as to 
be readily identified with the particular item of property to which it relates. 
For each item (or project) of fixed capital or other investment the records 
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shall show the date of the entry, the date of acquisition or installation, the 
date when placed in service, the actual money cost, and the description 
thereof with such particularity as to make possible the location and identifi-
cation thereof (including, in case the item is movable, the name of the manu-
facturer and the identifying mark or number, if any, imprinted thereon, and 
such other particulars as may be necessary for identification). Where two 
or more items are acquired under a single undivided contract, the entry in 
respect of each shall refer to the others and shall state the entire considera-
tion, and shall also state the portion thereof fairly applicable to the particular 
item covered by the entry. When any item of capital is withdrawn from 
service, the date of withdrawal shall be included in the withdrawal entry 
relating to such item. 
NOTE A.—In the case of continuous structures like electric lines, gas mains, etc., the record 
shall be itemized to the extent that no item shall contain more than one operating division or 
section or more than one type of construction. The entry for any item shall so specify the loca-
tion and the principal physical characteristics (such as size, weight, type, etc.) of the chief con-
stituent parts of the item that identification may be assured. 
NOTE B.—The date when an item of fixed capital is placed in service may, if preferred, be 
kept in the engineering records. 
5. Application of Classification.—The accounts in this classification 
shall include all expenditures for fixed capital regardless of the way in which 
the funds for the construction or acquisition have been provided. Such 
expenditures shall not be charged to Operating Expense, Income, Surplus, 
or to special funds in such manner as to exclude from the property accounts 
any expenditure for fixed capital. 
These accounts shall also include the necessary credits to represent the 
cost originally charged to them of property or equipment abandoned, de-
stroyed, sold, or otherwise retired from service. Wherever the term original 
cost is referred to in this classification, and such cost can not be ascertained, 
an estimate of the original cost shall be used. 
G. Salvage and Insurance.—Salvage, as the term is employed in this 
classification, means the value to the accounting company, based upon a fair 
market price, of equipment or other material recovered in the process of 
repairing, replacing, or abandoning plant and equipment; or the net amount 
received from its sale if the material is not retained by the accounting com-
pany. Salvage recovered in connection with a replacement or abandonment 
involving a deduction from fixed capital accounts shall be credited against 
the account to which the retirement loss is chargeable. Salvage recovered in 
connection with maintenance expenses not involving deductions from fixed 
capital accounts shall, so far as practicable, be credited to the appropriate 
maintenance accounts. Insurance recovered on property damaged or de-
stroyed shall be treated in the same manner as salvage. 
7. Withdrawals or Retirements.—To the end that the capital accounts 
shall at all times disclose the cost of all property in service, the cost of retired 
capital, whether replaced or not, must be deducted from (i. e., credited to) the 
account, or accounts, in this classification to which such cost is chargeable. 
Every electrical utility is therefore required to take such measures and estab-
lish such procedure as will insure strict compliance with these requirements. 
When anything is worn out, lost, sold, destroyed, abandoned, surrendered 
upon lapse of title, becomes permanently unserviceable or is withdrawn or 
retired from service for any other reason, the amount at which such thing 
stood charged in the capital account shall be credited to the appropriate cap-
ital account, and the entry of such credit shall cite by name and page of 
book or other record the original entry of cost of the thing retired. If there 
is no such original entry, that fact shall be stated in connection with the 
credit entry. If the amount originally charged (i. e., the ledger value) is not 
separately recorded, it shall he taken to be the proportionate share of said 
property in the value of the entire group in which the property is included. 
The entry shall state the fact of such estimation. 
Credits for original cost of property retired should include such part of 
the overhead cost as is equitably assignable to the item retired. 
When the cost of retired property is credited to the appropriate fixed 
capital accounts, it shall be concurrently charged (less any salvage or insur-
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ance that there may be on the retired property) to account No. 251, "Retire-
ment Reserve" to the extent that the total balance in the reserve is sufficient 
to cover such loss; the remainder, if any, representing such part of the loss 
due to the retirement as has not been provided for in advance by the accumu-
lation of a retirement reserve shall be charged to suspense account No. 132, 
"Property Abandoned," to be amortized in such manner as may be deter-
mined. 
The cost of dismantling, tearing down, or removing any discarded plant 
or equipment shall be considered a part of the retirement loss and charged 
to the "Retirement Reserve" or to "Property Abandoned" in accordance with 
the provisions of the foregoing paragraph. When any replacement takes the 
form of reconstructing or converting existing property in such a way that the 
cost of the entire project cannot be accurately assigned as between the cost 
of putting in the new property, and the cost of taking out the old, no greater 
proportion of the cost of the project shall be charged to fixed capital accounts 
than would equal the cost of new plant or equipment having equivalent capac-
ity and expectation of serviceable life. Such part of the cost of a reconstruc-
tion project as is not chargeable to fixed capital shall be considered a retire-
ment loss and charged to the "Retirement Reserve" or to "Property Aban-
doned" as already provided. 
The foregoing instructions do not apply to the retirement of those minor 
parts, the charge for replacing which are made directly to maintenance ex-
pense accounts. 
NOTE A.—The foregoing rule shall not be applied to capital temporarily out of service. 
NOTE B.—No receiver or other person temporarily in charge of an electrical corporation shall 
be relieved of the foregoing requirement through failure to obtain the records of the corporation. 
If, by reason of the absence of the corporate records, he is unable to make the proper credits to 
the capital accounts of the corporation for retirements, he shall open on his books the two 
historical accounts, "Cost of Property Retired During the Receivership" and "Loss on Property 
Retired During the Receivership" and credit to the former account the original cost in accordance 
with the foregoing requirement, concurrently charging the same amount (less salvage, if any) to 
the latter account. 
8. Improvements on Leased Property.—The cost of additions to and bet-
terments of leased property should be charged to a sub-account under the 
appropriate fixed capital account, and retirement losses in connection there-
with treated in the same manner as on company-owned property. In case 
the full benefit of improvements will not be obtained by the lessee because 
of reversion to the lessor at the expiration of the lease, the cost of improve-
ments may be charged to suspense and cleared by uniform charges to rent 
deductions within the period of the lease. Ordinary current repairs, includ-
ing minor rearrangements and changes in connection with leased buildings, 
should be charged to the appropriate maintenance account. Expenditures 
charged to lessors or for which lessors are required under the lease-hold 
agreement to reimburse the lessee prior to the termination of the lease should 
not be charged to fixed capital accounts of the lessee. 
9. Salvage from Equipment, Tools, Etc.—When the cost of any work 
equipment, machinery, tools, or materials and supplies obtained for use in 
construction work has been charged to accounts in this classification and the 
entire value thereof has not been consumed in the work, the residual value 
of such work equipment, machinery, tools, or materials and supplies shall be 
credited upon the completion of the work to the accounts to which originally 
charged, and concurrently charged to the material and supply account or 
other appropriate accounts. 
10. Sub-accounts for Departmental Capital.—The fixed capital accounts 
should be so subdivided as to distinguish clearly between general capital and 
departmental capital. Sub-accounts for departmental capital should be so 
entitled and constructed as to enable the corporation to report in the detail 
indicated in the following classification the fixed capital devoted to each par-
ticular department or jointly to any specific group of departments. 
TEXT PERTAINING TO FIXED CAPTAL ACCOUNTS 
NOTE.—If the accounting company operates two or more generating stations, separate sub-
accounts should be maintained for the land, structures, and equipment pertaining to each such 
station. So far as practicable, similar sub-accounts should he maintained for each sub-station. 
301. ORGANIZATION. 
This account shall include all fees paid to governments for the privilege 
of incorporation and all office and other expenditures incident to organizing 
the corporation or other enterprise and putting it into readiness to do busi-
ness. This covers cost of preparing and distributing prospectuses, cost of 
soliciting subscriptions for stock (but not for loans or for the purchase of 
bonds or other evidence of indebtedness), cash fees paid to promoters and 
the actual cash value at the time of organization of securities paid to pro-
moters for their services in organizing the enterprise, counsel fees, cost of 
preparing and issuing certificates of stock and cost of procuring certificates 
of necessity from state authorities and other like costs; also costs incident 
to preparing and filing certificates of authorization of increase of capital 
stock and to the negotiation and issue of stock thereunder, and of preparing 
and filing certificates of amendment of articles of incorporation. This ac-
count should not include any discount on stocks or other securities issued, 
nor should it include any costs incident to negotiating loans or selling bonds 
or other evidences of indebtedness. 
NOTE.—Cost of preparing and filing papers in connection with the extension of the term of 
incorporation or with reincorporation consequent upon reorganization should be charged to account 
No. 931, "Law Expenses," or by companies in "Class C" or "Class D," to the account of which 
"Law Expenses" is a sub-division. 
302. FRANCHISES. 
This account shall include amounts actually paid to a state or to a polit-
ical subdivision thereof in consideration of franchises running in perpetuity 
or for a specified term of more than one year and necessary to the conduct of 
the accounting company's operations. If any such franchise is acquired by a 
mesne assignment, the charge to this account in respect thereof should not 
exceed the amount actually paid therefor by the corporation to its assignor, 
nor should it exceed the amount specified above. Any excess of the amount 
actually paid by the corporation over the amount above specified should be 
charged to account No. 303, "Miscellaneous Intangible Capital." 
303. MISCELLANEOUS INTANGIBLE CAPITAL. 
This account shall include the cost of patent rights, licenses, privileges, 
and other intangible property not elsewhere provided for; and all other fixed 
capital charges which are not specifically assignable to some other account 
in this classification. 
NOTE.—When any corporation desires to reclassify, according to the Uniform Classification 
of Accounts, the book Accounts representing its investment in plant and equipment prior to the 
effective date of this classification, any remainder of the original total book value over the amount 
determined as properly chargeable to other prescribed accounts (including profit and loss or reserve 
accounts in cases where it is found that part of the original total book value is properly chargeable 
to such accounts) may be charged to "Miscellaneous Intangible Capital." 
311. LAND. 
This account shall include the cost of all land devoted to electric opera-
tions. This covers land for generating stations, sub-stations, office buildings, 
service buildings, warehouses, garages, for storage purposes, or for any other 
purpose in connection with electric operations, right-of-way for transmission 
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or distribution lines and for canals and pipe lines, water rights and rights of 
pondage, flowage, and submersion, and land for wharves and docks and the 
cost of riparian or water rights necessary therefor, where such rights have 
lives in excess of one year from the date when placed in service. Such cost 
includes, when assumed or paid by the purchaser in its own behalf, cost of 
registration of title, cost of examination of title, conveyancer's and notary's 
fees, purchasing agent's commission or fees, or proportion of purchasing 
agent's salary, taxes accrued to date of transfer of title, and all liens upon 
the title acquired; cost of obtaining consent and payments for abutting dam-
ages; also the first cost of acquiring lease-holds of land for rights-of-way 
with a life of more than one year, but not including the rents paid periodically 
in consideration of rights obtained under such leases. 
This account also includes special assessments levied by public authori-
ties on the basis of benefits for streets and other public improvements, such 
as new roads, new bridges, new sewers, new pavements, new curbing, etc., 
but not any taxes levied to provide for maintenance of such improvements. 
The cost of building and other improvements should not be included in 
this account. If at the time of acquisition of an interest in lands it extends 
to buildings or other improvements thereon, which improvements are devoted 
by the accounting company to its electric operations, and the contract of 
acquisition does not determine the price of such improvements, they should 
be appraised at their fair cash value for use in such operations, and such 
appraised value should be charged to the appropriate structures account, and 
excluded from this account. If such improvements are not devoted to elec-
tric operations but are devoted to other operations or held as investments, 
the cost( or appraised value if the cost is not determined in the contract of 
acquisition) should be charged to the appropriate investment account or 
capital account for other operations. If the improvements are removed or 
wrecked, the cost of removing or wrecking them should be charged and the 
salvage credited to the land account. 
Net proceeds from the sale of timber, cordwood, or other property pur-
chased with rights-of-way or other lands should be credited to this account. 
This account may be subdivided as follows, and so far as practicable, 
records of the cost of land devoted to electric operations should be kept in 
the detail indicated: 
(a) Steam power plant land. 
(b) Hydro-electric power plant land. 
(c) Gas power plant land. 
(d) Transmission system land. 
(e) Distribution system land. 
(f) General office land. 
(g) Miscellaneous land devoted to electric operations. 
(g1) Stores department land. 
(g2) General shops land. 
(g3) Transportation department land. 
(g4) Communication system land. 
(g5) Miscellaneous land. 
Entries in land accounts for land held a limited period should give a spe-
cific reference to the lease, contract, or other arrangement under which the 
land is held, together with a concise statement of the terms of such lease, 
contract, or arrangement. When the land is used for more than one purpose 
the cost thereof shall be assigned on the basis of its primary use or purpose, 
or if the utility desires to apportion the cost, the apportionment may be 
made on the basis of use, space occupied, or other suitable basis. 
When the general office is in the power plant, the land shall be consid-
ered power plant land; riparian or water rights shall be considered hydro-
electric power plant land. 
312. STRUCTURES. 
This account shall include all permanent buildings, and structures to 
house, support, or safeguard property or persons, with all appurtenant fix-
tures, improvements to land, and other constructions. 
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Buildings include all fixtures attached to and forming a permanent part 
thereof, such as water pipes and fixtures, steam pipes and fixtures for heating 
and ventilating, gas pipes and fixtures for lighting, etc., electric wiring and 
fixtures for lighting, signaling, etc., elevators, cranes and hoists and the 
motive power for operating them, building refrigerating systems, and fur-
naces, boilers, etc., specially provided for such systems, storage batteries and 
electric generators with their prime movers specially provided for building 
service, conduits, including cable conduits which form a part of the building, 
but not including conduits which would be removed with their contents, and 
subways or areaways directly connected to and forming a part of the build-
ing. This account includes cost of excavations, brick or concrete chimneys, 
and such piers and foundations for machinery and apparatus as are designed 
to be as permanent as the buildings and independent of their use in connec-
tion with any particular units of equipment. Charge also the cost of archi-
tect's plans and of superintendence of construction. 
Improvements to land include roadways, fences, sidewalk, sewer sys-
tems, water systems, yard lighting systems, grading and landscape garden-
ing, docks and water front improvements, railroad tracks, tramways and 
trestles, canals, bench marks, monuments, and any other permanent struc-
tures which are an improvement to the property. Roadways, trails, bridges, 
tramways and other construction used in hydro-electric production of elec-
tricity which are not adjacent to the generating plant proper should be 
charged to account No. 319, "Roads, Trails and Bridges." 
NOTE A.—When furnaces and boilers are used primarily for furnishing steam for some par-
ticular department and only incidentally for furnishing steam for heating a building and operating 
the equipment therein, the entire cost of such furnaces and boilers should be charged to the appro-
priate departmental capital account, and no part to this account. 
NOTE B.—The cost of specially provided foundations, not expected to outlast the machinery 
or apparatus mounted thereon, should be charged to the same account as is the cost of the machin-
ery or apparatus for which they are provided. 
NOTE C.—This account should not include any charges for lighting, heating, or other fixtures 
temporarily attached for purposes of display or demonstration. 
NOTE D.—Where the structure of a dam forms also the foundation of the power plant build-
ings, this structure should be considered a part of the dam. 
This account may be subdivided as follows and so far as practicable rec-
ords of the cost of structures devoted to electric operations should be kept 
in the detail indicated. Structures used both for general offices and depart-
mental purposes may be classed as "Miscellaneous." When the general office 
is in the power plant, the building shall be considered a power plant struc-
ture. When the system for supplying boiler or condenser water is elaborate, 
as when it includes a dam, reservoir, canal, and pipe line, the cost should be 
charged to a special sub-account entitled "Water Supply Structures—Steam." 
a. Steam power plant structures. 
b. Hydro-electric power plant structures. 
c. Gas power plant structures. 
d. Transmission system structures. 
e. Distribution system structures. 
f. General office structures. 
g. Miscellaneous structures devoted to electric operations. 
g 1. Stores department structures. 
g 2. General shops structures. 
g 3. . Transportation department buildings. 
g 4. Communication system buildings. 
g 5. Miscellaneous buildings. 
313. BOILER PLANT EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost installed of all furnaces, boilers and 
boiler apparatus and accessories devoted to the production of steam for use 
in generating electric energy. This covers boilers and valves thereto at-
tached, appurtenant furnaces and grates, and flues leading to smokestacks 
and chimneys, and the specially provided foundations and settings of such 
boilers and appurtenances: also metal smokestacks. It also covers me-
chanical stokers and other like apparatus for regulating the supply of fuel, 
etc., feed and hot water heaters and economizers, injectors, filters, feed 
pumps, blower engines, coal conveyors, ash conveyors, reservoirs for boiler 
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or condenser water and intake and discharge water pipes and pipe lines and 
tunnels, air pipes and general service pipes, steam traps, drains and separa-
tors, and pipes for conducting steam from the boiler to the engine or to the 
gas producers, exhaust pipes, etc. This account shall not include steam 
pipes whose primary purpose is the heating of buildings. 
NOTE.—When the system for supplying boiler or condenser water is elaborate, as when it 
includes a dam, reservoir canal, and pipe line, the cost should not be charged to this account but 
to a special sub-account under account No. 312, "Structures," entitled "Water Supply Structures— 
Steam." 
314. PRIME MOVERS AND AUXILIARIES—STEAM. 
This account shall include the cost of all steam engines, whether recipro-
cating or rotary. This covers the specially provided foundations and settings 
of such engines. The engine includes the throttle or inlet valve and the 
governor; also condensers, cooling towers, air and circulating pumps and 
lubricating systems, but not the steam pipe leading from the boiler, nor the 
exhaust pipe. 
NOTE A.—Where the electric rotor is mounted on the engine shaft, the shaft is a part of the 
steam engine and the electric rotor a part of the electrical equipment. 
NOTE B.—This-aeeount does not include steam turbo-generator units, the cost of which shall 
be chargeable to the next following account. 
315. TURBO-GENERATOR UNITS—STEAM. 
This account shall include the cost installed of steam turbine-driven gen-
erator units when the generator and prime mover are purchased as a unit 
and not separately. This covers specially provided foundations and settings 
of such units; also condensers, air and circulating systems, etc., but not the 
steam pipe leading from the boiler nor the exhaust pipe. 
316. ELECTRIC PLANT—STEAM. 
This account shall include the cost of all electric generating apparatus, 
motor driven exciter sets, rotaries, transformers, etc., used primarily in con-
nection with the generation of electric energy by steam power and not for 
changing it in voltage or frequency for the purpose of transmitting or distrib-
uting it more efficiently. This covers the specially provided foundations and 
the installation of such equipment; switchboards, circuit breakers, switches, 
instruments, conductors and other electrical apparatus connected thereto; 
and generator cooling and air washing apparatus, including blowers and 
ducts. 
NOTE A.—When the electric rotor of such apparatus is mounted on the shaft of the prime 
mover the rotor is to be included herein, but not the shaft. Belts, countershafts, and other like 
appliances intermediary between such prime movers and the generators are to be excluded herefrom 
and charged to account No. 317, "Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment—Steam." 
NOTE B.—This account does not include steam turbo-generator units, the cost of which shall 
be chargeable to the next preceding account. 
317. MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT—STEAM. 
This account shall include the cost of all miscellaneous steam plant 
equipment not includible in any of the foregoing accounts, such as belts, pul-
leys, hangers, countershafts, and other apparatus intermediary between the 
prime mover and the electric generator, machine tools, cars, locomotives, and 
locomotive cranes for general plant purposes, etc. 
318. RESERVOIRS, DAMS AND WATERWAYS. 
This account shall include the cost of all dams and appurtenant struc-
tures for reservoirs and forebays devoted to the collection, storage and regu-
lation of water primarily for hydro-electric production. This covers the cost 
of clearing and preparing the land; also of all gates, raising and lowering 
apparatus, wasteways, spillways, fish-ladders, and all buildings and structures 
required in the operation and maintenance of dams, reservoirs and forebays; 
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locks and equipment for handling navigation; the cost of construction, in-
cluding the clearing and preparation of land, of all diversion dams, ditches, 
flumes and tunnels with their gates, operating mechanisms, spillways, fish-
ladders and other appurtenances and the cost of all buildings and structures 
used in their operation and maintenance; also the cost of acquisition or con-
struction of all penstocks or pipe-lines in place, with their appurtenant struc-
tures and accessories for delivering water from the forebays to water-wheels, 
and from draft-tubes to tail race, including connections at forebays. 
Nozzles and valves at water-wheels should be charged to account No. 320, 
"Water Turbines" and Water-Wheels." 
NOTE A.—Where the structure of a dam forms also the foundation of the power plant build-
ings, this structure should be considered a part of the dam. 
NOTE B.—In case the accounting company wishes to subdivide this account the following sub-
accounts are suggested: 
(a) Reservoirs, dams and intakes. 
(b) Navigation facilities. 
(c) Waterways. 
(d) Forebays, penstocks and tail races. 
319. ROADS, TRAILS AND BRIDGES. 
This account shall include the cost of permanent roads, trails, bridges, 
tramways and railways used primarily in the hydraulic production of electric-
ity which are not immediately adjacent to the generating plant proper, but 
which are connected with the operation of distant reservoirs, flumes, etc. 
NOTE.—It is the intention that this account shall include the cost of only such private roads, 
etc., as it is necessary to maintain and use in the operation and maintenance of the hydraulic 
power plant. The cost of roads, railways, bridges, etc., necessary for construction, but abandoned 
upon completion of the plant, as also the cost of such facilities dedicated to the public use and 
maintained at public expense, should be distributed among other proper fixed capital accounts. 
320. WATER-TURBINES AND WATER-WHEELS. 
This account shall include the cost of all turbines and water-wheels 
devoted to the generation of electric energy, their special foundations, set-
tings, governors and all apparatus appurtenant thereto, from the head-gates 
and governors to wasteways. 
NOTE A.—When the electric rotor is mounted on the shaft of the prime mover, the shaft is a 
part of .the prime mover and the electric rotor a part of the electrical equipment. 
NOTE B.—This account does not include hydraulic turbo-generator units, the cost of which 
shall be chargeable to the next succeeding account. 
321. TURBO-GENERATOR UNITS—HYDRO. 
This account shall include the cost installed of hydraulic turbine-driven 
generator units when the generator and prime mover are purchased as a unit 
and not separately. This covers specially provided foundations and settings 
of such units; also air and circulating pumps, lubricating systems, valves, 
governors and draft tubes. 
322. ELECTRIC PLANT—HYDRO. 
This account shall include the cost of all electric generating apparatus, 
motor driven exciter sets, rotaries, transformers, etc., used primarily in con-
nection with the generation of electric energy by water power and for chang-
ing it in voltage or frequency for the purpose of transmitting or distributing 
it more efficiently. This covers the specially provided foundations and the 
installation of such equipment; switchboards, circuit breakers, switches, 
instruments, conductors and other electrical apparatus connected thereto; 
and generator cooling and air washing apparatus, including blowers and 
ducts. 
NOTE A.—When the electric rotor of such apparatus is mounted on the shaft of the prime 
mover the rotor is to be included herein, but not the shaft. Belts, countershafts, and other like 
appliances intermediary between such prime movers and the generators are to be excluded herefrom 
and charged to account No. 323, "Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment—Hydro." 
NOTE B.—This account does not include turbo-generator units the cost of which shall be 
chargeable to the next preceding account. 
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323. MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT—HYDRO. 
This account shall include the cost of all miscellaneous hydro-electric 
power plant equipment not includible in any of the foregoing accounts, such 
as belts, pulleys, hangers, countershafts, and other apparatus intermediary 
between the prime mover and the electric generator, machine tools, etc. 
324. FUEL HOLDERS, TRANSMITTERS AND ACCESSORIES. 
This account shall include the cost of producers and accessories devoted 
to the production of gas for the purpose of operating electric generators, in-
cluding the cost of specially provided foundations and installation of such 
producers and accessories. This account includes producers, economizers, 
regenerators, vaporizers, steam injectors, scrubbers, exhauster outfits, seals, 
specially provided boiler and pumps, flues and piping, blower engines, pipes 
for the conduction of gas from such producers to holders, and to gas engines, 
holders for producer gas, exhaust pipes from gas engines, etc. It does not 
include pipes whose primary purpose is the heating of buildings, nor does it 
include power transmission apparatus, or water pipes, steam pipes, water 
pumps, or inspirators. 
Include also in this account the cost of storage tanks for oil, gasoline, 
etc., used as fuel for internal combustion engines, and the cost of facilities 
and apparatus similar to that designated above which is necessary in the 
delivery of the fuel to the engines. 
325. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES. 
This account shall include the cost of all gas engines, Diesel engines, oil 
engines, and other internal combustion engines devoted to the production of 
electric energy, including the specially provided foundations and installation 
of such engines. The engine includes the inlet valve, governor, and ignition 
and starting apparatus, and also such devices as anti-fluctuators or gas bags, 
and mufflers. It does not include the pipe leading from the fuel container, 
nor the exhaust pipe in the case of producer gas engines. Such pipe is 
chargeable to the next preceding account. 
NOTE.—Where the electric rotor is mounted on the shaft of the prime mover, the shaft is a 
part of the prime mover and the electric rotor a part of the electric equipment. 
326. ELECTRIC PLANT—GAS. 
This account shall include the cost of all electric generating apparatus, 
motor driven exciter sets, rotaries, transformers, etc., used primarily in con-
nection with the generation of electric energy by gas or other internal com-
bustion engines and not for changing it in voltage or frequency for the pur-
pose of transmitting or distributing it more efficiently. This covers the spe-
cially provided foundations and the installation of such equipment; switch-
boards, circuit breakers, switches, instruments, conductors, and other elec-
trical apparatus connected thereto; and generator cooling and air washing 
apparatus, including blowers and ducts. 
NOTE A.—When the electric rotor of such apparatus is mounted on the shaft of the prime mover 
the rotor is to he included herein but not the shaft. Belts, countershafts, and other like appliances 
intermediary between such prime movers and the generators are to be excluded herefrom and 
charged to account No. 327 "Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment—Gas." 
327. MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT—GAS. 
This account shall include the cost of all miscellaneous gas power plant 
equipment not includible in any of the foregoing accounts, such as belts, pul-
leys, hangers, countershafts and other apparatus intermediary between the 
prime mover and the electric generator, machine tools, etc. 
328. SUB-STATION EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost installed, whether in a generating 
station or sub-station, of transformers, rotary converters, motor generators, 
regulators, switchboards and connecting equipment, etc., used primarily for 
changing electric energy in voltage or frequency for the purpose of trans-
mitting or distributing it more efficiently. This also covers outdoor sub-
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stations complete, including foundations, fences, supporting framework, etc.; 
sub-station equipment installed on consumers' premises; and other conver-
sion equipment. 
So far as practicable separate sub-accounts shall be maintained for each 
station. 
This account does not include line transformers installed for stepping 
down current from transmission or distribution voltages to the voltage at 
which it used by the consumer. 
This account does not include storage batteries nor laboratory instru-
ments and apparatus and other equipment coming within the scope of account 
No. 344, "General Equipment." Office equipment and furniture permanently 
assigned to sub-stations should be included in "General Equipment," but in 
a special sub-account for each sub-station. 
NOTE A.—This account may be subdivided by the accounting company under the following 
captions: 
(a ) Transmission substation equipment. 
(b) Distribution substation equipment. 
NOTE B.—Separate sub-accounts may be set up to cover the cost of conversion equipment 
installed solely in connection with transmission lines, that is, high voltage lines used for trans-
mitting power between stations or between points of generation or purchase and points of transfor-
mation and distribution, but not used to any considerable extent for carrying power to points of 
consumption. 
NOTE C.—If the accounting company has installed one or more transformers at a point where 
current is taken off its transmission or distribution line by a large power consumer, and such 
transformers are used to step down the current from the voltage at which it is carried on the 
accounting company's line to a voltage at which it is delivered to such consumer to be by him 
in turn transformed or converted for distribution within his own plant, the cost of such trans-
formers is chargeable to this account. 
329. STORAGE BATTERY EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of storage battery installations com-
plete, including elements, tanks, tank insulators, battery room connections, 
and copper work, and cell switches, motor generator sets used primarily for 
battery charging, miscellaneous small pumps, ventilating fans, water stills, 
battery room instruments, and other storage battery accessories. This 
account also includes the battery room flooring if specially constructed and 
separable from the main structure with respect to costs. It does not include 
switchboard panels for batteries unless such panels are separate from the 
main switchboard and used exclusively for battery control. 
330. UNDERGROUND CONDUITS. 
This account shall include the cost of all conduits and tunnels required 
for underground wires and cables, including manholes, ducts and pipe, sewer 
connections, sewer traps, and all material necessary for the completion of 
the underground conduit system devoted to the protection of the transmis-
sion and distribution systems. 
NOTE.—This account may be subdivided by the accounting company under the following 
captions: 
(a) Transmission underground conduits. 
(b) Distribution underground conduits. 
331. POLES, TOWERS, AND FIXTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of towers, transformer platforms and 
structures for supporting other line devices, poles, cross-arms, and insulator 
pins; braces, brackets, and other pole fixtures; guys and other supports for 
holding the towers, structures, and poles in position; and all labor expended 
in connection with the construction of pole lines or tower lines for carrying 
the transmission and distribution systems. 
NOTE A.—Separate sub-accounts may be set up to cover the cost of towers, poles, and fixtures 
carrying transmission lines, that is, high voltage lines used for transmitting power between sta-
tions or between points of generation or purchase and points of transformation and distribution, 
but not used to any considerable extent for carrying power to points of consumption. Such sub-
accounts may be entitled: 
(a) Transmission poles, towers and fixtures. 
(b) Distribution poles, towers and fixtures. 
NOTB B.—The cost of ornamental street lighting poles and fixtures should not be charged to 
this account, but to account No 342, "Street Lighting Equipment." 
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332. OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS AND DEVICES. 
This account shall include the cost installed of all overhead conductors 
and feeders (except services). This covers all cables, wires, insulators, and 
insulating material used in overhead systems; also ground wires, lightning 
arresters, pole top switches, and other line devices. 
NOTE.—Separate sub-accounts may be set up to cover the cost of conductors used in trans-
mission lines, that is, high voltage lines used for transmitting power between stations or between 
points of generation or purchase and points of transformation and distribution, but not used to 
any considerable extent for carrying power to points of consumption. Such sub-accounts may be 
entitled: 
(a) Transmission overhead conductors. 
(b) Distribution overhead conductors, 
333. UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the cost installed of all underground conduc-
tors, and feeders (except services). This covers the cost of all cables, wires, 
insulators and insulating material used in underground systems. 
NOTE.—Separate sub-accounts may be set up to cover the cost of conductors used in trans-
mission lines, that is, high voltage lines used for transmitting power between stations or between 
points of generation or purchase and points of transformation and distribution, but not used to any 
considerable extent for carrying power to points of consumption. Such sub-accounts may be 
entitled: 
(a) Transmission underground conductors. 
(b) Distribution underground conductors. 
334. TRANSMISSION ROADS AND TRAILS. 
This account shall include the cost of permanent roads, trails and 
bridges used primarily in connection with the operation and maintenance of 
the transmission system, whether located on the transmission line right-of-
way or elsewhere. 
NOTE.—It is the intention that this account shall include the cost of only such private roads, 
etc., as it is necessary to maintain and use in the operation and maintenance of the transmission 
system. The cost of roads, railways, bridges, etc., necessary for construction but abandoned upon 
completion of the plant, as also the cost of such facilities dedicated to public use and maintained 
at public expense, should be distributed among other appropriate fixed capital accounts. 
335. SERVICES. 
This account shall include the cost installed of all conductors, insula-
tors, ducts, supports, etc., leading from the last pole of overhead system or 
from point where wires leave underground system to point or connection with 
house wiring. It shall also include the cost of meter-protection devices, such 
as enclosing meter boxes designed to prevent tampering with the meter or 
the meter connections. 
NOTE.—All conduits, poles, wires, etc., from distributing mains to the initial points 
described above will be considered a part of the distribution system and their cost shall be charged 
to the appropriate accounts preceding. 
336. LINE TRANSFORMERS AND DEVICES. 
This account shall include the cost of all line transformers (both over-
head and underground), pole line lightning arresters, transformer cut-out 
boxes, line cut-out switches, etc. It may be subdivided to show separately 
the investment in transformers and in other devices. 
NOTE A.—This account does not include the labor cost of installing transformers which is 
provided for in the following account. 
NOTE B.—This account may, if desired, include the cost of all transformers whether carried 
in stock or actually in service, provided designation of the account on the ledger indicates the prac-
tice of the accounting company, as, for example, by the addition of the phrase "(includes line 
transformers in stock)." 
337. LINE TRANSFORMER INSTALLATION. 
This account shall include the cost of labor and incidental expenses 
required for the original installation of line transformers. When any line 
transformer service is permanently discontinued, this account shall be cred-
ited with an amount representing the average installation cost of a line 
transformer. 
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338. CONSUMERS' METERS. 
This account shall include the cost of all meters, current limiting devices, 
and appurtenances used or to be used in measuring or determining electric 
energy delivered to consumers. This covers in addition to cost of meters to 
point of delivery on the accounting company's premises such incidentals as 
the cost of meter badges and their attachment to the meters, testing and 
storing new meters, and the first set of meter fittings, connections, and 
shelves. 
NOTE A.—This account does not include the cost of the corporation's meters which record the 
output of the station. Such cost shall be charged to the appropriate power plant electrical equip-
ment account 
NOTE B.—The cost of setting, removing, or resetting consumers' meters shall not be charged 
to this account. 
NOTE C.—This account may, if desired, include the cost of all meters whether carried in stock 
or actually in service, provided the designation of the account on the ledger indicates the practice 
of the accounting company, as, for example, by the addition of the phrase "(includes meters in 
stock)." 
339. METER INSTALLATION. 
This account shall include the cost of the first setting of meters for 
determining the amount of electric energy delivered upon the premises of 
consumers. When any meter service is permanently discontinued this 
account shall he credited with an amount representing the average installa-
tion cost of a consumer's meter. 
NOTE.—Cost of removing consumers' meters and of setting other meters substituted for them 
shall not be charged to this account, but to account No. 821, "Distribution Operation and Main-
tenance," or the appropriate sub-division thereof. 
340. INSTALLATIONS ON CONSUMERS' PREMISES. 
This account shall include the cost installed of all equipment on consum-
ers' premises, such as motor generator sets, motors and switch panels which 
are installed upon consumers' premises under contract. This shall not in-
clude property of the kinds designated herein, ordinarily designated as sub-
station equipment. (See account 328 or Electric Appliance account 343.) 
341. COMMERCIAL LAMPS. 
This account shall include the cost to the accounting company of all 
commercial lamps loaned or rented to consumers, and the cost of the first 
installation thereof, in case it is the policy of the company to capitalize such 
costs; otherwise the cost should he charged to the appropriate operating 
expense account. 
342. STREET LIGHTING EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost to the accounting company of all 
lighting equipment operated and maintained under the contract for public 
lighting entered into with the municipality. This will include public arc and 
incandescent lamps and their suspension devices; also ornamental lamp 
posts and fixtures for public incandescent lamps including the lamps. This 
account does not include the circuits, nor poles and fixtures supporting the 
circuits. 
If the company has an investment in street lighting equipment operated 
and maintained under a contract with a public body or organization other 
than a municipality, such equipment shall be included in this account under 
a subhead. 
343. ELECTRIC APPLIANCES. 
This account shall include the cost to the accounting company of electric 
motors, heaters, etc., leased or held for lease to consumers (including mu-
nicipal corporations) hut not of those held for sale. 
NOTE.—The cost of setting and connecting such appliances on the premises of consumers, and 
the cost of resetting or removal should not be charged to this account. 
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344. GENERAL EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost instal led of all equipment coming 
under t he following heads . 
(a ) OFFICE E Q U I P M E N T . — T h i s includes the cost of all office and service 
equipment no t permanent ly a t tached to buildings, such as desks, cha i rs , 
tables, movable safes, filing cabinets , drafting room equipment , typewr i te r s , 
adding machines, addressographs , portable lamps, lockers, clocks, fans, 
chronograph systems, pneumat ic tube sys tems, lunch room equipment , doc-
tor 's equipment, pulmotors, mechanical office appl iances, floor coverings, and 
o the r like office appliances and equipment. Small ar t ic les of sl ight value or 
of short life should not be charged to this account but to the appropr ia t e 
opera t ing account. 
(b) S H O P E Q U I P M E N T . — T h i s includes the cost of all equipment specially 
provided for shops (but not so permanent ly a t tached as to be proper ly 
chargeable to account No. 312, "S t ruc tu res" ) , such a s furnaces, boilers, gas 
producers, engines, electric generators , and other power appara tus opera t ing 
machinery in such shops ; machine tools, frames, hoists, shafting belts, and 
the l ike shop equipment ; also such smithing equipment in shops as is used 
principally for o ther general purposes than shoeing horses and r epa i r ing 
vehicles ; and all specially provided foundations not expected to ou t las t t h e 
machinery or appara tus mounted thereon. 
(c) STOKES EQUIPMENT.—This includes the cost of all equipment for t h e 
receiving, shipping, handl ing and s torage of mate r ia l s and supplies. Th i s 
includes loading and unloading equipment (except c ranes when they a r e of 
such a na tu re as to be charged to bui ld ings) , derr icks, portable cranes, hois ts , 
chain falls, scales, t rucks, counters , shelving, wheelbarrows, and the like. 
(d) TRANSPORTATION E Q U I P M E N T . — T h i s includes the cost of equipment 
for general t ranspor ta t ion purposes such as automobiles, motor t rucks, t ra i l -
ers, t ractors , motor cycles, and other vehicles; ba t tery charging outfits, gaso-
line and oil s torage t anks and pumps, and o ther ga rage equipment ; horses , 
ha rness , drays and wagons ; equipment for shoeing horses , and equipment for 
ha rnes s repa i r shop, vehicle repai r shop and automobile repai r shop, if t h i s 
equipment is devoted exclusively to these purposes. 
(e) TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND WIRELESS SYSTEM.—This includes 
t h e cost of all te lphone, te legraph and wireless l ines and equipment for 
general use in connection wi th electr ic operat ions, such as poles and fixtures 
used exclusively for telephone and te legraph wires ; wires , cables, insula tors , 
booths, ins t ruments , switchboards , gongs, dynamotors , towers , an tennae , e tc . 
(f) LABORATORY E Q U I P M E N T . — T h i s includes the cost of all meter and 
other tes t ing appara tus and laboratory equipment not e lsewhere provided for. 
(g) MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT.—Thi s includes any other miscel laneous 
equipment not elsewhere provided for, such as construction equipment, includ-
ing boilers, engines, motors, hoists, concrete mixers and d is t r ibut ing appara-
tus , pumps, air compressors, r iveters, lathes, power saws, pipe machines, forges, 
s team hammers , pile dr ivers , s team shovels, l ighters , indust r ia l t r ack and 
cars, etc.; and any equipment of a permanent na tu re which cannot be properly 
charged to any of the foregoing accounts. 
NOTE A.—The cost of small portable tools, and implements, such as hammers, saws, wrenches, 
files, jacks, wire cutters, climbing irons, etc., shall not be charged to this account. Such items 
shall be carried in account No. 116, "Materials and Supplies," until issued for use, when "Materials 
and Supplies" shall be credited and the appropriate work order or other account charged with the 
cost of the tools or implements so issued. The cost of maintaining' tools and implements shall be 
charged to the expenses of the department to which they are assigned. 
NOTE B.—So far as practicable, separate sub-accounts shall be maintained for the equipment 
of each individual office building, shop, garage, etc. 
345. MISCELLANEOUS TANGIBLE CAPITAL. 
This account shall include t he cost of all tangible electr ic capi tal n o t 
e lsewhere provided for. 
351. ENGINEERING AND SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include all expendi tures for services of engineers , 
draftsmen, and super in tendents employed on pre l iminary and construct ion 
work, and all expenses incident to the work when such disbursements can 
not be assigned to a par t icular tangible capital account. 
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NOTE A.—When any of the expenses designated can be charged direct to the primary account 
for which incurred, they shall be so charged. But no charges shall be made to permanent invest-
ment accounts for incidental services or engineering performed by the regular employees and officers 
of the accounting company unless they have been specially assigned to such work. 
NOTE B.—Expenditures for tentative or preliminary designs or experiments shall be carried 
in a suspense account until it is determined whether or not to undertake the construction. If the 
project is continued, such expenditures shall then be transferred to the appropriate fixed capital 
account; and if it is abandoned, they shall be charged to operating expense, income, or profit and 
loss accounts as may be appropriate. 
352. LAW EXPENDITURES DURING CONSTRUCTION. 
This account shall include general expenditures of the following nature 
incurred in connection with the construction of an electrical plant, namely, 
the pay and expense of all counsel, solicitors, and attorneys, their clerks 
and attendants, and expenses of their offices; printing briefs, legal forms, 
testimony, reports, etc.; payments to arbitrators for the settlement of dis-
puted questions; cost of suit and payments of special fees, notarial fees, 
and witness fees and expenses connected with taking depositions; also all 
legal and court expenses. 
When any of the expenditures above enumerated can be charged directly 
to the account for which incurred, they should be so charged and not to this 
account. Expenditures in connection with the acquisition of right of way or 
other land should be charged to account No. 311, "Land." Law expenditures 
in connection with the organization of the corporation should be charged to 
account No. 301, "Organization." (See "Fixed Capital Accounts—General 
Instructions and Definitions," Section 2, page 30.) 
353. INJURIES AND DAMAGES DURING CONSTRUCTION. 
This account shall include all expenditures incident to injuries to 
persons or damages to property of others when caused directly in connection 
with construction of electric plant and equipment. This covers fees and 
proportion of salaries and expenses of physicians and surgeons; compensa-
tion insurance, nursing and hospital attendance; medical and surgical sup-
plies, artificial limbs, railroad and carriage fares for conveying injured 
persons and attendants; funeral expenses (including payment to under-
takers) ; proportion of pay and expenses of claim adjusters and their clerks, 
and pay and expenses of employees and others called in consultation in re-
lation to the adjustment of claims coming under this head; also witness fees, 
court costs and amount of final judgments. 
When any of the expenditures above enumerated can be charged directly 
to the account for which incurred, they should be so charged, and not in 
this account. (See "Fixed Capital Accounts—General Instructions and 
Definitions," Section 2, page 30.) 
354. TAXES DURING CONSTRUCTION. 
This account shall include all taxes and assessments levied and paid 
or chargeable on property belonging to the accounting company while such 
property is under construction, and before the plant is opened for commer-
cial operation, except special taxes assessed for street and other improve-
ments, such as grading, sewering, curbing, guttering, paving, sidewalk, etc., 
which should be charged to the account to which the property benefited is 
charged. 
Whenever any of the expenditures above enumerated can be charged 
directly to the account for which incurred, they should be so charged and 
not to this account. (See "Fixed Capital Accounts—General Instructions 
and Definitions," Section 2, page 30.) 
355. INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION. 
When any bonds, notes, or other evidences of indebtedness are sold, 
or any interest bearing debt is incurred, for acquisition or construction of 
plant and equipment, the interest accruing on the part of the debt repre-
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senting cost of property chargeable to fixed capital accounts (less interest, 
if: any, allowed on unexpended balances) after such fund becomes available 
for use and before the receipt or the completion or coming into service of 
the property so acquired shall be included in this account. 
When such securities are sold at a premium, the proportion of such 
premium assignable to the time between date of the actual issuance of the 
securities and the time when the property acquired or the improvement 
made becomes available for service shall be credited to this account. 
This account shall include also such proportion of the discount and 
expense on long term debt issued for construction purposes as is equitably 
assigned to the period between the date of the actual issuance of the secur-
ities and the time when the property acquired or the improvement made 
becomes available for the service for which it is intended. The proportion 
of discount and expense thus chargeable shall be determined by the ratio 
between the period prior to the completion or coming into service of the 
facilities or improvements acquired or constructed and the period of the 
entire life of the securities issued. 
This account shall also include reasonable charges for interest during 
the construction period on the accounting company's own funds used tem-
porarily during such period for construction purposes. 
Whenever any of the expenditures above enumerated can be charged 
directly to the account for which incurred, they should be so charged and 
not to this account. (See "Fixed Capital Accounts—General Instructions 
and Definitions," Section 2, page 30.) 
NOTE A.—If any securities issued or assumed by the accounting company are sold or ex-
changed by or for that company for a consideration the actual money value of which at the time 
of such sale or exchange is less than the value of the securities at par and the accrued interest 
thereon, if any, the difference between the money value of the consideration received and the par 
value of the securities, plus the accrued interest, shall be deemed discount, and in no case (except 
as provided in the third paragraph of this account) shall discount be included as part of the cost 
of anything charged in any fixed capital or investment account prescribed in this classification. 
356. MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES. 
This account shall include the salaries and expenses of the general 
officers of an electric plant under construction, clerks in general offices 
engaged on construction accounts or work; rent and repair of general offices 
when rented, with the office expenses; insurance during construction (ex-
cept workmen's compensation, the cost of which is chargeable to account 
No. 353, "Injuries and Damages during Construction"); also all construction 
and equipment items of a special and incidental nature which can not 
properly be charged to any other account in this classification. 
To this account shall be credited discounts realized through prompt 
payment of bills for materials and supplies used in construction unless such 
discounts are credited to the particular bills. 
When any of the expenditures above enumerated can be charged 
directly to the account for which incurred, they should be so charged and 
not to this account. (See "Fixed Capital Accounts—General Instructions 
and Definitions," Section 2, page 30.) 
NOTE A.—This account may include a suitable proportion of store expenses when such ex-
penses are not assignable to specific materials. 
NOTE B.—This account should not include any cost of organization or any costs or discounts 
connected with the issue and disposal of stocks, long term debt, or other securities and commercial 
paper. 
357. FIXED CAPITAL NOT CLASSIFIED BY PRESCRIBED ACCOUNTS. 
Under this head shall be grouped the balances in accounts representing 
the accounting company's investment in fixed capital prior to the time when 
it began to follow the classification of fixed capital accounts herein pre-
scribed. 
358. COST OF PLANT AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASED. 
This account shall include the cost of the accounting company of any 
plant purchased as a whole when such cost is not immediately assignable 
to primary fixed capital accounts. Where the contract of purchase includes not 
only plant and equipment, but also securities and other assets, the appraised 
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value of such securities and other assets shall be deducted from the total 
cash cost and the remainder of the cash cost shall be charged to this account. 
Where the consideration given for the property purchased is other than cash, 
such consideration shall be valued on a current cash basis. If the considera-
tion includes the assumption of liabilities, such liabilities shall be included 
in the determinaton of the cost at their cash value at the time the contract 
is made. 
This account shall be used only as a clearing account in which tempor-
arily to carry the cost of plant and equipment purchased for a lump sum 
until such time as a plan for distributing such cost to the primary accounts 
appropriate to the property is approved by the regulatory commission. 
NOTE. A.—The value at the time of purchase of any securities or other assets acquired shall 
be included in the accounts appropriate for such assets. The par value of any liability assumed 
shall be included in the appropriate liability accounts and any necessary adjustment between the 
cash charged to the property accounts and par value shall be made in the appropriate premium or 
discount account. 
NOTE B.—The accounting company should procure in connection with the acquisition of any 
plant and equipment all existing records, memoranda and accounts in possession or control of the 
grantor relating to the construction and improvements of such plant and equipment, and preserve 
such records, memoranda and accounts. Where the records, memoranda and accounts are so inti-
mately involved with other records, memoranda and accounts of the grantor as to make their 
transfer impracticable or inadvisable, certified copies of them should be procured by the grantee. 
359. UNFINISHED CONSTRUCTION. 
This account shall include the balances in open work orders represent-
ing additions to plant and equipment when the charges to such work orders 
have not been distributed to the foregoing fixed capital accounts. 
NOTE.—This account is intended to include only charges for new construction not involving 
any replacement. If, however, at the beginning of a job involving the replacement or retirement 
of any fixed capital the accounting company shall make full credits therefor to the appropriate fixed 
captal accounts, the cost of installing new property in substitution or replacement may be carried 
in the fixed capital account "Unfinished Construction." 
STANDARD FORM OP INCOME ACCOUNT 
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Income from Operating Properties: 
Account 
401 Operating revenues 
402 Operating expenses 
403 Uncollectible bills 
404 Taxes 
Total revenue deductions 
$ $ 
Operating income (applicable to corporate and leased prop-
erties) 
411 Rent for lease of other electric plant 
412 Amortization of limited term land rights. 
Total (items 411 and 412) 
413 Rent accrued from lease of electric plant—Cr 
Net rent deduction (credit balance in red) 






Income from Non-operating Properties: 
421 Miscellaneous rent revenues 
422 Interest on long term debt owned. . . . 
423 Miscellaneous interest revenues 
424 Dividend revenues 
425 Income from special funds 
426 Miscellaneous non-operating revenues 
Total (items 421 to 426 inclusive) 
427 Non-operating revenue deductions 
Total non-operating Income 
Gross corporate income 




Deductions from Gross Corporate Income: 
431 Interest on long term debt 
432 Miscellaneous interest deductions 
433 Amortization of debt discount and expense. 
434 Amortization of premium on debt-Cr 
435 Miscellaneous amortization chargeable to income 
436 Miscellaneous deductions from gross corporate income. 
Total deductions from gross corporate income 
Net income (loss in red) 
Disposition of Net Income: 
441 Sinking fund appropriations 
442 Dividends appropriations of income 
443 Miscellaneous appropriations of net income, 
$ 
$ 
Total appropriations of net income 
Balance transferred to profit and loss. $ 
INCOME ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS. 
1. Income Accounts Defined.—The income accounts are those that show 
the sources and disposition of income during a given period. Any change 
in the items shown on a balance sheet at the end of such a period as com-
pared with a balance sheet at the beginning of the period, which is not 
merely a transfer from one balance sheet account to another, that is to say. 
any transaction which affects the profit and loss balance must be explained 
by the income accounts or by the profit and loss accounts. A summary 
statement of income accounts arranged in convenient form to show the 
accounting history of a given period is usually called collectively the "Income 
Account." Income accounts whose title and definition plainly indicate that 
they are summaries of other accounts are not required to be set up as 
special ledger accounts, though it may often be a matter of bookkeeping 
convenience to do so. 
2. Form of Income Account.—The form in which the income account 
is stated is determined by considerations of convenience and clarity. The 
standard form adopted for the purpose of this classification is shown on 
page 46. In this form of statement there are certain terms used to indicate 
divisions of the net income account which require special definition, given 
in the following paragraphs. 
3. Revenues.—The word revenues as used herein means all amounts of 
money which the accounting company receives or becomes lawfully entitled 
to recover for services rendered, for products sold, as profits on merchandise 
sold, or as a return upon its property (or interests in property). Revenues 
are classified as operating revenues and non-operating revenues. 
4. Operating Revenues.—Operating revenues are those derived from the 
sale of products and merchandise, from services rendered, from return 
on property used by the corporation in its own operations, and from interest 
on current funds. 
5. Non-operating Revenues.—Non-operating revenues are those derived 
as a return upon the property of the accounting company in the hands of 
others or from its interest in property in the hands of others. They may be 
sub-classified as rents, interest, dividends, and miscellaneous. 
6. Revenue Deductions.—Revenue deductions include expenses, taxes, 
and uncollectible bills. 
7. Epenses.—Expenses are those outgoes (including losses due to the 
retirement of capital) necessary to the production and distribution of the 
commodities sold, and the services rendered, and to the collection of the 
revenues. They are divided into operating expenses, and non-operating 
expenses. 
8. Taxes.—Taxes are those annual or other payments exacted by 
governments for the purpose of raising funds for public uses. 
9. Uncollectible Bills.—When a public utility is engaged regularly in 
rendering to general consumers a service, or in supplying to such consumers 
a commodity, current accounts or claims against such consumers for such 
services rendered or commodity supplied which are incapable of collection 
by the exercise of reasonable diligence are included under the name 
Uncollectible Bills. 
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10. Income.—Income is what is left after subtracting revenue deduc-
tions from revenue. Income from operating properties is income derived 
from the operation, or as a compensation for the use, of properties devoted 
to the undertakings for which the accounting company is organized. Income 
from non-operating properties is income derived from properties not devoted 
to the undertakings for which the accounting company is organized; also 
from properties not belonging to the accounting company, but in which it 
has an interest through ownership of stocks, bonds, or otherwise. Operating 
income applicable to corporate and leased properties is that income arising 
from any class of operations which is available to pay a return in one form 
or another upon capital employed in that class of operations. Income applic-
able to corporate property is that income which is available to pay a return 
in one form or another on capital owned by the accounting company. It is 
the operating income applicable to corporate and leased properties less 
rentals for the use of capital not owned. Gross corporate income is that 
income applicable to corporate properties, that is gsoss income less rentals 
for capittl not owned. Net income is that amount left after all contractual 
or compulsory deductions have been made from gross income except such 
sinking fund accruals as are required to be temporarily reserved. 
11. Rents.—Rents are payments for the use of property employed in 
the business but not owned by the accounting company. The standard 
form of income statement established by this system of accounts provides, 
therefore, for deducting from gross income, rentals paid for the use of 
property not owned, in order that the income available for a return upon 
that part of the capital invested in the enterprise by the accounting com-
pany may clearly appear. Minor rents, however, such as rents for land, 
buildings and comparatively small portions of plant and equipment (not 
constituting a distinct operating unit) used for departmental purposes are 
more suitably, for administrative purposes, charged directly to one of the 
divisions of the operating expense schedules and suitable treatment of such 
expenditures is provided for in the operating expense accounts. 
12. Delayed Income Items.—Delayed items are those representing 
transactions which occurred prior to the period covered by the income ac-
count, but which were not recorded currently. Such items may be charged 
or credited to the appropriate income account for the fiscal period in which 
the transactions are actually recorded. If, however, the amount of such 
items is relatively so large that its inclusion in the income account for a 
single year would result in a seriously abnormal income statement and no 
provision has been made through accruals to reserves or suspense accounts 
for anticipating such transactions, the accounting company may distribute 
the amount, or any part thereof, to Profit and Loss. 
TEXT PERTAINING TO INCOME ACCOUNTS 
401. OPERATING REVENUES. 
Under this head shall be shown the total revenues of the accounting 
company from electric operations during the period covered by the income 
account. (For the primary operating revenue accounts see pages 57 to 60.) 
402. OPERATING EXPENSES. 
Under this head shall be shown the total expenses of the accounting 
company for electric operations during the period covered by the income 
account. (For the primary operating expense accounts see pages 61 to 92.) 
403. UNCOLLECTIBLE BILLS. 
This account shall include charges for accounts due from consumers 
or customers which, after a reasonably diligent effort to collect, have proved 
impracticable of collection. If accounts which have been so written off 
are afterwards collected, the amount received should be credited to this 
account. 
NOTE A.—Charges to this account may be made on the basis of the estimated average loss 
due to uncollectable accounts in which case the concurrent credit shall be to a special account 
under balance sheet account No. 257, "Miscellaneous Reserves." To the reserve thus established 
shall be charged such accounts as are determined to be uncollectible. When charges for uncollectible 
accounts are thus made by estimate, the estimate shall be adjusted at the end of each fiscal year 
to conform to the experience of the accounting company as determined by analysis of. its accounts 
receivable. 
404. TAXES. 
This account shall include the amount of taxes applicable to the electric 
operations of the accounting company during the period for which the in-
come account is stated. 
Separate account shall be kept of the taxes applicable to electric 
operations and to operations other than electric ,as well as to non-operating 
revenues, if the accounting company has such other operations or non-opera-
ting revenues. When taxes are levied on property used in two or more 
different classes of operations in such a way that the amount applicable to 
each class is not definitely stated, the total amount of the levy shall be ap-
portioned by the accounting company on some fair basis between the two 
or more classes of operations. 
The tax accounts shall be charged at regular accounting intervals and 
the "Tax Liability Account" (see note under account No. 231, "Taxes Ac-
crued") concurrently credited with the period's proportion of taxes applic-
able to the operations covered by each account. If the exact amounts of 
the annual taxes are not known, they shall be estimated and a proper share 
of the estimated amounts shall be charged for each accounting period. 
From time to time during the year as the actual tax levies become known 
the periodic charges shall be adjusted so as to include as nearly as possible 
the total amount of the taxes in the period to which they apply. 
NOTE A.—Taxes on property leased shall be charged to the apropriate tax account by the 
party which under the terms of the lease contract actually pays such taxes. If by the provisions 
of the lease the party actually paying the taxes is reimbursed by the other party to the lease, the 
amount of such reimbursement shall when the taxes are paid in the first instance by the lessor, 
be credited to the appropriate rent revenue account of the lessor and charged by the lessee to the 
appropriate rent deduction account; when the taxes are paid in the first instance by the lessee, 
the amount of the reimbursement shall be credited to the appropriate rent deduction account of 
the lessee and charged by the lessor to the appropriate rent revenue account. 
NOTE B.—The tax accounts must not include any fees or charges sometimes called taxes, such 
as water taxes, drainage taxes, or fire taxes, which are payments for some specific service rendered 
by the government. 
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411. RENT FOR LEASE OP OTHER ELECTRIC PLANT. 
This account shall include all amounts accrued against the accounting 
company for rent of any electric plant constituting a distinct operating unit, 
such as a production plant or distribution system, under a lease giving 
exclusive possession to the lessee. 
412. AMORTIZATION OF LIMITED TERM LAND RIGHTS. 
When the right to use land for a limited term has been acquired under 
a contract by which the consideration is a single immediate payment instead 
of a series of periodic rentals during the term for which the land is trans-
ferred, this account shall include an amount sufficient to cover the portion 
of the life of such limited interest in land as has expired during the account-
ing period. The amount charged to this account shall be concurrently 
credited to the fixed capital account to which the cost of acquiring such an 
interest in land was originally charged. 
413. RENT ACCRUED FROM LEASE OF ELECTRIC PLANT—CR. 
This account shall include all amounts accruing to the accounting com-
pany as rental for its electric plant or any part thereof constituting a distinct 
operating unit, such as a production plant or distribution system, under a 
lease giving exclusive possession to the lessee. 
NOTE.—Rentals received for the use of comparatively small portions of plant or equipment, 
not constituting a distinct operating unit, the cost of which is carried in electric fixed capital 
accounts and the cost of maintaining which is ordinarily borne by the owner, shall not be credited 
to this account but to operating revenues account No. 613, "Rent from Property Used in Oper-
ation," even though the lessee has exclusive possession. 
421. MISCELLANEOUS RENT REVENUES. 
This account shall include all rent revenues accruing to the accounting 
company from properties not devoted to the undertakings for which it is 
organized. This covers such revenues as rentals from real estate not used 
in operations. 
422. INTEREST ON LONG TERM DEBT OWNED. 
This account shall include interest accruing to the accounting company 
upon securities of other companies and national, state, or municipal govern-
ments. Interest accrued shall not be credited to this account unless its 
payment is reasonably assured; in other cases credits to this account shall 
be based upon the interest actually collected. 
NOTE A.—No interest upon reacquired securities issued or assumed by the accounting company 
shall be credited to this account. 
NOTE B.—Interest accrued on securities of other companies held in sinking or other special 
funds shall not be credited to this account, but to account No. 425, "Income from Special Funds." 
423. MISCELLANEOUS INTEREST REVENUES. 
This account shall include interest accrued to the accounting company 
on loans, notes, and advances, special deposits, and all other interest 
bearing assets except funded securities and current funds employed primarily 
in the conduct of the business for which the accounting company is organized. 
Interest accrued shall not be credited to this account unless its payment 
is reasonably assured; in other cases credits to this account shall be based 
upon the interest actually collected. 
424. DIVIDEND REVENUES. 
This account shall include revenues derived by the accounting company 
from dividends on stocks of other companies held by it. Accruals of guar-
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anteed dividends m a y be included in this account if the i r payment is rea-
sonably assured. 
NOTE A.—No dividends on reacquired securities issued or assumed by the accounting company 
shall be credited to this account. 
NOTE B.—Dividend revenues from securities of other companies held in sinking or other 
special funds shall not be credited to this account, but to account No. 425, "Income from Special 
Funds." 
425. INCOME FROM SPECIAL FUNDS. 
This account shall include income (whether in te res t or dividends) , 
accrued on cash, securi t ies (not issued or assumed by the account ing com-
p a n y ) , and other a s se t s held in s inking and other special funds. 
NOTE.—This account covers all income from investments of special funds, whether required 
to be retained in the fund or not. If such income is required to be retained in the fund and the 
fund required to be represented by a reserve, the amount of such accretions to the fund shall be 
concurrently credited to the appropriate reserve account and charged to account No. 441, "Sinking 
Fund Appropriations," or account No. 443, "Miscellaneous Appropriations of Net Income," as may 
be appropriate. 
426. MISCELLANEOUS NON-OPERATING R E V E N U E S . 
This account shall include all revenues accruing t o t he account ing 
company in accordance with the t e rms of any cont rac t by which the com-
pany is enti t led to par t ic ipa te in the profits resul t ing from the opera t ions 
of o thers and all o ther non-operating revenues not provided for in any of 
the foregoing accounts . 
NOTE.—"Profits from the Operation of Others" does not include any dividends on stock. 
Revenues from dividends should be credited to account No. 424, "Dividend Revenues." 
427. NON-OPERATING R E V E N U E DEDUCTIONS. 
This account shall include all expendi tures necessary to receiving or 
collecting non-operating revenues as listed under t he following sub-heads. 
If desired, each sub-head may be m a d e a separa te ledger account. 
( a ) R E N T E X P E N S E — T h i s covers all expenses ar is ing in connection 
wi th the procur ing of revenues from rented proper t ies which a re proper ly 
credited to account No. 421, "Miscellaneous Ren t Revenues ," such as t h e 
cost of negot ia t ing contracts , advert is ing for t enan t s , fees paid convey-
ancers , collectors ' commissions, cost of enforcing payment of rent , cost of 
oust ing t enan t s , etc. This includes expense while the proper ty is idle 
awai t ing occupant ; also cost of main tenance of proper ty when such cost is 
borne by the owner. Such main tenance does not include taxes . 
(b) INTEREST EXPENSE.—This covers all expenses in connection wi th 
t he collection of in te res t upon inves tments . It does no t include taxes on 
such inves tments . 
(c) DIVIDEND EXPENSES.-—This covers all expenses in connection wi th 
t h e collection of dividends on stocks of other corporat ions; also all expenses 
incurred, as in the invest igat ion of the affairs of t he corporat ions whose 
s tocks a r e held, whe the r for the purpose of detect ing mismanagement , or 
for the purpose of inducing t he declarat ion of dividends; and all expenses 
connected wi th enforcing payments of dividends when declared. 
(d ) MISCELLANEOUS NON-OPERATING EXPENSE.—This covers the cost of 
negot ia t ing contrac ts by which the account ing company is ent i t led to sha re 
in profits from the operat ion of o thers , and all expenses of collecting t h e 
account ing company's proport ion of such profits and all expenses of pro-
curing t he modification or dissolution of any such con t rac t ; also all o the r 
non-operat ing expenses (as expenses a re defined under "Income Accounts 
—General Ins t ruct ions and Definitions," Section 7, Page 47) which a re no t 
provided for under the foregoing sub-heads. 
(e) NON-OPERATING TAXES.—This covers all taxes accruing upon non-
opera t ing property, revenue from which is proper ly credited to accounts 
Nos. 422 to 426, inclusive, and all o ther taxes not upon proper ty bu t assign-
able to non-operat ing revenues . 
(f) UNCOLLECTIBLE NON-OPERATING REVENUES.—This covers any non-
operat ing revenues judged by t h e accounting company to be uncollectible. 
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431. INTEREST ON LONG TERM DEBT. 
This account shall include all interest accrued on outstanding long term 
debt issued or assumed by the accounting company, the liability for which 
is included under balance sheet account No. 211, "Long Term Debt"; also 
interest accrued on debenture stocks and on receiver's certificates which 
mature more than one year after date of issue. This account does not 
include interest on securities held by the accounting company in its treasury, 
in sinking or other special funds, or pledged as collateral. 
NOTE A.—The amount charged to this account shall be concurrently credited to account No. 
232. ''Interest Accrued," to which account shall be debited payments made on account of interest. 
NOTE B.—If any securities issued or assumed by the accounting company are held in sink-
ing or other special fund, the interest on such securities shall not be charged to this account. 
432. MISCELLANEOUS INTEREST DEDUCTIONS. 
This account shall include interest on all short-term obligations of the 
accounting company such as notes or loans for terms of less than one year, 
unpaid taxes, consumers' deposits, or other accounts payable, etc. It shall 
also include interest on advances from affiliated companies (see balance 
sheet account No. 241, "Advances from Affiliated Companies"); and interest 
on receiver's certificates which mature in one year or less after date of 
issue. 
433. AMORTIZATION OF DEBT DISCOUNT AND EXPENSE. 
This account shall include for any fiscal period that proportion of the 
unamortized discount and expense on outstanding debt which is applicable 
to the period. This proportion shall be determined according to a rule the 
uniform application of which during the interval between the issue and 
maturity of any debt, will completely amortize or wipe out the discount at 
which such debt was issued and the debt expense connected therewith, less 
such portion thereof as may have been properly charged to fixed capital 
account "Interest During Construction." 
434. AMORTIZATION OF PREMIUM ON DEBT—CR. 
This account shall include for any fiscal period the proportion of the 
premium at which outstanding debt was issued which was applicable to 
the period. This proportion shall be determined according to a rule the 
uniform application of which during the interval between the issue and the 
maturity of any debt will completely amortize or wipe out the premium at 
which such debt was issued, less such portion thereof as may have been 
properly credited to fixed capital account "Interest During Construction." 
435. MISCELLANEOUS AMORTIZATION CHARGEABLE TO INCOME. 
This account shall include such amounts as the accounting company may 
be required to charge to income in amortization of intangible book value or 
other items carried among its assets. 
436. MISCELLANEOUS DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS CORPORATE 
INCOME. 
This account shall include all contractual deductions from gross cor-
porate income not provided for in any of the foregoing accounts. This covers 
unsecured accruals of obligations arising under contracts whereby the 
accounting company has guaranteed the annual or more frequent periodic 
payment of money or performance of other obligations on the part of another 
corporation or person and because of the default of such other corporation 
or person the liability of the accounting company has become actual; losses 
resulting from the operations of others whenever in accordance with the 
terms of any contract the accounting company is bound to contribute toward 
reimbursement of such losses; and income taxes levied upon bondholders 
and assumed by the accounting company. 
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441. SINKING FUND APPROPRIATIONS. 
This account shall include such amounts as are required by mortgage 
provision or otherwise to be charged to income for the purpose of retiring 
or reducing the bonded or other obligations of the accounting company. It 
shall also include such accretions from the investments of funds specifically 
set aside for the above described purpose as are required to be added to a 
sinking fund reserve (see also account No. 425, "Income from Special 
Funds"). 
442. DIVIDEND APPROPRIATIONS OF INCOME. 
This account shall include amounts declared payable as dividends out 
of the income for the period for which the income account is stated on 
actually outstanding capital stock issued or assumed by the accounting 
company. 
This account shall be subdivided so as to show separately the dividends 
on the various classes of capital stock. 
If the dividend is not payable in cash, the consideration shall be 
described in the entry with sufficient particularity to identify it. 
NOTE.—This account shall not include charges for dividends on capital stock issued or 
assumed by the accounting company and owned by it, whether held in the treasury, in special 
deposits, in sinking or other reserve funds, or pledged as collateral. 
443. MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS OF NET INCOME. 
This account shall include all appropriations of net income not provided 
for in the three preceding accounts. This covers appropriations of income 
to special fund reserves (see account No. 425, "Income from Special Funds"). 
STANDARD FORM OF PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 
Dr. Cr. 
Balance at beginning of the fiscal period 
Balance transferred from income account 
501. Dividend appropriations of surplus *** 
502. Appropriations to reserves *** 
503. Miscellaneous credits to Profit and Loss *** 
504. Miscellaneous debits to Profit and Loss *** 
Balance at the end of the fiscal period 
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
1. Profit and Loss Account Defined.—The Profit and Loss account is the 
collective title for a small group of accounts which form the connecting link 
between the income account and the balance sheet. Its principal function 
is to explain changes in the corporate surplus or deficit during a given fiscal 
period as affected, first by the net result of all the transactions reported in 
the income account; second, by appropriations of surplus for specific pur-
poses made at the option of the accounting company; and third, by special 
and unusual transactions or adjustments such as are not regularly recorded 
in the income account. 
2. Delayed Income Items.—Delayed items are those representing trans-
actions which occurred prior to the period covered by the income account, 
but which were not recorded currently. Such items may be charged or cred-
ited to the appropriate income account for the fiscal period in which the 
transactions are actually recorded. If, however, the amount of such items 
is relatively so large that its inclusion in the income account for a single year 
would result in a seriously abnormal income statement, and no provision has 
been made through accruals to reserves or suspense for anticipating such 
transactions, the accounting company may distribute the amount, or any part 
thereof, to Profit and Loss. 
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TEXT PERTAINING TO PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTS 
501. DIVIDEND APPROPRIATIONS OF SURPLUS. 
This account shall include amounts declared payable as dividends out of 
accumulated surplus on actual outstanding capital stock issued or assumed 
by the accounting company. 
This account shall be divided so as to show separately the dividends on 
the various classes of capital stocks. 
If a dividend is not payable in cash, the consideration shall be described 
in the entry with sufficient particularity to identify it. 
NOTE.—This account shall not include charges for dividends on capital stock issued or assumed 
by the accounting company and owned by it, whether held in the treasury, in special deposits, in 
sinking or other funds, or pledged as collateral. 
502. APPROPRIATIONS TO RESERVES. 
This account shall include appropriations from surplus for sinking fund 
and other reserves and allotments of surplus or payment of definite amounts 
from surplus into sinking fund and other reserves under the terms of mort-
gages, deeds of trust, or other contracts; and such other appropriations of 
surplus to be set aside in special reserve accounts as the accounting com-
pany may make. 
NOTE.—It is the intent of the classification that a reserve shall be provided, either through 
retirement expense or by appropriations from surplus, or both, sufficient to cover all retirement 
losses that may reasonably be expected. 
503. MISCELLANEOUS CREDITS TO PROFIT AND LOSS. 
This account shall include all credits affecting the accounting company's 
surplus or deficit and not elsewhere provided for, such as: 
Adjustments or cancellation of balance sheet accounts. 
Cancellation of balance sheet accounts representing unclaimed wages 
and vouchered accounts written off because of the accounting company's in-
ability to locate the creditor. 
Profit derived from the sale of miscellaneous investments. 
Credits resulting from adjustments required to bring to par securities 
issued or assumed by the accounting company and reacquired at a cost less 
than par value. 
Premiums on capital stock at the time of its reacquirement. (See "Bal-
ance Sheet Accounts—General Instructions and Definitions," Section 11, 
page 13.) 
Unreleased premiums on funded debt reacquired before maturity. (See 
"Balance Sheet Accounts—General Instructions and Definitions," Section 12, 
page 13.) 
NOTE.—If old accounts are collected which have bee" previously written off as uncollectible 
the amount received should be credited to the account which was originally charged when the 
amount in question was written off, and not to "Profit and Loss." 
504. MISCELLANEOUS DEBITS TO PROFIT AND LOSS. 
This account shall include all debits affecting the accounting company's 
surplus or deficit and not elsewhere provided for, such as: 
Adjustments or cancellation of balance sheet accounts. 
Losses or deficits not propertly chargeable to income and for which no 
reserve has been provided. 
Losses resulting from the sale of miscellaneous investments, and debits 
resulting from adjustments required to bring to par securities issued or 
assumed by the accounting company and reacquired at a cost exceeding the 
par value. 
Unextinguished discounts on funded debt reacquired before maturity. 
Donations to charitable institutions and organizations for promoting 
social welfare. 
Penalties and fines for violations of law. 
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OPERATING REVENUE ACCOUNTS 
SALES OF CURRENT: 
601. Metered sales to general consumers . 
(a) Residence lighting. 
(b) Commercial l ighting. 
(c) Commercial power. 
(d) Combination light and power. 
(e) Other sales—metered. 
602. Fla t - ra te sales to general consumers . 
(a) Residence lighting. 
(b) Commercial l ighting. 
(c) Commercial power. 
603. Railroad corporations. 
604. Other electrical corporations. 
605. Municipal s t ree t l ighting. 
606. Miscellaneous municipal sales. 
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE: 
611. Commissions on o thers ' electric energy. 
612. Rent from electric appliances. 
613. Rent from proper ty used in operation. 
614. Merchandise and jobbing. 
615. Miscellaneous operat ing revenues . 
OPERATING REVENUE ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
1. Operating Revenue Accounts Defined.—Operating revenue accounts 
are those in which are recorded the amount which the accounting company 
receives or becomes lawfully entitled to recover tor services rendered, for 
products or merchandise sold, as a return on property used in the company's 
own operations, and as interest on current funds, such as daily bank balances. 
2. Basis of Credits to Operating Revenue Accounts.—Credits to the 
various revenue accounts shall be made upon the basis of bills rendered or 
of gross prices. Discounts for prompt payment, corrections of overcharges, 
over-collections theretofore credited and afterward corrected, authorized 
abatements and allowances and other corrections and deductions shall be 
charged to the revenue account to which they relate. 
NOTE A.—If an electric utility desires to credit its revenue accounts upon the basis of net 
price charged consumers, all discounts forfeited or penalties charged for delayed payments shall 
be credited to the revenue accounts involved and kept in such form as to permit their being 
separately reported. 
NOTE B.—If the accounting company sells all or part of its electric energy through an agent 
under contract by which the agent pays distribution and other expenses and turns over to the 
accounting company the amount collected from sales of current less agent's commission, the ac-
counting company should credit its revenue accounts with the full amount collected by its agent and 
charge the amount of the agent's commission to operating expense account No. 890, "Agents' Com-
missions." The agent should credit the amount of the commission received to operating revenue 
account No, 611, "Commissions on Others' Electric Energy," and credit the remainder of the 
revenue from electric energy sold on commission to the account of the company supplying such 
energy. 
3. Delayed Items.—Delayed items are those representing transactions 
which occurred prior to the period for which a revenue account is stated, but 
which were not recorded currently. Such items may be charged or credited 
to the appropriate revenue account for the fiscal period in which the trans-
actions are actually recorded. If, however, the amount of such items is rela-
tively so large that its inclusion in the revenue accounts for a single year 
would result in a seriously abnormal income statement and no provision has 
been made through accruals to reserves or suspense accounts for anticipating 
such transactions, the accounting company may distribute the amount or any 
part thereof to Profit and Loss. 
4. No Revenue from Electric Energy Used in Operations or Supplied 
Without Direct Charge.—If the accounting company desires to charge its 
various departmental accounts with the current used in such departments for 
light or heat which it has itself generated or purchased for resale, the value 
of such current shall not be credited to revenue, but to the appropriate oper-
ating expense account for "Duplicate Charges." Similarly, if current is sup-
plied without direct charge in accordance with the terms of a municipal or 
other contract calling for limited "free" service, in accordance with franchise 
requirements, as compensation for the services of employees, etc., and it is 
desired to charge the value of the current so furnished to appropriate oper-
ating expense accounts, the concurrent credit shall be, not to a revenue ac-
count, but to "Duplicate Charges." 
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TEXT PERTAINING TO OPERATING REVENUE ACCOUNTS 
601. METERED SALES TO GENERAL CONSUMERS. 
This account shall include all revenues received for measured electric 
energy supplied for residential, commercial, and industrial purposes where 
the total receipt is dependent upon quantity of energy supplied, except reve-
nues from the sale of electric energy to municipal corporations and other 
governmental agencies at rates not available to non-municipal users: 
NOTE.—This account should be sub-divided as follows: 
(a) Residence Lighting. 
(b) Commercial Lighting. 
(c) Commercial Power. 
(d) Combination Light and Power. 
(c) Other Sales—Metered. 
602. FLAT-RATE SALES TO GENERAL CONSUMERS. 
This account shall include all revenues received for electric energy sup-
plied at flat rates per year, per night, per hour, or other time unit, or on any 
basis independent of the quantity of current supplied, except revenues from 
the sales of electric energy to municipal corporations and other governmental 
agencies at rates not available to non-municipal users. 
NOTE.—This account should be sub-divided as follows: 
(a) Residence Lighting. 
(b) Commercial Lighting. 
(c) Commercial Power. 
603. RAILROAD CORPORATIONS. 
This account shall include all revenues derived from sales of electric 
energy to railroad corporations for the propulsion of their cars. If such 
energy is incidentally used for other purposes, but the portion so used is not 
separately measured, the revenue therefrom shall be included in this account. 
Revenue from the sales of current to railroad corporations at established 
tariff rates for lighting or heating stations, offices, etc., or for power in shops 
shall not be credited to this account but to the appropriate commercial light-
ing or power account. 
604. OTHER ELECTRICAL CORPORATIONS. 
This account shall include all revenues derived from electric energy sold 
to other electrical corporations to be by them distributed over their own lines 
to consumers. If any portion of such energy is incidentally consumed by 
such corporations for their own benefit, whether for light, heat or power, 
it shall be included herein if not separately measured or if included under 
the same contract with that which is distributed by them to consumers. 
605. MUNICIPAL STREET LIGHTING. 
This account shall include all revenues derived from lighting streets for 
municipal corporations by means of electric energy, or from supplying elec-
trical energy therefor at special rates not available to non-municipal con-
sumers. 
NOTE.—In the foregoing account the word "street" is to be interpreted to include parks, 
plazas, and all other public places not classified as buildings. 
606. MISCELLANEOUS MUNICIPAL SALES. 
Tl>is account shall include all revenues derived from energy supplied to 
municipal corporations for purposes other than street lighting at special rates 
not available to non-municipal consumers; also all revenues from energy 
supplied under special contract with federal, state, or county governments. 
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6 0 OPERATING REVENUE ACCOUNTS. 
611. COMMISSIONS ON OTHERS' ELECTRIC ENERGY. 
This account shall include all revenues accruing to the accounting com-
pany for transmitting or distributing current of other companies over its 
transmission or distribution lines and selling the same, and for all other 
services performed in connection therewith. (See Operating Revenue Ac-
counts—General Instructions and Definitions, Section 2, Note B, page 58.) 
612. RENT FROM ELECTRIC APPLIANCES. 
This account shall include all revenues derived from leasing of electric 
motors, fans, heating appliances, batteries, lamps, meters and other electric 
apparatus and appliances. Where the contract of lease names only a single 
consideration for both the use and the maintenance of the appliances, the 
entire revenue shall be included in this account. 
613. RENT PROM PROPERTY USED IN OPERATION. 
This account shall include rents received for the use by others of build-
ings, land, and other property devoted to electric operations by the account-
ing company. This covers such matters as rent from pole attachments, rent 
from joint use of office buildings or sub-stations, rent from land included 
with water rights, etc. 
When any corporation engages in electric operations for the production 
of some of its product for the benefit of another or others under an arrange-
ment for apportioning the expense among the several participants in the 
arrangements, if such arrangement provides for the receipt by the account-
ing company of any profit or return upon its property, such profit or return 
upon property shall, as it accrues, be credited to this account. Such profit 
or return must be over and above any provision for wear and tear and retire-
ment expense on plant involved in said production, and the amount thereof 
must be as provided in the arrangement under which the joint production 
occurs. 
614. MERCHANDISE AND JOBBING. 
To this account shall be credited all revenues derived from the sale of 
electric merchandise and from electric jobbing. To this account shall be 
charged the cost to the accounting company of such merchandise sold, in-
cluding transportations costs, and the cost of labor employed in merchandise 
and jobbing work so far as it is the practice of the accounting company to 
segregate such labor costs; also discounts and allowances made in connec-
tion with settlement of bills for merchandise and jobbing. 
To this account shall also be credited the profit or commission accruing 
to the accounting company on all wiring and jobbing work performed by it 
as agent under agency contracts whereundcr it undertakes to do jobbing 
work for another for a stipulated profit or commission. 
NOTE A.—-The accounting company should keep this account in such detail as to enable it 
to analyze the credits and debits in its annual reports. 
NOTE B.—This account does not include receipts from the sale of superseded equipment or of 
junk or other scrap or salvage. Such receipts should be credited to the account to which the 
cost of the superseded equipment is charged or (in the case of the sale of junk, etc.) to account 
921, "Undistributed General Expenses," or the appropriate subdivision thereof. 
NOTE C.—If the accounting company sells merchandise or does jobbing work at or below 
cost for the purpose of inducing greater use of electric energy, a debit balance in this account 
due to such a practice shall be charged to operating expense account No. 901, "New Business 
Expenses," or the appropriate subdivision thereof. 
NOTE D.—If the accounting company is engaged in merchandising or jobbing primarily for 
direct profit rather than for stimulating the consumption of electric energy, such merchandising 
and jobbing may be organized and accounted for as a distinct department of the accounting 
company co-ordinate with the electric department. 
615. MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING REVENUES. 
This account shall include all revenues derived from electric operations 
not includible in any of the foregoing accounts. This covers such items as 
profit on the sale of materials and supplies not ordinarily purchased for 
resale, sale of exhaust steam, water or hydraulic power, interest on daily 
bank balances,etc. 
NOTE.—The foregoing account is intended to be restricted to revenues incidental to electric 
operations. If the sale of water or steam for steam heating or the sale of power is of considerable 
magnitude, they should be accounted for under separate departmental accounts. 
OPERATING EXPENSE ACCOUNTS 
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NOTE.—The numbers at the left, preceding the account titles, are the numbers which will be 
officially used in connection with the account titles. The numbers employing decimals as shown 
in the column at the right following the account titles are those used in the classification of 
accounts as adopted by the National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners. The 
use of these numbers, however, by certain utility companies in Illinois appears impracticable and 
for this reason the numbers preceding the titles have been adopted. Utilities may use the 
numbers following the account titles, if desired. 
The letters at the left (A, B, C, D) refer to the various classes of utilities and indicate 
the accounts which each class of utility is required to keep. For example, a Class D company 
is required to keep all accounts opposite which the letter D appears, insofar as such accounts 
are applicable to its business. (For basis of classifying utilities, see page 9.) 
700. PRODUCTION EXPENSES: 700 
Steam Power Generation 
OPERATION : 
D C B 701. Superintendence and labor 701 
A 702. Superintendence 701.1 
A 703. Boiler labor 701.2 
A 704. Engine labor 701.3 
A 705. Electrical labor 701.4 
A 706. Miscellaneous labor 701.5 
D 707. Power plant supplies and expenses 702 
C B A 708. Fuel 702.1 
C B A 709. Water 702.2 
C B 710. Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 702.3 
A 711. Lubricants 702.31 
A 712. Production supplies 702.32 
A 713. Station expense 702.33 
MAINTENANCE: 
D 4 Maintenance of power plant 3 
C B A 715. Maintenance of station buildings 703.1 
C B 716. Maintenance of steam equipment 703.2 
A 717. Maintenance of furnaces and boilers 703.21 
A 718. Maintenance of boiler apparatus 703.22 
A 719. Maintenance of steam accessories 703.23 
A 720. Maintenance of steam engines 703.24 
A 721. Maintenance of turbo-generator units 703.25 
C B A 722. Maintenance of electrical equipment 703.3 
A 723. Maintenance of main generators 703.31 
A 724. Maintenance of exciting apparatus 703.32 
A 725. Maintenance of control and protective equipment 703.33 
A 726. Maintenance of transformers and converting 
apparatus 703.34 
C B A 727. Maintenance of miscellaneous power plant equipment 703.4 
D C B A 728. Steam generated—Apportionment account 704 
D C B A 729. Steam from other sources 705 
Hydro-Electric Generation 
OPERATION : 
D C B 731. Superintendence and labor 706 
A 732. Superintendence 700.1 
A 733. Hydro-electric labor , 706.2 
A 734. Station labor 706.3 
A 735. Miscellaneous labor 706.4 
D 736. Power plant supplies and expenses 707 
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OPERATION: 
C B A 737. 




Water for power 707.1 
Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 707.2 
Lubricants 707.21 
Production supplies 707.22 
Station expense 707.23 
MAINTENANCE: 
I) 742. Maintenance of power plant 708 
C B A 743. Maintenance of station buildings 708.1 
C B 744. Maintenance of reservoirs, dams and waterways.. 708.2 
A 745. Maintenance of reservoirs, dams and intakes. . . 708.21 
A 746. Maintenance of navigation facilities 708.22 
A 747. Maintenance of waterways 708.23 
A 748. Maintenance of forebays, penstocks and tail-races 708.24 
A 749. Maintenance of way and cars 708.25 
A 750. Maintenance of telephone system 708.26 
A 751. Maintenance of production roads and trails . . . . 708.27 
C B 752. Maintenance of hydro-electric equipment 708.3 
A 753. Maintenance of water turbines and water wheels 708.31 
A 754. Maintenance of turbo-generator units 708.32 
A 755. Maintenance of main generators 708.33 
A 756. Maintenance of exciting apparatus 708.34 
A 757. Maintenance of control and protective equipment 708.35 
A 758. Maintenance of transformers and converting 
apparatus 708.36 
C B A 759. Maintenance of miscellaneous power plant equip-
ment 708.4 
Gas Power Generation 
OPERATION: 
D C B 761. Superintendence and labor 709 
A 762. Superintendence 709.1 
A 763. Fuel labor 709.2 
A 764. Engine labor 709.3 
A 765. Electrical labor 709.4 
A 766. Miscellaneous labor 709.5 
D 767. Power plant supplies and expenses 710 
C B A 768. Engine fuel 710.1 
C B 769. Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 710.2 
A 770. Water 710.21 
A 771. Lubricants 710.22 
A 772. Production supplies 710.23 
A 773. Station expense 710.24 MAINTENANCE: D 774. Maintenance of power plant 711 
C B A 775. Maintenance of station buildings 711.1 
C B 776. Maintenance of gas equipment 711.2 
A 777. Maintenance of fuel holders, producers and ac-
cessories 711.21 
A 778. Maintenance of engines and turbines 711.22 
C B 779. Maintenance of electric equipment 711.3 
A 780. Maintenance of main generators 711.31 
A 781. Maintenance of exciting apparatus 711.32 
A 782. Maintenance of control and protective apparatus 711.33 
A 783. Maintenance of transformers and converting ap-
paratus 711.34 
C B A 784. Maintenance of miscellaneous power plant equip-
ment 711.4 
D C B A 785. Power gas from other sources 712 
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MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTION ACCOUNTS: 
D C B A 791. Electric energy from other sources 713 
D C B A 792. Duplicate production charges—Cr 714 
D C B A 793. Production expenses transferred—Cr 715 
800. TRANSMISSION EXPENSES: 720 
D 801. Transmission operation and maintenance 721 
C B A 802. Superintendence 721.1 
C B A 803. Sub-station labor 721.2 
C B A 804. Sub-station supplies and expenses 721.3 
C B 805. Operation of transmission lines 721.4 
A 806. Labor and expense—underground conduits 721.41 
A 807. Labor and expense—poles, towers, and fixtures. 721.42 
A 808. Labor and expense—overhead conductors 721.43 
A 809. Labor and expense—underground conductors . . . 721.44 
A 810. Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 721.45 
C B A 81.1. Maintenance of structures 721.5 
C B A 812. Maintenance of sub-station equipment 721.6 
C B A 813. Maintenance of underground conduits 721.7 
C B 814. Maintenance of transmission lines 721.8 
A 815. Maintenance of poles, towers, and fixtures 721.81 
A 816. Maintenance of overhead conductors 721.82 
A 817. Maintenance of underground conductors 721.83 
C B A 818. Maintenance of roads and trails 721.9 
20. DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES: 30 
D 821. Distribution operation and maintenance : 731 
C B A 822. Superintendence 731.1 
C B 823. Sub-station expenses 731.2 
A 824. Sub-station labor 731.21 
A 825. Sub-station supplies and expenses 731.22 
C B 826. Storage battery expenses 731.3 
A 827. Storage battery labor 731.31 
A 828. Storage battery supplies and expenses 731.32 
C B 829. Operation of distribution lines 731.4 
A 830. Labor and expense—underground conduits 731.41 
A 831. Labor and expense—poles, towers, and fixtures.. 731.42 
A 832. Labor and expense—overhead conductors 731.43 
A 833. Labor and expense—underground conductors . . . 731.44 
A 834. Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 731.45 
C B 835. Meter and transformer operation 731.5 
A 836. Salaries and expenses—meter department 731.51 
A 837. Testing meters 731.52 
A 838. Miscellaneous expenses—meter department. . . . . 731.53 
A 839. Removing and resetting meters 731.54 
A 840. Removing and resetting transformers 731.55 
C B A 841. Maintenance of structures 732.1 
C B A 842. Maintenance of sub-station equipment 732.2 
C B A 843. Maintenance of storage battery equipment 732.3 
C B A 844. Maintenance of underground conduits 732.4 
C B 845. Maintenance of distribution lines 732.5 
A 846. Maintenance of poles, towers, and fixtures 732.51 
A 847. Maintenance of overhead conductors 732.52 
A 848. Maintenance of underground conductors 732.53 
C B A 849. Maintenance of services 732.6 
C B 850. Maintenance of transformers and meters 732.7 
A 851. Maintenance of line transformers 732.71 
A 852. Maintenance of consumers' meters 732.72 
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860 UTILIZATION: 750 
D 861. Utilization operation and maintenance 751 
C B 862. Commercial lamps—operation 751.1 
A 863. Commercial arc lamps 751.11 
A 864. Incandescent lamps—installation 751.12 
A 865. Incandescent lamps—renewals 751.13 
C B 866. Consumers' installation and inspection work 751.2 
A 867. Inspection—consumer's premises 751.21 
A 868. Consumers' installations 751.22 
C B 869. Municipal street lamps—operation 751.3 
A 870. Municipal street arc lamps 751.31 
A 871. Municipal street incandescent installation 751.32 
A 872. Municipal street incandescent renewals 751.33 
C B A 873. Maintenance of commercial lamps 751.4 
C B 874. Maintenance of municipal street lighting equipment 751.5 
A 875. Maintenance of municipal street arc lamps 751.51 
A 876. Maintenance of municipal street incandescent 
lamps 751.52 
80. COMMERCIAL EXPENSES: 760 
D C 881. Commercial administration 761 
B A 882. Commercial general labor 761.1 
B 883. Commercial books and contracts 761.2 
A 884. Commercial bookkeeping 761.21 
A 885. Commercial contracts 761.22 
B 886. Commercial meter reading and collecting 761.3 
A 887. Commercial collecting 761.31 
A 888. Meter reading 761.32 
B A 889. Commercial supplies and expenses 761.4 
D C B A 890. Agents' commissions 762 900. NEW BUSINESS EXPENSES: 770 
D C 901. New business expenses 771 
B 902. New business salaries 771.1 
A 903. New business management salaries 771.11 
A 904. New business advertising salaries 771.12 
B 905. New business supplies and expenses 771.2 
A 906. Demonstrations 771.21 
A 907. Wiring and appliances 771.22 
A 908. Advertising supplies and expenses 771.23 
A 909. Canvassing and soliciting 771.24 
A 910. Miscellaneous new business supplies and ex-
penses 771.25 
920. GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES: 780 
D 921. Undistributed general expenses 781 
C B 922. General office salaries 781.1 
A 923. Administrative salaries 781.11 
A 924. Other general office salaries 781.12 
C 925. Miscellaneous general expenses 781.2 
B A 926. General office supplies and expenses 781.21 
B A 927. General stationery and printing 781.22 
B A 928. Maintenance of general structures 781.23 
B A 929. Operation of communication system 781.24 
B A 930. Maintenance of communication system 781.25 
B A 931. Law expenses 781.26 
B A 932. Insurance 781.27 
B A 933. Store expenses 781.28 
B A 934. Transportation expenses 781.29 
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B A 935. Undistributed adjustments 781.30 
B A 936. Rentals 781.31 
B A 937. Other miscellaneous general expenses 781.32 
D C B A 938. Retirement expense 782 
D C B 939. Injuries and damages 783 
A 940. Claim department expenses 783.1 
A 941. Medical expenses 783.2 
A 942. Injuries to employees 783.3 
A 943. Other personal injuries and property damage . . . 783.4 
A 944. Miscellaneous accident expenses 783.5 
D C B A 945. Regulatory commission expenses . . . 784 
D C B 946. Relief and welfare work 785 
A 947. Employees' welfare department 785.1 
A 948. Pensions 785.2 
D C B A 949. Franchise requirements 786 
D C B A 950. Amortization of franchises 787 
D C B A 951. Electric expenses transferred—Cr 788 
D C B A 952. Joint operating expenses—Cr 789 
D C B A 953. Duplicate miscellaneous charges—Cr 790 
OPERATING EXPENSE ACCOUNTS 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS. 
1. Operating Expenses Defined.—The term operating expenses as used 
in this classification means such expenses as are necessary to the mainte-
nance of the corporate organization, the rendering of service required or 
authorized by law, the sale of merchandise, the production (including herein 
capital consumed) and disposition of commodities produced, and the collec-
tion of the revenues therefor. Expenses directly incident to the collection 
of non-operating revenues and the maintenance of property from which 
non-operating revenues are derived are excluded from operating expenses. 
2. Definitions of Certain Terms Used in Connection with Expense; 
Accounts.—Except where some other meaning is clearly specified in the 
definitions of the accounts, the following words, wherever used hereunder, 
have the meaning below stated: 
Cost means cash or money cost, and not price based on a term of credit. 
Labor means human services of whatever character. 
Cost of labor includes wages, salaries, and fees paid to persons for their 
services. 
Cost of materials and supples includes all specially assignable trans-
portation charges incurred in obtaining the delivery of such materials and 
supplies upon the premises of the purchaser, such as packing, drayage, 
freight, insurance, customs duties, commissions, etc., and cost of any special 
tests made thereon prior to their acceptance; and in case the accounting 
person or corporation desires, it may include a suitable proportion of store 
expenses (when the materials and supplies are passed through stores) and 
the cost of further transportation to the place of consumption, and a suitable 
proportion of the expenses of the purchasing department, in which case a 
corresponding credit shall be made to the suitable expense account as herein-
after provided. 
Cost of repairs, when made by the accounting person or corporation, 
includes cost of labor expended and material consumed, and incidental 
expenses such as carfare, permits, inspection, etc., less salvage, if any. 
Current maintenance includes such expenses necessary to maintain the 
tangible property in a state of operating efficiency as do not result in a 
substantial change of identity in any particular unit of property. It includes 
the cost of minor replacements of small parts commonly called the cost of 
repairs, but it does not include the cost of replacing individual structures, 
facilities or units of equipment or important sections of continuous struc-
tures such as electric line. Current maintenance costs are chargeable to 
operating expenses and wherever the word "maintenance" is used in the 
definition of an operating expense account current maintenance is to be 
understood. The cost of replacing the larger units is chargeable to fixed 
capital, from which the cost of the property replaced must be deducted. 
NOTE.—It is not required that the transportation element of cost shall be assigned with a 
greater degree of accuracy than to the nearest cent per unit of material or supply. Where a 
single transportation item covers a multitude of things the portion of the expense not assigned 
to specific things should be charged to the same account that store expenses are charged to. 
3. Unaudited Bills and Vouchers.—When bills covering operating 
expense items are not received in time for audit, and when vouchers are 
not made in time for inclusion in the operating accounts for the month in 
which the transactions occur, the items may be estimated and in such form 
charged or credited to operating accounts, and credited or charged to oper-
ating reserves, the necessary adjustments being made later when the bills 
and vouchers are taken into the accounts. 
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4. Delayed Items.—Delayed items are those representing transactions 
which occurred prior to the period covered by the income account, but 
which were not recorded currently. Such items may be charged or credited 
to the appropriate expense account for the fiscal period in which the trans-
actions are actually recorded. If, however, the amount of such items is 
relatively so large that its inclusion in the expense accounts for a single 
year would result in a seriously abnormal income statement, and no provi-
sion has been made through accruals to reserves or suspense accounts for 
anticipating such transactions, the accounting company may distribute the 
amount or any part thereof to Profit and Loss. 
5. Salvage and Insurance.—Salvage and insurance received in con-
nection with maintenance jobs not involving deductions from fixed capital 
shall be credited to the appropriate maintenance account. (See "Fixed 
Capital Accounts—General Instructions and Definitions," Section 6, Page 31.) 
If the insurance for damaged property is relatively large, and is received 
before the repairs have been completed, a disproportionate credit to oper-
ating expenses may be avoided by crediting the amount of the insurance 
recovered to a suspense account to which the cost of the repair shall then 
be charged to the extent that it is covered by insurance. 
Insurance recovered in connection with personal injuries shall be 
credited to account No. 939, "Injuries and Damages" or the appropriate 
sub-division thereof. Dividends distributed by mutual insurance companies 
shall be credited to the account to which the insurance premium is charged. 
Recoveries under fidelity bonds shall be credited to the account charged 
with the loss. 
6. Retirement Expense.—An account is provided in which to include 
charges made in order that corporations may, through the creation of ade-
quate reserves, equalize from year to year, as nearly as is practicable, the 
losses incident to important retirements of buildings, dams, etc., or of large 
sections of continuous structures like electric line, or of definitely identi-
fiable units of plants or equipment. "Losses" used above means in each 
case the excess of the original cost to the accounting company of the prop-
erty retired plus the cost of dismantling or removing, over its salvage value 
at the time of its retirement. The cost of replacing minor parts, which is 
not recorded by any entries in the fixed capital accounts, and which is 
commonly called the cost of "repairs" or "maintenance," as distinguished 
from the cost of "replacements" of large units, need not be provided for 
through a retirement reserve. The amounts charged to retirement expense 
plus amounts appropriated from surplus should be upon a basis determined 
to be equitable according to the accounting company's experience and best 
sources of information, and should in all cases be sufficient to provide 
during a period of years a reserve against which can be written off all losses 
sustained upon the retirement of property for any cause whatsoever. 
A statement of the rule used by the accounting company for computing 
these charges shall be included in its annual report to the Commission. 
7. Classification of Utilities by Revenue.—For the purpose of this 
classification of accounts electrical utilities are divided into four classes as 
follows: 
Class A.—Utilities having average annual operating revenues exceeding 
$250,000. 
Class B.—Utilities having average annual operating revenues exceeding 
$50,000, but not over $250,000. 
Class C.—Utilities having average annual operating revenues exceeding 
$10,000, but not over $50,000. 
Class D.—Utilities having average annual operating revenues of $10,000 
or less. 
In order that frequent changes in the classification may bo avoided, the 
class to which an electric utility belongs may be determined by the average 
of its annual revenues for the three years next preceding the date as of 
which its classification is to be determined. 
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If at the close of any fiscal year following, the average of its annual 
revenues for the three next preceding years is greater than the maximum 
for the class in which the corporation has been grouped, it shall automati-
cally be grouped with the higher class in which it falls by virtue of such 
increased annual revenues. Corporations engaged in new enterprises the 
annual revenues from which is not known in advance shall be classed in 
accordance with a reasonable estimate of their prospective revenue. 
The classification of operating expenses which follows is adapted to 
corporations in all four classes. The primary accounts are expanded and 
subdivided as will be indicated to meet the needs of each class. No separate 
definitions are stated for accounts which are thus divided, but the content 
of such accounts is to be found in the definitions of the final subdivisions. 
When such subdivisions are kept as primary ledger accounts it will not be 
necessary to keep also the account which has been subdivided. 
Each utility should keep, so far as they are applicable to its business, 
at least the accounts provided for the class to which it belongs. Any cor-
poration may, however, keep any or all of the accounts of the more extended 
schemes provided for those utilities which are in higher revenue classes. 
If desired further refinements or extensions of the scheme of accounts to 
meet the needs of individual corporations may be made by subdividing the 
accounts herein established, provided that the integrity of the required 
accounts is not impaired. 
Each title in a condensed classification is to be understood to comprise 
the titles following it for a more expanded classification. The letter D 
preceding the title denotes that at least the accounts so indicated must be 
kept by utilities in class D so far as they are applicable to its business. 
The letter C indicates the accounts that must be kept by class C utilities, 
and so on. Accounts that are to be kept as primary accounts by more than 
one class of utilities are indicated by prefixing the letters of all the classes 
which are required to keep such accounts. 
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GENERAL ACCOUNTS. 
700. Production Expenses. 
800. Transmission Expenses. 
820. Distribution Expenses. 
860. Utilization Expenses. 
880. Commercial Expenses. 
900. New Business Expenses. 
920. General and Miscellaneous Expenses. 
700 PRODUCTION EXPENSES. 
NOTE.—If the accounting company operates two or more generating stations or if it generates 
energy by two or more different methods, such as by a steam power plant and a hydraulic power 
plant, it should keep (with the detail herein prescribed) separate accounts covering production 
at the several plants and so far as practicable for each process or method. Where two or more 
methods or processes are used, separate sub-accounts should be kept for expenses common to two 
or more methods. Electric energy obtained from another company should be separately accounted 
for as in the case of that produced by a separate process or method. 
STEAM POWER GENERATION. 
D C B 701. SUPERINTENDENCE AND LABOR. 
A 702. SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include the salaries of superintendents and assistants, 
chemists, day and night foremen, and station clerks; and also that portion 
of the salaries of the engineering staff chargeable to steam generating 
plant operations. 
A 703. BOILER LABOR. 
This account shall include labor in boiler room and elsewhere in and 
about the premises having to do with making steam. 
Principal items: Fire room engineer and assistants; water tenders, 
firemen, coal handlers, boiler cleaners and feed pumpmen. 
A 704. ENGINE LABOR. 
This account shall include labor on prime movers. 
Principal items: Chief engineer and assistants, engineers, oilers, wipers 
and machinists. 
A 705. ELECTRICAL LABOR. 
This account shall include all labor in connection with the electrical 
apparatus and devices, beginning with the dynamos direct connected or 
belted to the prime movers and including the switchboard, feeder terminal 
board, and to the point where the electric current leaves the station for the 
transmission or distribution system. 
Principal items: System operators or load dispatchers; foremen regu-
lators, regulators and assistants, switchboard men, brushmen, wipers, 
wiremen. 
A 706. MISCELLANEOUS LABOR. 
This account shall include salaries and wages of all employees in and 
about the steam power generating plant engaged in operating the plant, 
whose time is not chargeable to any of the foregoing steam power plant 
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labor accounts. This covers such labor as that of watchmen, janitors, 
elevator men, and messengers; employees engaged in cleaning buildings and 
yards; and other general labor, excluding maintenance labor. 
D 707. POWER PLANT SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
C 13 A 708. FUEL. 
This account shall include the cost of all fuel used for steam, whether 
coal, oil, gas or other fuel, f. o. b. station or storage pile. This will include 
the invoice cost of fuel, freight, switching, rent of railroad sidings, demur-
rage, cost of unloading from cars or boats to wagons, and cartage to point 
of delivery at plant for storage, or unloading from scows or cars and convey-
ing to place of storage. In case coal is transferred from one place to 
another, this cost should also be included, and any discrepancy between the 
actual amount of coal on hand and that recorded on the books of the com-
pany should likewise be taken care of in this account. 
C B A 709. WATER. 
This account shall include the cost of water for boilers, for condensers, 
and for cooling engines; also boiler compound. Water used for general 
station purposes should not be included. 
If water is purchased, charge at the contract price or the meter rate. 
If water is pumped by the company, charge here the cost of pumping. 
This account shall include all labor cost in connection with the hand-
ling of water, such as operating the pumping station, and expense such as 
cost of chemicals used in purification and filtration. 
C B 710. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
A 711. LUBRICANTS. 
This account shall include the cost of lubricants for machinery in the 
steam generating plant. This does not include oil for transformers, grease 
for wagons, or oil for lanterns, etc. 
Oil used in pumping station should be charged against account No. 709, 
"Water." 
A 712. PRODUCTION SUPPLIES. 
This account shall include the cost of all supplies, tools, etc., used in 
the steam generating plant which are consumed in the operating process, 
the replacement of which does not constitute a repair or renewal. 
Principal items: Waste, packing, wipers, gauge glasses, gauge washers, 
manhole gaskets, handhole gaskets, fire room tools, steam and air hose, 
boilers, screws, nails, tools, dynamo brushes. 
A 713. STATION EXPENSE. 
This account shall include the general and miscellaneous expenses in 
the steam generating plant not specifically chargeable to other accounts. 
Principal items: Lighting, heating and cleaning system, fire protection 
system, janitors' supplies, ice water, meals and carfares, stationery, tele-
phone and toilet service, care of streets, yards and sidings. This account 
may also include minor rents. (See general expense account No. 936, 
"Rentals.") 
This does not include miscellaneous labor, which is cared for under 
account No. 706, "Miscellaneous Labor." 
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D 714. MAINTENANCE OF POWER PLANT. 
C B A 715. MAINTENANCE OF STATION BUILDINGS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining steam power plant 
buildings and permanent fixtures therein, including furniture, as follows: 
(a) SUNDRIES.—Repairs to furniture, fixtures, and such other property 
in and about the steam generating plant not specifically provided for else-
where. Alterations, if not provided for by a reserve, should be charged 
under this classification. 
(b) STATION STRUCTURES.—Repairs to buildings and permanent fixtures 
therein. 
Principal items: Plumbing, windows, sashes, roof, doors and walls; 
heating and lighting systems; grounds and streets, vaults, sheds, pits, side-
walks, elevators; lockers, fire protection system, painting. 
C B 716. MAINTENANCE OP STEAM EQUIPMENT. 
A 717. MAINTENANCE OF FURNACES AND BOILERS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining boilers and furnaces 
and their specially provided foundations and settings. 
Principal items: Brick work, metal smoke-stacks, bridges, wall arches, 
jambs, grate bars, stoker bars and webbs, furnaces, valves, superheaters, 
damper regulators, tubes. 
A 718. MAINTENANCE OF BOILER APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining feed water, coal, and 
ash handling systems, and auxiliary apparatus in the fireroom. 
Principal items: Feed pumps, blower engines, coal conveyors, diggers, 
trolley and cable towers, crusher and belt lines, brackets, wheels, chutes 
and gates; ash conveyor cars, winches, motors, buckets, shaft, chain and 
wheels; filters, boiler compound injector and pump; heaters, primary and 
secondary; economizers and water meters. 
A 719. MAINTENANCE OF STEAM ACCESSORIES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining the piping system in 
connection with the making of steam and delivery thereof to the prime 
movers. This covers those steam accessories included in fixed capital 
account No. 313, "Boiler Plant Equipment"; i. e., those not considered a part 
of the steam engine. 
Principal items: Water feed piping, cold main, hot main, water suc-
tion, valves, joints, jackets, ash pit drains and ash pocket syphons, oil drains 
from engine crank pits, receiving tanks, filter pumps to engine valve, steam 
and exhaust line systems, sewer connections and air line. 
NOTE.—When the system for supplying boiler or condenser water is elaborate as when it 
includes a dam, reservoir, canal and pipe line, the cost of maintaining it shall be charged to a 
special sub-account under account No. 715, "Maintenance of Station Buildings," with the 
title, "Maintenance of Water Supply Structures)—Steam." 
A 720. MAINTENANCE OF STEAM ENGINES. . 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining steam engines, 
whether reciprocating or rotary, used in the power plant. This covers the 
cost of maintaining apparatus auxiliary to the prime mover, such as con-
densers, tubes, heads, doors, etc., pumps, air and circulating, wet vacuum, 
dry vacuum, and oil systems, but not the power conveying apparatus. 
NOTE.—This account may be subdivided between the expense of maintaining the prime mover 
and the expense of maintaining the auxiliary apparatus. 
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A 721. MAINTENANCE OF TURBO-GENERATOR UNITS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining steam turbine-driven 
generating units. This covers the most of maintaining condensers, air and 
circulating pumps, lubricating systems and similar appurtenant apparatus, 
but not the cost of maintaining the steam pipe leading from the boiler nor 
the exhaust pipe. 
NOTE.—This account may be subdivided to show separately the cost of maintaining the 
prime mover and appurtenant apparatus. 
C B A 722. MAINTENANCE OP ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT. 
A 723. MAINTENANCE OF MAIN GENERATORS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining dynamos, alternators 
and other electric generating apparatus driven by steam. 
A 724. MAINTENANCE OF EXCITING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining exciters, motors, motor 
generators, boosters, regulators and exciting batteries used in the steam 
generating plant. 
A 725. MAINTENANCE OF CONTROL AND PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining switches, circuit 
breakers, busses, current and potential transformers, relays, indicating and 
recording instruments and switchboard panels, lightning arresters, react-
ances and ground resistances used in the steam generating plant, and wires 
and cables used in conjunction with the foregoing. 
A 726. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSFORMERS AND CONVERT-
VERTING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining transformers and con-
verting apparatus in the steam generating plant other than that used pri-
marily for transmission and distribution purposes. 
C B A 727. MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT 
EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining miscellaneous equip-
ment, such as belts, pulleys, hangers, countershaft, machine tools, cars, loco-
motives, locomotive cranes for power plant purposes, and all other equip-
ment properly includible in fixed capital account No. 317, "Miscellaneous 
Power Plant Equipment—Steam." 
This account shall also include the cost of maintaining tools and imple-
ments assigned to the steam power plant, such as blacksmiths', machinists' 
and pipe fitters' tools; pump room tools, engine tools and cutting tools. 
D C B A 728. STEAM GENERATED—APPORTIONMENT ACCOUNT. 
This account will be raised only by companies operating in connection 
with electric utilities, other utilities or departments which make demand 
upon the same boiler plant. 
Where a demand of this character is made upon a boiler plant, the ex-
penses incident to generating steam shall be transferred from the foregoing 
accounts to this account at the close of the period. The total cost of gener-
ating steam as then shown shall be apportioned to the utilities or depart-
ments using the steam, by credits to this account. The balances remain-
ing in this account will represent the cost of steam for generating electric 
energy. 
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The details of the cost of generating steam, and the amounts apportioned 
to the different utilities or departments using the steam, and the basis used 
for the apportionment may be called for in the annual report to the regula-
tory commission. 
D C B A 729. STEAM FROM OTHER SOURCES. 
This account shall include the cost of all purchased or jointly produced 
steam consumed in the generating plant. 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC GENERATION. 
D C B 731. SUPERINTENDENCE AND LABOR. 
A 732. SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include the salaries of superintendents and assistants, 
chemists, day and night foremen, and station clerks; and also that portion 
of the salaries of the engineering staff chargeable to hydro-electric generat-
ing plant operations. 
A 733. HYDRO-ELECTRIC LABOR. 
This account shall include the wages of all employees operating the 
hydraulic works, including foremen, intake operators, flume patrolmen, 
cleaners at reservoirs and screens and all other employees whose duties 
concern the opration of the hydro-electric development outside of the gener-
ating station. 
A 734. STATION LABOR. 
This account shall include the wages of station operators, helpers and 
oilers engaged in operating the station equipment, beginning at end of pen-
stock and ending where the electric current leaves the generating station. 
The wages of employees engaged in operating conversion equipment 
used primarily for transforming electric energy in voltage or frequency for 
the purpose of transmitting or distributing it more efficiently shall not be 
charged to this account but to the appropriate account under transmission 
or distribution expenses. 
A 735. MISCELLANEOUS LABOR. 
This account shall include salaries and wages of all employees in and 
about the hydro-electric generating plant engaged in operating the plant. 
This covers such labor as that of watchmen, janitors, elevator men, and 
messengers; employees engaged in cleaning buildings and yards; and gen-
eral labor not chargeable to any of the foregoing hydro-electric power plant 
labor accounts, excluding maintenance labor. 
D 736. POWER PLANT SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
C B A 737. WATER FOR POWER. 
This account shall include the cost of water purchased for water power 
generation. 
C B 738. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
A 739. LUBRICANTS. 
This account shall include the cost of lubricants for hydro-electric prime 
movers, machinery connected therewith and auxiliary pumping and exciting 
machinery. This does not include transformer oil, wagon grease, or oil for 
lanterns. 
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This account also includes the cost of recovering oil from waste and the 
cost of filtering and handling. 
A 740. PRODUCTION SUPPLIES. 
This account shall include the cost of all supplies, tools, etc., used in 
the water power generating plant which are consumed in the operating 
process, the replacement of which does not constitute a repair or renewal. 
Principal items: Waste, packing, wipers, gauge glasses, gaskets, bolts, 
screws, nails, dynamo and motor brushes, can for containing rags and waste 
transformer oil and hand oil cans. 
A 741. STATION EXPENSE. 
This account shall include the general and miscellaneous expenditures 
in water power generating plant not specifically chargeable to other accounts. 
Principal items: Lighting, heating, and cleaning systems, fire pro-
tection systems, janitor's supplies, ice water, meals and carfares, stationery, 
telephone and toilet service, care of streets, yards and sidings. 
This account may also include minor rents (see general expense account 
No. 936 "Rentals"). 
This does not include miscellaneous labor, which is cared for under 
account No. 735, "Miscellaneous Labor." 
D 742. MAINTENANCE OF POWER PLANT. 
C B A 743. MAINTENANCE OF STATION BUILDINGS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining hydro-electric power 
plant buildings and permanent fixtures therein, including furniture as 
follows: 
a. SUNDRIES.—Repairs to furniture, fixtures and other such property 
In and about the generating plant not specifically provided for elsewhere. 
Alterations, if not provided for by a reserve, should be charged under this 
classification. 
b. STATION STRUCTURES.—Repairs to buildings and permanent fixtures 
therein. 
Principal items: Plumbing, windows, sashes, roof, doors and walls; 
heating and lighting systems; grounds and streets, vaults, sheds, pits, side-
walks, elevators; lockers, fire protection system and painting. 
C B 744. MAINTENANCE OF RESERVOIRS, DAMS AND WATER-
WAYS. 
A 745. MAINTENANCE OF RESERVOIRS, DAMS AND IN-
TAKES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining reservoirs, dams and 
intakes and their appurtenant structures and facilities, such as gates, raising 
and lowering apparatus, waterways, spillways, fish ladders, etc. 
A 746. MAINTENANCE OF NAVIGATION FACILITIES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining locks, booms, sluices, 
regulating gates and other appurtenant structures and facilities for navi-
gation purposes. 
A 747. MAINTENANCE OF WATERWAYS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining canals, ditches, 
flumes, tunnels, pipe lines and other appurtenant structures and facilities. 
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A 748. MAINTENANCE OF FOREBAYS, PENSTOCKS AND 
TAIL RACES. 
This account shall include the cost of main ta in ing forebays, penstocks , 
tai l races and o ther appur tenan t s t ruc tures and facilities. 
A 749. MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND CARS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing roll ing stock, roadbed 
and steel in connection wi th spur t racks , t r amways , inclines, freight cars , 
barges , etc., which a re a par t of the hydro-electric development. 
A 750. MAINTENANCE OF T E L E P H O N E SYSTEM. 
This account shall include the cost of main ta in ing te lephone l ines, 
te lephone appara tus and switchboards of the telephone system in t he wa te r 
power genera t ing s ta t ion and be tween the stat ion and the headworks . 
A 751. MAINTENANCE OF PRODUCTION ROADS AND TRAILS 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing roads, t rai ls , br idges, 
t r amways and rai lways used pr imari ly in connection with hydro-electric 
product ion of e lect r ic i ty ; also t he cost to t he accounting company of main-
ta ining roads dedicated to public use. 
C B 752. MAINTENANCE O F HYDRO-ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT. 
A 753. MAINTENANCE OF W A T E R TURBINES AND W A T E R 
W H E E L S . 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing wa te r wheels and 
governors and their accessories. This covers all equipment from pens tocks 
to tail-races, such as gates , valves, pumps, piping, etc., used in connection 
wi th water wheels and governors. 
Pr incipal i t ems : Wa te r wheels and housing, needle valves, nozzles, de-
flecting hoods, relief valves, air compressors for surge tanks , pumps for 
governors and necessary piping in connection therewi th . 
A 754. MAINTENANCE OF TURBO-GENERATOR UNITS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing hydraul ic turbine-
driven genera tor uni ts and all appur t enan t appara tus . This covers the cost 
of main ta in ing air and circulat ing pumps , lubr icat ing sys tems, valves, gov-
ernors , draft tubes, etc. 
NOTE.—This account may be sub-divided to show separately the cost of maintaining the prime 
mover and the cost of maintaining the electric generator. 
A 755. MAINTENANCE OF MAIN GENERATORS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing dynamos, a l t e rna to r s 
and other electr ic genera t ing appara tus driven by hydraulic power. 
A 756. MAINTENANCE OF EXCITING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta ining exci ters , motors , 
motor genera tors , boosters , regula tors and exciting ba t te r ies used in the 
wate r power genera t ing plant. 
A 757. MAINTENANCE OF CONTROL AND PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of main ta in ing swi tches , c ircui t 
breakers , busses, cur ren t and potent ia l t ransformers , re lays , indicating and 
recording ins t ruments and switchboard panels , l ightning a r res te r s , react-
ances and ground res is tances used in the wate r power genera t ing plant and 
wires and cables used in conjunction wi th the foregoing. 
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A 758. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSFORMERS AND CONVERT-
ING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining transformers and con-
verting apparatus in the water power generating plant other than that used 
primarily for transmission and distribution purposes. 
C B A 759. MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT 
EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining miscellaneous equip-
ment, such as belts, pulleys, hangers, countershafts, machine tools, cars, 
locomotives, locomotive cranes for power plant purposes, and all other equip-
ment properly includible in fixed capital account No. 323, "Miscellaneous 
Power Plant Equipment—Hydro." 
This account shall also include the cost of maintaining tools and im-
plements assigned to the hydro-electric plant, such as blacksmiths' machin-
ists', and pipe-fitters' tools, cutting tools, etc. 
GAS POWER GENERATION. 
NOTE.—In the following accounts having to do with power generation by internal-combustion 
engines the term "gas power" is used for convenience as referring to all types of internal-
combustion engines. 
D C B 761. SUPERINTENDENCE AND LABOR. 
A 762. SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include the salaries of superintendents and assistants, 
chemists, day and night foremen, and station clerks; and also that portion 
of the salaries of the engineering staff chargeable to gas power generating 
plant operations. 
A 763. FUEL LABOR. 
This account shall include the cost of all labor engaged in the handling 
of fuel from storage to the point of use, whether such fuel is to be used in a 
producer gas process or directly in internal combustion engines. It shall 
include also all other operating labor in the production of producer gas 
and the handling of residuals from the buildings to the point where such 
residuals are placed when removed from the building. It does not include 
maintenance labor. 
A 764. ENGINE LABOR. 
This account shall include the cost of all labor on prime movers. 
Principal items: Chief engineer and assistants, engineers, oilers, wipers, 
and machinists. 
A 765. ELECTRICAL LABOR. 
This account shall include the cost of all labor in connection with elec-
trical apparatus and devices beginning with the dynamos direct connected 
or belted to the prime movers and including the switchboard, feeder terminal 
board and to where the electric current leaves the station for the transmis-
sion or distribution system. 
Principal items: System operators or load dispatchers, foremen regu-
lators, regulators and assistant switchboard men, brushmen, wipers and wire-
men. 
A 766. MISCELLANEOUS LABOR. 
This account shall include salaries and wages of all employees in and 
about the gas power generating plant engaged in operating the plant, whose 
time is not chargeable to any of the foregoing gas power plant labor ac-
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counts. This covers such labor as that of watchmen, janitors, elevator men 
and messengers; employees engaged in cleaning buildings and yards; and all 
other general labor, excluding maintenance labor. 
D 767. POWER PLANT SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
C B A 768. ENGINE FUEL. 
Include in this account the cost of all fuel, such as kerosene, gasoline, 
and oil used in internal combustion engines. Where the producer-gas pro-
cess is used it should include the cost of fuel used for producing gas. The 
cost should be f. o. b. the power station, and should cover the invoice cost of 
fuel, freight, switching, demurrage, cost of transfer from cars or boats to 
wagons, cartage to point of delivery at plant for storage, and cost of trans-
fer to storage. In case fuel is transferred from one place of storage to an-
other, such cost should also be included. Any discrepancy between the 
actual amount of fuel on hand and that recorded on the books of the account-
ing company should likewise be taken care of in this account. 
C B 769. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
A 770. WATER. 
This account shall include the cost of water used in the production of 
gas for power purposes and water used for cooling gas prime movers or 
other internal combustion engines. 
If water is purchased, charge at the contract price or the meter rate. 
If water is pumped by the company, charge here the cost of pumping. 
This account should include all labor cost and expenses in connection 
with the handling of water, such as operating the pumping station, and 
chemicals used in purification and filtration. 
A 771. LUBRICANTS. 
This account shall include the cost of lubricants for the moving of ma-
chinery in the gas power generating plant. This does not include oil for 
transformers, grease for wagons, or oil for lanterns, etc. 
Oil used in pumping station should be charged against account No. 770, 
"Water." 
A 772. PRODUCTION SUPPLIES. 
This account shall include the cost of all supplies, tools, etc., used in the 
gas power generating plant which are consumed in the operating process, 
the replacement of which does not constitute a repair or renewal. 
Principal items: Waste, packing, wipers, gauge glasses, gauge washers, 
manhole gaskets, handhole gaskets, fuel room tools, steam and air hose, 
boilers, screws, nails, tools, dynamo brushes. 
A 773. STATION EXPENSE. 
This account shall include the general and miscellaneous expenditures 
in the gas power generating plant not specifically chargeable to other ac-
counts. 
Principal items: Lighting, heating and cleaning system, fire protection 
system, janitors' supplies, ice water, meals and carfares, stationery, tele-
phone and toilet service, care of streets, yards, sidings, etc. This does not 
include miscellaneous labor, which is carried under account No. 766 "Mis-
cellaneous labor." 
NOTE.—Minor rents may be included in this account. (See general expense account No. 936, 
"Rentals.") 
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D 774. MAINTENANCE OF POWER PLANT. 
C B A 775. MAINTENANCE OF STATION BUILDINGS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining gas power plant 
buildings and permanent fixtures therein, including furniture, as follows: 
a. SUNDRIES.—Repairs to furniture, fixtures, and other such property 
in and about the gas power generating plant not specifically provided for 
elsewhere. Alterations if not provided for by a reserve should be charged 
under this classification. 
b. STATION STRUCTURES.—Repairs to buildings and permanent fixtures 
therein. 
Principal items: Plumbing, windows, sashes, roof, doors and walls; 
heating and lighting systems; grounds and streets, walks, sheds, pits, side-
walks, elevators, lockers, fire protection system, painting. 
C B 776. MAINTENANCE OF GAS EQUIPMENT. 
A 777. MAINTENANCE OF FUEL HOLDERS, PRODUCERS 
AND ACCESSORIES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining all tanks, facilities and 
apparatus used for the storage of fuel or the production of gas to be used 
for power purposes in the generation of electric energy. This covers the 
cost of repairing gas conductor, exhaust pipe and other auxiliary gas produc-
ing apparatus, and also producers, economizers, regenerators, vaporizers, 
steam injectors, scrubbers, exhauster outfit and other steam apparatus, as 
well as specially provided boilers, pumps, flues and pipes, coal and ash con-
veyors and accessory equipment, blower engines, holders and all steam auxil-
iary equipment. 
A 778. MAINTENANCE OF ENGINES AND TURBINES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining gas engines and 
turbines devoted to the production of electric energy, including valves, 
governors,and ignition and starting apparatus. The maintenance of power 
apparatus, such as shafts, belts, etc., should not be charged to this account. 
C B 779. MAINTENANCE OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT. 
A 780. MAINTENANCE OF MAIN GENERATORS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining dynamos, alternators, 
and other electric generating apparatus driven by gas power. 
A 781. MAINTENANCE OF EXCITING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining exciters, motors, 
motor generators, boosters, regulators and exciting batteries used in the 
gas power generating plant . 
A 782. MAINTENANCE OF CONTROL AND PROTECTIVE AP-
PARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining switches, circuit 
breakers, busses, current and potential transformers, relays', indicating and 
recording instruments and switchboard panels, lightning arresters, react-
ances and ground resistances used in the gas generation plant, and wires 
and cables used in conjunction with the foregoing. 
A 783. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSFORMERS AND CONVERT-
ING APPARATUS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining transformers and 
converting apparatus in the gas power generating plant other than that used 
primarily for transmission and distribution purposes. 
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C B A 784. MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS POWER PLANT 
EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining miscellaneous equip-
ment, such as belts, pulleys, hangers, countershafts, machine tools, cars, 
locomotives, locomotive cranes for power plant purposes, and all other equip-
ment properly includible in fixed capital account No. 327 "Miscellaneous 
Power Plant Equipment—Gas." 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining tools and implements 
assigned to the gas power plant, such as blacksmiths', machinists', and pipe 
fitters' tools; engine tools and cutting tools. 
D C B A 785. POWER GAS FROM OTHER SOURCES. 
This account shall include the cost of all purchased or jointly produced 
power gas consumed in the gas power generating plant. 
Miscellaneous Production Accounts. 
D C B A 791. ELECTRIC ENERGY FROM OTHER SOURCES. 
This account shall include the cost at the point of delivery to the ac-
counting company of all electric energy purchased for re-sale or jointly 
produced. 
NOTE A.—If the accounting company actually exchanges power with another company, 
i. e., if the agreement between them provides that the receiving company shall pay the producing 
company a price barely sufficient to cover the average production expense per unit of energy 
delivered, then the accounting company shall charge to this account the amount that it pays the 
other company which is a party to such agreement and credit this account with the amount 
which it receives. If the agreement provides for the payment by the receiving company of more 
than the bare production expense per unit, the amount received shall be credited by the pro-
ducing company, not to this account, but to the appropriate operating revenue account. 
NOTE B.—Current purchased at established tariff rates from other companies for lighting 
offices, stations, etc., or other similar purposes connected with the operations of the accounting 
company shall not be, charged to this account but to the appropriate departmental expense account. 
D C B A 792. DUPLICATE PRODUCTION CHARGES—CR. 
This account shall be credited with all charges made to production 
accounts for electric energy consumed at works and generating stations 
and not otherwise provided for. 
D C B A 793. PRODUCTION EXPENSES TRANSFERRED—CR. 
This account shall include such part of the accounting company's ex-
pense of producing electric energy as is properly chargeable to another co-
ordinate department, as, for example, an electric railroad or a gas depart-
ment. 
800. TRANSMISSION EXPENSES. 
NOTE.—Transmission and distribution accounts may be combined where the same poles and 
subway systems carry transmission and distribution lines, and it is impracticable to assign 
accurately the cost of operation and maintenance as between the two functions. 
D 801. TRANSMISSION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. 
C B A 802. SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include the pay, traveling and incidental expenses of 
the superintendent, his assistants and clerks employed in supervising the 
operation and maintenance of the transmission system; also the cost of 
preparing maps and records, the cost of stationery and printing and other 
miscellaneous office supplies and expenses of the transmission superintend-
ent's office. 
NOTE.—The accounting company may set up subaccounts under this general heading, if it so 
desires. 
C B A 803. SUBSTATION LABOR. 
This account shall include the pay of substation operators in substations 
devoted to transmission purposes, also the cost properly chargeable to oper-
ating expenses of the labor expended in changing transmission transformers. 
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C B A 804. SUBSTATION S U P P L I E S AND E X P E N S E S . 
This account shall include the cost of supplies for and expenses incurred 
in connection with the operation of t ransmiss ion substat ions, such as car-
fares, meals , te lephone renta ls and tolls, s ta t ionery and print ing, oil and 
waste , water , heat, jani tor supplies, etc. which are not specifically provided 
for elsewhere, also the cost properly chargeable to operat ing expenses 
(exclusive of labor) incident to changing t ransmiss ion t ransformers . 
C B 805. OPERATION OF TRANSMISSION LINES. 
A 806. LABOR AND EXPENSE, UNDERGROUND CONDUITS. 
This account shall include wages and expenses in connection with t h e 
inspection and cleaning of subway ducts, manholes and sewer connections 
for t ransmiss ion l ines. 
A 807. LABOR AND EXPENSE, POLES, TOWERS AND FIX-
TURES. 
This account shall include the pay and expenses of patrolmen, tes te rs , 
etc., employed on overhead t ransmiss ion lines, also the cost of t r imming 
t rees along and of clearing brush and other refuse from the t ransmiss ion 
r ight of way after the t ransmiss ion line has been placed in operation. 
A 808. LABOR AND EXPENSE, OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the wages and expenses of patrolmen, t es te rs , 
etc. employed on overhead t ransmiss ion lines. 
A 809. LABOR AND EXPENSE, UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the wages and expenses of patrolmen, t es te rs , 
etc., employed on underground t ransmiss ion lines. 
A 810. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND E X P E N S E S . 
This account shall include miscellaneous i tems of t ransmiss ion expenses 
not provided for in the foregoing t ransmiss ion operat ing accounts. 
This account may also include minor ren t s (see General Expense 
account No. 936 "Rentals") 
C B A 811. MAINTENANCE OF STRUCTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing t ransmiss ion sub-
stat ion buildings and other s t ruc tures . The principal i tems to be included in 
this account a re repai rs to buildings and all pe rmanen t fixtures therein and 
appur tenant there to and the cost of mainta ining grounds, s t reets , drives, 
sidewalks, vaults , pits, sheds and permanent foundations of appara tus , 
which are included as a cost of the s t ruc tures in which located. 
C B A 812. MAINTENANCE OF SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing t ransformers , t rans-
mission switches, switchboards and connected equipment, cooling systems, 
etc. Include also in th is account the cost of mainta in ing outdoor t ransmis-
sion substat ion equipment and appur tenances . 
C B A 813. MAINTENANCE OF UNDERGROUND CONDUITS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing subways and under-
ground conduits carrying t ransmiss ion conductors. This includes the cost 
of repai rs of ducts, manholes , sewer connections and t r aps and of paving 
over such highways, but not t he cost of repair ing conductors or the insula-
t ion thereof. 
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C I! 814. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSMISSION LINKS. 
A 815. MAINTENANCE OP POLES, T O W E R S AND FIXTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing poles and crossarms, 
b races , guys and other pole supports , fixtures and towers used in t ransmis -
sion system. This account also covers such ma t t e r s as paint ing poles, re-
pair ing s t ree t s , and repair ing sidewalks after pole renewals , etc. 
A 816. MAINTENANCE OF OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta ining all conductors, feeders, 
cable, wire, insulators , and insulat ing mater ia l used in overhead t ransmis-
sion sys tems. 
A 81T. MAINTENANCE OF UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta ining all conductors, cables, 
insulators and insulat ing mater ia l used in the underground t ransmiss ion 
system. 
C B A 818. MAINTENANCE OF ROADS AND TRAILS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining p e r m a n e n t roads, 
t rai ls , and bridges used in connection with the t ransmiss ion system. 
820. DISTRIBUTION EXPENSES. 
NOTE.—Transmission and distribution expense accounts may be combined where the same 
poles and subways carry transmission and distribution lines, and it is impracticable to assign 
accurately the cost of operation and maintenance as between the two functions. 
D 821. DISTRIBUTION OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. 
C B A 822. SUPERINTENDENCE. 
This account shall include the pay, t ravel ing and incidental expenses of 
the super in tendent , his ass i s tan ts and clerks employed in supervising the 
operat ion and main tenance of the distr ibution system, also the cost of 
sa lar ies and expenses of making maps and records, the cost of s ta t ionery 
and pr int ing and other miscel laneous office supplies, te lephone ren ta l and 
tolls, jani tor service, water , hea t and other expenses of the dis t r ibut ion 
super in tendent ' s office. 
NOTE.—The accounting company may set up subaccounts under the general heading, if it so 
desires. 
C B 823. SUBSTATION EXPENSES. 
A 824. SUBSTATION LABOR. 
This account shall include the pay of substat ion opera tors and of clerks, 
jani tors and watchmen and of other employes in the substa t ions devoted 
to distr ibution purposes. 
A 825. SUBSTATION SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of supplies for and expenses in-
curred in connection with the operation of distr ibution substat ions, such as 
carfares, meals , telephone renta ls and tolls, s ta t ionery and print ing, oil and 
waste , water , heat , jani tor supplies, etc., which are not specifically provided 
for e lsewhere . 
C B 826. STORAGE BATTERY EXPENSES. 
A 827. STORAGE BATTERY LABOR. 
This account shall include the wages of ba t te ry men, including inspectors 
and t es te r s . 
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A 828. STORAGE BATTERY SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of acid and distilled water in cells, 
soda, sponges, brooms, mops, waste, rags, hydrometers, thermometers, auto-
matic cell fillers, rubber hose, gloves, shoes, paint, etc. and brushes for 
boosters and compensators. 
C B 829. OPERATION OF DISTRIBUTION LINES. 
A 830. LABOR AND EXPENSE, UNDERGROUND CONDUITS. 
This account shall include wages and expenses in connection with the 
inspection and cleaning of subway ducts, manholes and sewer connections 
for distribution lines. 
A 831. LABOR AND EXPENSE, POLES TOWERS AND FIX-
TURES. 
This account shall include the pay and expenses of patrolmen, testers, 
etc., employed on overhead distribution lines, the cost of trimming trees and 
of clearing brush and other refuse from the distribution right of way after 
distribution line has been placed in operation. 
A 832. LABOR AND EXPENSE, OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the wages and expenses of patrolmen, testers, 
etc., employed on overhead distribution lines. 
A 833. LABOR AND EXPENSE, UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the wages and expenses of patrolmen, testers, 
etc., employed on underground distribution lines. 
A 834. MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include all expenses incurred in connection with the 
operation of the distribution system not specifically chargeable to other 
accounts. 
This account may also include minor rents (see General Expense account 
No. 936, "Rentals"). 
C B 835. METER AND TRANSFORMER OPERATION. 
A 836. SALARIES AND EXPENSES—METER DEPARTMENT. 
This account shall include the salaries and expenses of superintendents 
and clerks in meter department, and also that portion of the salaries of the 
engineering staff chargeable to that department. 
A 837. TESTING METERS. 
This account shall include the cost of testing and inspecting meters on 
consumers' premises or in meter shops. 
A 838. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES—METER DEPARTMENT. 
This account shall include such expenses as stationery, postage, tele-
phone service, light, fuel, testers' tools and supplies. 
This account may also include minor rents (see General Expense account 
No. 936, "Rentals"). 
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A 839. REMOVING AND RESETTING METERS. 
This account shall include the cost of resetting, changing and removing 
meters on consumers' premises, also the cost of connecting and disconnect-
ing services. 
A 840. REMOVING AND RESETTING TRANSFORMERS. 
This account shall include the cost of resetting, changing, inspecting, 
testing, and removing transformers on consumers' premises or on poles or 
in manholes adjacent, when such transformers are installed for the purpose 
of stepping down current from transmission or distribution voltages to the 
voltage at which it is used by the consumer. 
C B A 841. MAINTENANCE OP STRUCTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining distribution sub-
station buildings and other structures. The principal items to be included 
in this account are repairs to buildings and all permanent fixtures therein 
and appurtenant thereto, and the cost of maintaining grounds, streets, drives, 
sidewalks, vaults, pits, sheds and permanent foundations and apparatus 
which are included as a part of the cost of the structure in which located. 
C B A 842. MAINTENANCE OP SUBSTATION EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining distribution substa-
tion transformers, bus-bar structures, switchboards, switches and connected 
equipment and other distribution equipment whether located in distribution 
substation buildings, in generating stations, in consumers premises or out-
doors. 
C B A 843. MAINTENANCE OP STORAGE BATTERY EQUIPMENT. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining storage battery equip-
ment, such as storage battery tanks, switches, regulating apparatus, boosters 
and compensators, renewal of worn out cells, including diaphragms, negative 
and positive plates, lead in strip, spelter, dry boards, tin bands, lamp black, 
and items of a similar nature. 
C B A 844. MAINTENANCE OF UNDERGROUND CONDUITS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining subways and under-
ground conduits carrying distribution conductors. This covers repairs of 
conduits, manholes, sewer connections and traps, and paving over such 
subways and all ducts and conduits, but not any repairs of conductors or 
the insulation thereof. 
C B 845. MAINTENANCE OF DISTRIBUTION LINES. 
A 846. MAINTENANCE OF POLES, TOWERS AND FIXTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining poles and crossarms, 
braces, guys, and other pole supports, fixtures and towers used in the dis-
tribution system. This account also covers such matters as painting poles, 
repairing streets and repairing sidewalks after pole renewals, etc. 
A 847. MAINTENANCE OP OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining all conductors, feed-
ers, cable, wire, insulators and insulating materials used in the overhead 
distribution system. 
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A 848. MAINTENANCE OF UNDERGROUND CONDUCTORS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing all conductors, feed-
ers , cable, wire , insulators and insulat ing mater ia ls used in the underground 
dis tr ibut ion system. 
C B A 849. MAINTENANCE OF SERVICES. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing services, both under-
ground and overhead, leading from the mains to the consumers ' premises . 
C B 850. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSFORMERS AND METERS. 
A 851. MAINTENANCE OF LINE TRANSFORMERS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing line t ransformers , i. e. 
t ransformers installed for s tepping down cur ren t from t ransmiss ion or dis-
t r ibut ion voltages to the voltage a t which it is used by the consumers . This 
covers renewing oil, repaint ing, rewinging, removing and replacing, and re-
pa i r s to such switches and cutouts on consumers ' premises as a re the prop-
er ty of the accounting company. 
852. MAINTENANCE OF CONSUMERS' METERS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing consumers ' meters , 
such as replacing par t s , pu t t ing in new jewels, cleaning and repaint ing. 
860. UTILIZATION. 
D 861. UTILIZATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. 
C B 862. COMMERCIAL LAMPS—OPERATION. 
A 863. COMMERCIAL ARC LAMPS. 
This account shall include the cost of t r imming and inspect ing a rc 
lamps on consumers ' premises . 
Pr incipal i t ems : Tr imming, inspecting, instal l ing and removing lamps. 
A 864. INCANDESCENT LAMPS—INSTALLATION. 
This account shall include the cost of the first instal lat ion of lamps on 
consumers ' premises unless such cost is charged to the consumer or it is the 
policy of the company to capitalize such cost through charge to fixed capital 
account No. 341, "Commercial Lamps . " 
A 865. INCANDESCENT LAMPS—RENEWALS. 
This account shall include the cost of renewing incandescent lamps on 
consumers ' premises . This covers car tage and delivery expense, and cost 
of photometer ing lamps. This account should be credited wi th any reba te 
received for the r e tu rn of s tubs or al lowances re la t ing there to . 
C B 866. CONSUMERS' INSTALLATION AND INSPECTION W O R K 
A 867. INSPECTION—CONSUMERS' PREMISES . 
This account shall include the cost of inspection of consumers ' premises . 
This covers such ma t t e r s as the charge for municipal certificates, charge 
for Board of F i re Underwr i te rs ' inspection certificates, and tha t port ion of 
t he salar ies and expense of the engineering staff, or of any other depar tmen t 
than distr ibution depar tment , engaged in technical work properly assignable 
to this account. 
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A 868. CONSUMERS' INSTALLATIONS. 
This account shall include the cost of all labor and mater ia l furnished 
without charge to consumers for inside work. 
Principal i t ems : Attent ion to complaints or to improving the charac ter 
of service, replacing or repair ing wiring fixtures or electrical appliances, 
moving appliances from place to place in house, reconnect ing appliances. 
C B 869. MUNICIPAL STREET LAMPS—OPERATION. 
A 870. MUNICIPAL STREET ARC LAMPS. 
This account shall include the cost of t r imming, inspect ing and operat-
ing municipal s t ree t a rc lamps. 
A 871. MUNICIPAL STREET INCANDESCENT INSTALLATION. 
This account shall include the cost of the first instal lat ion of municipal 
s t ree t incandescent lamps, unless such cost is charged to the municipali ty 
or it is the policy of the accounting company to capitalize such cost through 
charged to fixed capital account No. 342, "S t ree t Lighting Equipment ." 
A 872. MUNICIPAL STREET INCANDESCENT RENEWALS. 
This account shall include the cost of renewing incandescent lamps. 
This covers car tage and delivery expense, and cost of photometer ing incan-
descent lamps. This account shall be credited wi th any reba te received 
for the re tu rn of s tubs or allowances re la t ing thereto . 
C B A 873. MAINTENANCE OF COMMERCIAL LAMPS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta in ing commercial lamps on 
consumers ' premises. This covers such ma t t e r s as set t ing and removing 
lamps for repairs and adjustment , repair par t s , tes t ing during the adjus tment 
and after repa i r s ; also tha t portion of the arc lamp shop expense chargeable 
there to . 
C B 874. MAINTENANCE OF MUNICIPAL S T R E E T LIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT. 
A 875. MAINTENANCE OF MUNICIPAL S T R E E T ARC LAMPS. 
This account shall include t h e cost of changing municipal s t ree t arc lamps 
for repai rs and adjustments , renewals , repai rs of mas t a rms, hangers , poles, 
ropes, etc., and paint ing poles; also tha t portion of arc lamp shop expense 
chargeable there to . 
A 876. MAINTENANCE OF MUNICIPAL S T R E E T INCANDES-
CENT LAMPS. 
This account shall include the cost of mainta ining municipal incandescent 
s t ree t lamps and fixtures, including especially provided poles if such poles 
a re properly chargeable to fixed capital account No. 342, "St ree t Light ing 
Equipment ," which see. It does not include the cost of mainta in ing sub-
ways or conductors. 
880. COMMERCIAL EXPENSES. 
D C 881. COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION. 
B A 882. COMMERCIAL GENERAL LABOR. 
This account shall include the cost of labor of super in tendents and 
ass is tants , chief clerks, cashiers and ass is tants , s tenographers , general 
clerks, high bill clerks, switchboard operators , messengers , jani tors , and 
watchmen employed in the commercial depar tment . 
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B 883. COMMERCIAL BOOKS AND CONTRACTS. 
A 884. COMMERCIAL BOOKKEEPING. 
This account shall include the cost of labor of bookkeepers and clerks 
employed on consumers' accounts. 
A 885. COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS. 
This account shall include the cost of labor of clerks and other employees 
in the application or contract bureau. 
B 886. COMMERCIAL METER READING AND COLLECTING. 
A 887. COMMERCIAL COLLECTING. 
This account shall include the cost of labor of regular and prepayment 
collectors. This covers cost of delivering bills and proportion of time of 
meter readers collecting from prepayment meters. 
A 888. METER READING. 
This account shall include the cost of labor of meter readers. 
B A 889. COMMERCIAL SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of supplies and the incidental ex-
penses of the commercial office. This covers meter readers' lamps and car-
fare of employees in the commercial department. 
NOTE.—Minor rents may be included in this account. (See General Expense account No. 
936, "Rentals"). 
D C B A 890. AGENTS' COMMISSIONS. 
This account shall include the amount paid by the accounting company 
to agents as commission for distributing its electric energy over the agent's 
distribution lines and selling the same, and for all services performed in 
connection therewith (See Operating Revenue Account No. 611, "Commis-
sions on Others' Electric Energy," also "Operating Revenue Accounts— 
General Instructions and Definitions," Section 2, Note B, page 58). 
900. NEW BUSINESS EXPENSES. 
NOTE.—General Account 900, "New Business Expenses," is not intended to include any 
expense connected with merchandising and jobbing carried on as a separate department of the 
accounting company's business and not primarily lor the purpose of obtaining new business for 
the electric department. If the accounting company sells merchandise or does jobbing work at 
or below cost for the purpose of inducing greater use of electric energy, a debit balance in the 
jobbing account due to such practice may be charged to "New Business Expenses," or sub-
account No. 910, "Miscellaneous New Business Supplies and Expenses." 
D C 901. NEW BUSINESS EXPENSES. 
B 902. NEW BUSINESS SALARIES. 
A 903. NEW BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SALARIES. 
This account shall include the cost of administration of the department 
maintained for the promotion or development of consumption of electric 
energy including that portion of the salaries of management and clerks in 
agencies and contract departments assignable to new business. 
A 904. NEW BUSINESS ADVERTISING SALARIES. 
This account shall include the salaries of the advertising manager and 
clerks. 
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B 905. NEW BUSINESS SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
A 906. DEMONSTRATIONS. 
This account shall include the cost of labor and the expense incurred 
in demonstrating the use of electric appliances for the purpose of obtaining 
new business. 
A 907. WIRING AND APPLIANCES. 
This account shall include the cost of wiring consumers' premises, and 
of electric appliances, including delivery and connection charges and 
expenses in connection therewith, supplied to consumers without charge in 
order to induce new business. 
A 908. ADVERTISING SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of supplies, stationery, and the in-
cidental expenses of the advertising department. This covers such items as 
booklets, dodgers, newspaper advertising, posters, bulletins, and all related 
expenses. 
A 909. CANVASSING AND SOLICITING. 
This account shall include all expenses incurred in soliciting new busi-
p.ess, such as wages, commissions, and personal expenses of canvassers, 
cost of preparing estimates, engineering advice on electric intallation, etc., 
and office sundries in connection therewith. 
A 910. MISCELLANEOUS NEW BUSINESS SUPPLIES AND 
EXPENSES. 
This account shall include office and personal and incidental expenses 
of the promotion or new business department, such as stationery, and other 
office supplies, etc. 
NOTE.—Minor rents may be included in this account. (See General Expense account No. 
936, "Rentals"). 
920. GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES. 
GENERAL NOTE.—When general office officials or employees designated in the general and 
miscellaneous expense accounts below do not devote their entire time to general administrative 
work, but are also engaged in supervision over or otherwise employed in the work of another 
operating department or on construction work, their pay and traveling and incidental expenses 
should be assigned or equitably apportioned to the appropriate departmental or fixed capital 
accounts. 
D 921. UNDISTRIBUTED GENERAL EXPENSES. 
C B 922. GENERAL OFFICE SALARIES. 
A 923. ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES. 
This account shall include the salaries of the chairman of the board, 
president, vice-president, treasurer, secretary, comptroller, general auditor, 
general manager, assistant general manager, chief engineer, general super-
intendent, purchasing agent, and all other employees whose jurisdiction 
extends to the entire system and whose services can not be allocated to 
the several departments. 
A 924. OTHER GENERAL OFFICE SALARIES. 
This account shall include the salaries of auditors, bookkeepers, cashiers, 
paymasters, stenographers and clerks employed in counting cash, janitors, 
porters, messengers, and other clerks and employees whose time is devoted 
to the work of the general office. 
NOTE.—The cost of labor of clerks and other employees in the commercial department shall 
not be included in this account, but in account No. 881, "Commercial Administration," or the 
appropriate subdivision thereof. 
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C 925. MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL EXPENSES. 
B A 926. GENERAL OFFICE SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of office supplies, stationery, tele-
grams, telephone service, and the maintenance of office furniture; rented 
rooms in office buildings and maintenance of such rented rooms; rental of 
office equipment such as statistical machines, and all other miscellaneous 
expenses of general offices. 
Expenses of departmental employees should be charged to the appro-
priate departmental accounts. 
B A 927. GENERAL STATIONERY AND PRINTING. 
This account shall include the cost of stationery, stationery supplies 
and postage not elsewhere provided for. 
NOTE A.—The cast of printing briefs and other legal papers should be charged to account 
No. 931, "Law Expenses." 
NOTE B.—The cost of printing signs, posters and other advertising matter shall be charged 
to account No. 908, "Advertising Supplies and Expenses." 
NOTE C.—The cost of such mechanical calculators, typewriters, duplicating machines, and 
other office appliances as are not properly capitalized, should, if for use in general office, be 
charged to account No. 926, "General Office Supplies and Expenses," or, if for the use of 
department offices, to the proper departmental accounts. 
B A 928. MAINTENANCE OF GENERAL STRUCTURES. 
This account shall include the cost of maintaining general office build-
ings or other structures used for general purposes. This covers maintenance 
of walks, driveways, and grounds connected therewith and all incidental 
expenses connected with the maintenance of such buildings or structures. 
B A 929. OPERATION OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM. 
Charge to this account the pay and expenses of superintendent and 
assistants, and of clerks, patrolmen, testers, and inspectors, the cost of all 
supplies for and other expenses incurred in connection with the operation 
of the accounting company's communication system. This will include 
salaries and wages of employees at. the main exchange, also the salaries 
and wages of employees in general offices operating switchboards on main 
line telephone system not owned by the accounting company. 
NOTE.—Salaries and wages of telephone and telegraph operators in power plants, substations, 
stores, commercial offices and at other points in the accounting company's system shall be 
charged to the appropriate operating account at the location involved and not to this account. 
B A 930. MAINTENANCE OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEM. 
Include in this account the cost of maintaining all telephone, telegraph, 
and wireless buildings, and other structures and equipment the investment 
in which is carried in or classifiable under fixed capital account 312 g4, "Com-
munication system buildings," and 344e, "Telephone, telegraph and wireless 
system." 
NOTE.—Include in this account only such charges in connection with hydro-electric produc-
tion as are not included in account 700, "Maintenance of Telephone System." 
B A 931. LAW EXPENSES. 
This account shall include all law expenses such as salaries and expenses 
of counsel, solicitors and attorneys, their clerks and attendants and expenses 
of their offices; cost of law books, printing briefs, legal forms, testimony, 
reports, etc.; fees and retainers for services of attorneys not regular 
employees; court costs and payments of special notarial and witness fees 
not provided for elsewhere, expenses connected with taking depositions, 
and all law and court expenses not provided for elsewhere. 
B A 932. INSURANCE. 
This account shall include premiums paid for fire, fidelity, boiler, cas-
ualty, burglar, lightning, and all other insurance; also charges by which 
self-insurance is provided. 
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This account shall be credited with dividends paid or surplus returned 
to the accounting company in any other form by mutual insurance 
companies. 
NOTE.—That portion of the premium for liability insurance based on the payroll expended 
on construction accounts may be charged to the construction accounts affected. 
B A 933. STORE EXPENSES. 
This account shall include all salaries and expenses in connection with 
storerooms. This covers the cost of sending materials and supplies from 
general storerooms to branch storerooms and the collection of scrap material. 
To this account shall be credited all discounts recovered through the 
prompt payment of bills for materials and supplies consumed in operation, 
unless such discounts are applied to the particular bills. 
NOTE.—Expenses charged to this account may be distributed over materials passed through 
the store department on the basis of a percentage of invoice cost of such materials or on other 
bases deemed appropriate by the management of the accounting company. Amounts so distributed 
should be credited to this account and charged to the accounts to which the cost of such 
materials is charged as they are issued or used. Credits should be made in such detail as to 
permit the accounting company to analyze them. 
B A 934. TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of feed, keep and shoeing of horses, 
wages of stablemen, hostlers, veterinary expenses, and all other expenses 
of stabling horses; also wages of garage men, cost of gasoline, lubricants, 
and other garage supplies, and the cost of repairing harness and vehicles. 
NOTE A.—The cost of horses purchased to replace others should be charged to account No. 344, 
"General Equipment." 
NOTE B.—Charges to this account may be distributed to the work done by the stable and 
garage equipment on the basis of hourly rates, rates per ton per mile hauled, or on other bases 
deemed appropriate by the management of the accounting company. Amounts so distributed 
should be credited to this account and charged to the account representing the construction or 
operation benefited. Credits should be made in such detail as to permit the accounting company 
to analyze them. 
B A 935. UNDISTRIBUTED ADJUSTMENTS. 
At least once a year an inventory of materials and supplies shall be 
taken and the difference in respect of any particular class of materials and 
supplies between the ledger and inventory balances should be debited or 
credited to this account in case it cannot be assigned to a specific account. 
This account shall also be charged or credited with miscellaneous minor 
operating items of such a nature that an exact distribution among the 
accounts to which they are applicable cannot be determined. This covers 
such transactions as receipts from sale of junk. 
NOTE.--Where materials and supplies have been used in construction as well as in operation 
a suitable proportion of the shortages or overages disclosed by the inventory may be debited or 
credited to account No. 3i36, "Miscellaneous Construction Expenditures." 
B A 936. RENTALS. 
This account shall include all rentals paid and expenses incurred for 
buildings or space used for the purposes of the business, unless the premises 
are used solely for construction purposes or in connection with a clearing 
or apportionment account, in which latter event the rentals should be 
charged accordingly. 
NOTE.- If the accounting company so desires, these rentals may be charged to the depart-
mental account interested, such as production, transmission, distribution, commercial, new business 
or miscellaneous general expense. 
B A 937. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the cost of publishing and distributing annual 
reports to stockholders, advertising notices of stockholders' meetings, divi-
dend notices and other corporate and financial notices of a general character, 
association dues, contributions for conventions and meetings of the industry, 
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cost of experimental work conducted for the benefit of the industry or the 
improvement of service, traveling and incidental expenses of general officers 
and other general office employees, fees of transfer agents, registrars of 
stock, and fiscal agents, directors' fees, compensation to management cor-
porations, and other miscellaneous expenses connected with the general 
management not otherwise provided for. 
D C B A 938. RETIREMENT EXPENSE. 
This account shall include such amounts as the accounting company 
charges to operating expenses in addition to appropriations from surplus 
to retirement reserve, to provide a reserve against which may be charged 
the original cost of all property retired from service, plus the cost of dis-
mantling, less salvage. The amounts charged to this account or appro-
priated from surplus and credited to the "Retirement Reserve" shall be in 
addition to the necessary costs of keeping the plant and equipment in a 
high state of efficiency through charges to the regular Maintenance Accounts. 
NOTE.—It is the intent of the classification that a reserve shall be provided, either through 
retirement expense or by appropriations from surplus, or both, sufficient to cover all retirement 
losses that may reasonably be expected. 
D C B 939. INJURIES AND DAMAGES. 
A 940. CLAIM DEPARTMENT EXPENSES. 
This account shall include salaries and expenses of claim agents, inves-
tigators, adjusters, and others engaged in the investigation of accidents and 
adjustment of claims. 
A 941. MEDICAL EXPENSES. 
This account shall include salaries, fees, and expenses of surgeons and 
doctors, nursing, hospital attendants, medical and surgical supplies; fees 
and expenses of coroners and undertakers; and contributions to hospitals. 
A 942. INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES. 
This account shall include amounts paid in settlement of claims of 
employees for injuries arising in their employment; also wages paid to 
disabled employees while off duty. 
A 943. OTHER PERSONAL INJURIES AND P R O P E R T Y 
DAMAGE. 
This account shall include amounts paid in settlement of claims of 
persons other than employees for personal injuries sustained in connection 
with the operation of the plant and amounts paid in settlement of claims 
for damage to property not owned by the accounting company. 
A 944. MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENT EXPENSES. 
This account shall include all expenses in connection with accidents and 
damages not provided for in the foregoing accounts. 
NOTE.—If it so desires, the accounting company may charge each month to "Injuries and 
Damages" (or to the appropriate sub-accounts) and credit to account No. 252, "Casualty and 
Insurance Reserve," a proportion of the total amount estimated to be necessary to expend during 
the year for injury and damage claims, and the actual disbursements above designated shall then be 
charged against said reserve account. The charges to this account shall be adjusted at the close 
of the fiscal year to actual expenses unless a balance remains representing liability for unsettled 
claims. 
D C B A 945. REGULATORY COMMISSION EXPENSES. 
This account shall include the expenses incurred by the accounting 
company in its transactions with governmental regulative commissions. 
This covers fees and retainers and expenses of counsel, solicitors, attorneys, 
clerks, attendants, witnesses, and others whose services are secured espe-
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cially for the defense or prosecution of those petitions presented to a 
regulatory commission that affect the accounting company; the pay, travel-
ing, and other expenses of those specially employed or assigned to ascertain 
the value of property owned or used by the accounting company; the cost 
of stationery and printing and engineering supplies consumed; and other 
necessary expenses of a similar character. 
This account does not include expenses for improvement of service, for 
additional inspection, etc., which are made necessary by the rules, regula-
tions, or orders of a regulatory commission. Such expenses should be 
charged to the appropriate specific operating expense account. 
NOTE.—Expenditures in connection with applications for authority to issue securities, if the 
petition is granted and securities issued, are chargeable to account 301, "Organization," when 
incident to initial issues of capital stock. Such expenditures, when incident to the issuance o:E 
long-term debt should be considered as debt discount and expense and accounted for accordingly. 
Expenditures for additions or betterments which, under the instructions governing charges 
to fixed capital accounts are properly chargeable to these accounts, shall be so charged regardless 
of whether incurred as the result of an order of the Commission, unless the order requiring such 
expenditures shall have directed other accounting treatment. 
D C B 946. RELIEF AND WELFARE WORK. 
A 947. EMPLOYEES' WELFARE DEPARTMENT. 
This account shall include all salaries and expenses incurred in con-
ducting accident prevention, relief, and welfare departments; also contribu-
tions made to such departments. 
A 948. PENSIONS. 
This account shall include the amount of pensions and gratuities paid 
to retired or incapacitated employees or to heirs of deceased employees, 
together with all expenses incurred in connection therewith. 
D C B A 949. FRANCHISE REQUIREMENTS. 
This account shall include the value at the normal selling price of all 
current and materials and supplies furnished municipal corporations in 
compliance with franchise requirements and for which no payment is 
received by the accounting company; also all direct expenses incurred in 
compliance with such requirements for which no reimbursement is received 
by the accounting company. 
Amounts charged to this account for which there is no direct money 
outlay shall be credited to account No. 953, "Duplicate Miscellaneous 
Charges—Cr." 
D C B A 950. AMORTIZATION OF FRANCHISES. 
This account shall include for each accounting period the amount 
charged to distribute the cost of limited franchises equitably over the life 
of the franchise. Amounts charged to this account shall be concurrently 
credited to fixed capital account No. 302, "Franchises." 
D C B A 951. ELECTRIC EXPENSES TRANSFERRED—CR. 
This account shall include such part of the operating costs (other than 
production expenses, for which see Production Account No. 793, "Production 
Expenses Transferred—Cr.") borne in the first instance by the accounting 
company's electric department as are properly chargeable to another co-ordi-
nate department, such as an electric railway or gas department. 
This is not intended to prohibit the apportioning of primary accounts 
between departments, and so far as practicable departmental costs should 
be determined in that way. There may, however, be cases where it is 
desirable to assign to other operations a flat percentage of total electric 
operating expenses or of some group of electric operating expenses or some 
similar arbitrary amount, and in such cases the credit should be made to 
this account. 
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D C B A 952. JOINT OPERATING EXPENSES—CR. 
When any plant or equipment is maintained or operated by the account-
ing company for the joint benefit of itself and others under an arrangement 
for apportioning the operating expenses, the portion of such expenses 
chargeable to others under the arrangement may be credited to this account 
if it is based on a percentage of the total operating expenses or a percentage 
of the total of some group of primary operating expense accounts or deter-
mined in some similar fashion. So far as practicable, joint operating costs 
should be apportioned by primary accounts and that part of such cost borne 
in the first instance by the accounting company, but chargeable to the other 
party or parties to the joint agreement, should be credited direct to the 
primary accounts involved. 
D C B A 953. DUPLICATE MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES—CR. 
This account shall include the concurrent credits for all charges which 
may be made to any operating expense account, except as provided for in 
account No. 792, "Duplicate Production Charges—Cr.," in respect of the 
consumption of electric energy produced or purchased primarily for resale 
by the accounting company; also all similar charges in respect of any 
services rendered for which there is no direct money outlay. This covers 
such items as current supplied to a municipality without charge in accord-
ance with franchise requirements; current furnished to employees in lieu 
of wages; housing of employees as part compensation for their services, etc. 
This account is optional to the extent that charges of the sort described, 
not involving any direct money outlay, are not required to be made. If the 
accounting company desires to make such charges, however, the concurrent 
credit must be to this account. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS AND ACCOUNTS OF 
PUBLIC UTILITIES TO THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
RAILWAY AND UTILITIES COMMISSIONERS. 
November 15, 1922. 
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention: 
Your Accounting Committee undertook its duties for the current year 
with a sincere appreciation of the vast amount of work already accomplished 
by your previous Accounting Committee in bringing into being a uniform 
classification of accounts for electric, gas and water utilities. The uniform 
classifications of accounts for electric and gas utilities were approved by 
this association two years previously, while the water classification was 
approved at our last annual convention. Your former committees spent 
months of preparation in giving careful and technical consideration to all 
proposals before drafting the accounting systems, so that only the actual 
and final test of experience, gained through working under the respective 
systems of accounts for a time, or the entering of new factors into the field 
of regulations, would prompt your present committee to consider any 
changes. 
Even a casual inspection of the utilities laws of the several states is 
readily convincing that on account of differences existing in the acts them-
selves, either conferring broad regulatory powers in some stales, or limiting 
those same powers in other states, any accounting system to be uniform 
must indeed rest upon a broad foundation. No attempt has been made to 
assume jurisdiction over those powers, or to decide through accounting 
methods those economic questions the decision of which must necessarily 
and ultimately rest with the various commissions themselves. We have 
simply attempted to complete a system whereby and through which there 
may be set down historically, and in an orderly manner, a detailed account 
of the operation and condition of the utility, and sufficiently elastic to meet 
the requirement of the regulatory bodies and the industry. 
Your committee held its first meeting of the year in Chicago February 
20, 1922, at which time committees from the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation and the American Gas Association were received, and a general 
discussion was had covering their experience with the systems of accounts, 
applicable to their respective industries, and the results of their study since 
the adoption of the uniform classification by our association. 
About this time a new factor entered the accounting field. The Federal 
Power Commission, in the administration of the Federal Power Act, in-
structed its accountants to prepare a system of accounts for project property 
to which much of the hydro-electric property of the country will eventually 
be subject. A conference was called by the Federal Power Commission in 
Washington September 18th, continuing for about ten days. In this confer-
ence your Accounting Committee participated, as well as committees of the 
National Electric Light Association, a representative of the State Commis-
sion of California, and representatives of some individual hydro-electric 
properties of the same state. Also representatives of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission participated. Your committee, bearing in mind that the 
industry must not be subjected to needless expense on account of keeping 
two radically different systems of accounts, which expense in turn must be 
reflected in rate schedules and borne by the public, entered the conference 
in a spirit of entire cooperation and helpfulness to the Federal Commission. 
There were, however, some fundamental issues raised, to which your com-
mittee could not agree. For example, the Federal Act provides that the road 
and equipment accounts for steam railroads of 1914 be used insofar as 
applicable in constructing the Federal System of accounts. We believe this 
provision to be impracticable and not in the interest of good accounting; it 
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was therefore rejected by us. Then, too, certain data are required in the 
administration of the Federal Act, such as the determination of earnings for 
project property, that were not pertinent to our system. 
In this connection let us say that our President, Mr. Carl D. Jackson, was 
kind enough to participate with us in this conference, and to his helpfulness 
and foresight we owe much in bringing it. to a happy determination. Your 
committee, in the interest of uniformity, agreed to certain changes. Changes 
were also made in the proposed Federal System of Accounts, so as to 
harmonize the. two systems as nearly as possible, bearing in mind the 
different requirements of the Federal and State Commissions. 
After the Washington conference your committee met at Madison, Wis-
consin, November 8th to 11th, and finally brought its work for the year to a 
close. Some amendments were made to clarify the text and avoid possible 
confusion in its interpretation, and to fit the text to the language of the 
industry. It, was found that the conversion and storage group of accounts, 
under electric fixed capital, and the appropriate departmental accounts 
under operation, were inapplicable to the industry. These accounts have 
been eliminated and spread over the appropriate accounts of transmission 
and distribution. Representatives of some western properties, having long 
transmission lines, suggested that to properly reflect their costs and opera-
tion, a functional set-up of fixed capital account, instead of one based upon 
the physical characteristics of the property, should bo provided, and this 
suggestion has been complied with by making it optional. All of the fore-
going changes, your committee believes, will result in better accounting. 
Amendments to gas and water classifications have been made only as 
changes in the electric classification were found applicable. These classi-
fications we now present for your approval. 
Complementary to the Uniform Classification of Accounts is the form 
of annual report to the several state commissions. The pressing duties of 
your committee have been such that we are unable to offer, for your approval, 
a suggested form of annual report at this time. Enough preliminary work 
has been done, however, to convince the committee that it will not be 
practicable to submit a report form which will meet the requirements of 
all commissions in every detail. We do believe, however, that it would be 
of material assistance to the individual commissions, if your committee 
were instructed to suggest the essentials of report forms, which will serve 
as a basis upon which the individual commissions may construct their own 
forms of annual report. 
In closing, let us say that national uniformity in accounting matters, 
must indeed be beneficial to the regulatory authorities, to the industries 
regulated, and to investors and the public who may have occasion to investi-
gate the financial conditions associated with public utility affairs. When 
all concerned are assured that the titles—fixed capital, operating revenues, 
operating expenses, operating income—have a like significance, wherever 
and whenever used, and that reports of transactions occurring in any part 
of this great country may be compared with the assurance that these reports 
have a common and orderly statement of facts, a. confidence must be engen-
dered in the minds of all these inquirers that the business is indeed carried 
on upon a sound and stable basis. In forming these revised classifications 
of accounts which are presented for your consideration, the committee has 
had solely in mind a record which would analyze the transaction in an 
orderly and logical manner and produce a true statement of results. We 
have simply provided a record of events and have not attempted to use that 
record as a means of influencing or controlling the action of any state 
commission. We believe the results finally to be obtained are well worth 
the time and effort the association has given to accounting matters. 
We submit the following appendices to our report: 
Exhibit "A"—Suggested changes in the water classification. 
Exhibit "B"—A complete and corrected draft of the electric classification. 
Exhibit "C"—A complete and corrected draft of the gas classification. 
We offer the following resolution: 
Resolved, I. That the report of the Committee on Statistics and Accounts 
be received and printed. 
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II. Tha t this convention recommend tha t member commissions give 
careful considerat ion to the uniform sys tems of accounts for gas, electric 
and wate r companies, and adopt them unless they are found to be in conflict 
with exist ing s ta tu tes , with such modifications as may be necessary to meet 
conditions in par t icular s ta tes . 
III. Tha t the Commit tee on Stat is t ics and Accounts for the ensuing 
year, be ins t ructed to prepare and submit to the individual s ta te commis-
sions, suggested forms of annual repor t s designed to cover the accounting 
and s ta t is t ical fundamentals . 
WARREN STOUTNOUR, Chairman, Utah; 
O. O. CALDERHEAD, Washington; 
GEORGE C. MATHEWS, Wisconsin; 
W. M. HAMMOND, Illinois; 
HARRY BOGGS, Indiana; 
GEORGE S. CALL, Pennsylvania ; 
J. W. LESTER, Massachuset ts ; 
Accounting Committee. 
REPORT OP COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS AND ACCOUNTS OF 
PUBLIC UTILITIES TO THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
RAILWAY AND UTILITIES COMMISSIONERS. 
November, 1920. 
At the Indianapolis convention last year a resolution was adopted which 
placed upon the Committee on Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities 
the duty of formulating and presenting to the individual state commissions 
uniform accounting systems for public utilities other than railroads. This 
program in its entirety has been found impossible of accomplishment. As 
we all know, the past year has brought to all public utility commissions 
more numerous and more difficult problems, both of regulation and adminis-
tration, than ever before. Each state commission has seen its own work 
immensely increased, with a corresponding diminution of the time that 
could be given to collective work such as that of this Association. Under 
these conditions, the committee has not endeavored to do more than prepare 
standard classifications of accounts for electric and gas companies, believing 
that if its full task could not be accomplished, this was the field in which a 
more uniform accounting system offered the most immediate advantages. 
Even this limited program proved to be far more than could be successfully 
carried out along the lines originally proposed. The idea of submitting 
copies of the committee's tentative classifications to each commission in 
advance of the annual convention was found impossible of attainment. The 
best that we have been able to do is to have a few advance copies printed 
barely in time for distribution at this convention, although it is the expecta-
tion that copies will be sent to each state commission in accordance with 
the original resolution defining the committee's task for this year. 
A meeting of the committee was held at Chicago April 21st and 22d, with 
the object of arriving, if possible, at an agreement with representatives of 
the National Electric Light Association and the American Gas Association 
on the fundamental principles that should underlie any standard accounting 
system for the industries of which these associations are representative. 
There was also some thought that the meeting might find it profitable to 
discuss the work to be attempted in other fields than those of electric and 
gas accounting. It was, however, soon seen that all the time which the 
members of the committee could spare would have to be devoted to the 
electric and gas classifications if any work worth while was to be accom-
plished before the November convention. Along this special line gratifying 
progress was made at the Chicago meeting. Substantial agreement was 
reached on principles regarded as of fundamental importance, and the task 
of embodying these in a complete accounting system was then entrusted to 
a sub-committee of three. 
It was immediately following the Chicago conference referred to that 
the Chairman addressed to all the commissions a circular letter, copy of 
which is appended, stating what progress had been made and what it was 
hoped to accomplish, and urging every commission that was then engaged 
independently in devising a classification of accounts for its own use, to 
defer final action on such classification, in the interest of uniformity, until 
the report of the Committee on Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities 
should be available. 
As it has happened, the sub-committee was not able to complete its 
drafts, which, it will be appreciated, involved a vast amount of detail, in 
time for submission to the individual commissions. The sub-committee held 
a meeting at Chicago in September, at which, during sessions lasting for 
four days and evenings, suggestions and criticisms from all sources were 
thoroughly discussed. At these conferences the sub-committee had before 
it a complete draft of a uniform system of accounts for gas companies pre-
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pared by the Accounting Committee of the American Gas Association, a 
similar draft for electric light and power companies prepared by the corre-
sponding commit tee of the National Electr ic Light Association, and a draft 
prepared by the sub-committee itself. The la t te r was adopted as t h e basis 
for the sub-committee 's recommendat ions , but the re were, as a resul t of the 
conference, incorporated there in many ideas originat ing with the associa-
t ions represent ing the electric and gas industr ies . Members of these asso-
ciations were presen t a t the second Chicago conference, and contr ibuted 
invaluable advice and assis tance towards the sub-committee 's work. The 
repor t of the sub-committee t ransmi t t ing their draft as finally agreed upon 
is appended. 
In present ing th is repor t your commit tee wishes to emphasize again the 
many advantages of uniformity. The importance, for the avoidance of con-
fusion and misunders tanding, of always using the same word in the same 
sense is so obvious t h a t it need only be mentioned. The grea te r usefulness 
of comparat ive figures, and the elimination of wasteful duplication of records 
by utili t ies which operate in more than one s ta te , a re also advantages tha t 
commend themselves at once to anyone who tu rns his a t tent ion to them. 
A less obvious vir tue of uniformity, but one tha t may appeal to those com-
missions which with inadequate appropriat ions are endeavoring to secure 
and re ta in the services of competent professional accountants and stat is-
t icians, is t ha t the grea ter the uniformity of accounting practice, the wider 
becomes the field from which experienced public uti l i ty accountants can 
be drawn, and the less t ime has to be spent in educat ing t h e new men to 
their special task. It might almost be said tha t any accounting sys tem is a 
good one, provided it is followed by all alike. 
While realizing to the full the advantages of uniformity, the commit tee 
has also kept in mind the fact t ha t different laws and different policies, to 
say nothing of different local conditions, will make necessary, to some 
extent , different accounting requi rements in different s ta tes . The commit tee 
has found m a n y differences of opinion as to ma t t e r s of form and detail . 
Probably no one will find the classification submit ted exactly such as he 
would have prepared, and we doubt if any classification could be prepared 
with all details of which anyone except i ts author would agree. However, 
t he differences which we have experienced have all been in ma t t e r s of 
a r rangement , definition and s t ructure . At no t ime has there been any differ-
ence of opinion as to the purposes which the classifications should serve, 
and we have a t tempted to apply to every suggestion the tes t of i ts useful-
ness in helping to accomplish the purposes of uniform accounting. 
We ant icipate tha t the accountants of the several commissions will find 
many th ings done differently than they would have done them, but we fully 
believe tha t while the re will be differences of opinion regarding the proced-
ure to be followed, these differences will be found to be ma t t e r s of personal 
preference where any one of several ways would lead to the resul t desired, 
and not differences as to the fundamentals of the classifications. W e submit 
these classifications believing tha t their application in the several s ta tes will 
accomplish the resul ts needed for effective adminis t ra t ion of regulatory laws 
and will also meet the requi rements of the industr ies . 
W e have tr ied to be mindful of the fact t ha t regulat ing bodies are not 
intended to interfere in accounting ma t t e r s further t han is necessary in order 
to carry out the purposes for which they were established. It has seemed to 
us impor tant tha t the classifications mus t be pract icable for the use of the 
industry and sufficiently elastic to serve the purpose of the business re-
gardless of size or complexity. Generally the classification which is best 
adapted to the needs of the industry will be the one which will furnish 
commissions with the most reliable information. 
W e have analyzed all proposals with regard to the problems met by 
the commissions which we represent , and have tr ied to make provision 
for conditions in s t a tes wi th somewhat different operat ing conditions. W e 
suggest t h a t in the in teres t of uniformity commissions will need to overlook 
differences in detail and method. If t he classifications will produce resul ts 
which meet your requi rements tha t is as far as your commit tee believes it 
possible to secure unanimity of agreement . 
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There are included in the classifications in a few instances various 
regulatory provisions which are not strictly a part of an accounting system 
as such. It is to be understood that the committee has included these pro-
visions merely as suggestions which each commission is at liberty to accept, 
reject, or modify, as, of course, each commission may do in the case of any 
part of the classifications. The regulatory provisions, however, are for the 
most part embodied in notes supplementing the accounts proper, and the 
committee wishes to make it plain that its recommendations for uniformity 
of accounts do not extend with quite the same force to the suggestions for 
regulatory provisions which will necessarily be more subject to modification 
according to local conditions or statutes. 
The committee can hardly ask this convention, as a body, to put itself 
on record regarding an accounting system which its members have had no 
opportunity to examine thoroughly. We do hope, however, that in accepting 
the report of this committee the convention will recommend to member 
commissions that they give most careful consideration to the accounting 
classifications prepared by the committee, and adopt them, if they are found 
to be, as the committee is convinced they are, thoroughly sound in all 
fundamental principles of good accounting, making only such modification 
as may be necessary because of local conditions, but not changing the 
essential structure. 
The outstanding features of the proposed classifications are sum-
marized in the sub-committee's report. The main committee wishes, how-
ever, to repeat and emphasize two of the recommendations therein made, 
and to ask the convention to express itself in favor thereof. The first is 
the recommendation that wherever possible the fiscal and reporting year 
for public utilities be made coincident with the calendar year. The second 
is that state commissions which adopt the proposed standard classifications 
and intend making changes in the same consult the committee and refer 
all questions of interpretation to the standing committee on Statistics and 
Accounts of Public Utilities of the National Association, without, of course, 
binding themselves in any way to accept the decisions of that body, but 
simply give them whatever weight they may deserve. 
In the conferences that have been held by the committee during the 
last two or three days Mr. O. C. Merrill, Executive Secretary of the Federal 
Water Power Commission, and Mr. Wm. V. King, Chief Accountant for that 
body, have appeared and expressed their earnest desire to work with the 
National Association particularly with reference to the establishment of 
uniform accounting standards. It is not clear to this committee whether 
the Federal Water Power Commission might he formally affiliated with the 
National Association, but we wish to express our cordial appreciation of the 
attitude of Mr. Merrill and Mr. King and to hope that next year's Committee 
on Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities will in some way include in 
its membership the chief accountant of the Federal Water Power Commis-
sion and that the state commissions generally will take whatever steps may 
be practicable to co-ordinate their work with that of this relatively new 
federal body whose problems are in so many respects those of the Public 
Utility Commissions. 
The committee believes that the work which it has been unable to com-
plete should be taken up next year, and that the effort for standardization 
of accounts and reports should be continued and increased. 
Respectfully submitted, 
O. 0. CALDERHEAD, Chairman, Washington. 
W. M. HAMMOND, Illinois. 
GEORGE C. MATHEWS, Wisconsin. 
H. C. HASBROUCK, New York, Second District. 
HARRY BOGGS, Indiana. 
C. J. GREEN, Oregon. 
Mr Harry Boggs of Indiana has not seen this report, but concurs in the 
report of the sub-committee and approves the proposed standard accounting 
classifications. 
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Mr. C. J. Green of Oregon has not seen this report, but approves, with 
some reservations, the proposed standard accounting classifications ,and 
submits a minority report which just reached the committee yesterday 
evening. 
The Convention adopted the following resolution after a brief dis-
cussion: 
Resolved, (1), That the report of the Committee on Statistics and 
Accounts of Public Utilities be received and printed. 
(2) That this convention recommend that member commissions 
give careful consideration to the proposed uniform system of classifi-
cation of accounts for electric and gas companies and adopt them unless 
they are found to conflict with local statutes, with such modifications as 
may be necessary to meet local conditions. 
(3) That this convention recommend that wherever practicable 
the calendar year be made the fiscal and reporting year. 
(4) That this convention recommend to all state commissions 
which adopt the standard classifications of accounts proposed by this 
committee, that questions of interpretation be referred to the Standing 
Committee on Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities for an expres-
sion of opinion, acting in co-operation with the accounting sections of 
the National Electric Light Association and American Gas Association. 
REPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE OF THREE SELECTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS 
AND ACCOUNTS OF PUBLIC UTILITIES OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
RAILWAY AND UTILITY COMMISSIONERS TO DRAFT A STANDARD 
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS FOR ELECTRIC AND 
GAS UTILITIES. 
October 11, 1920. 
MR. O. O. CALDERHEAD, Chairman, 
Committee on Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities, National Asso-
ciation of Railway and Utility Commissioners. 
SIR—Your sub-committee submits herewith its draft for a uniform Sys-
tem of Accounts for Electric and Gas Companies. Certain principles were 
agreed upon at the conference between the members of the standing committee 
of the National Association and representatives of the National Electric 
Light Association and the American Gas Association which was held at 
Chicago last April, and the work of completing the draft of a standard classi-
fication along the general lines laid down at that conference was entrusted 
to a sub-committee of three. In this work the sub-committee has profited 
by the advice and active assistance of the accounting sections of the American 
Gas Association and the National Electric Light Association, and in fact, has 
used their standard classifications as the basis for its own recommendations. 
The relations between the commission members and the company represent-
atives have been most harmonious and the sub-committee freely acknowl-
edges its indebtedness to these gentlemen and the organization which they 
represent. While the point of view of the commission accountants was neces-
sarily different on some questions from that of the utility accountants, there 
was evident at all times a genuine desire to co-operate in establishing a 
system of accounting which would make it easier to ascertain the facts about 
any electric or gas business. 
The National Association Committee has recognized the importance of 
uniform terminology and at the Chicago conference in April the constant 
endeavor was to select terms and definitions which would be as free from am-
biguity as possible. It was with this thought in mind that after a prolonged 
discussion the National Association Committee decided to discard altogether 
the word "Depreciation" and to accept the substitute term proposed by the 
National Electric Light Association and American Gas Association account-
ants, "Retirement Expense." It was felt by all that "Depreciation" had come 
to have so many unfortunate connotations that clearness and uniformity of 
interpretation could best be attained by using an entirely different term. The 
wording of the accounts dealing with the treatment of that loss which is rep-
resented by the difference between the first cost of tangible property and its 
value at the time when it becomes necessary to discard it, is practically as 
agreed upon at the April conference and the sub-committee has made only 
minor changes in the language of those accounts. It is confidently believed 
that the instructions and definitions relating to this subject are as free from 
ambiguity in their present form as is humanly possible, and that they lay 
down a method of accounting which does not fetter the policy of any company 
or commission in the treatment of a most important and at the same time 
most intricate economic problem. 
In connection with the provision for "Retirement Expense" it was sug-
gested by some representatives of the companies that an account should be 
provided in the operating expense group for "Contingent Expense" to which 
a company might make charges for the purpose of providing a reserve 
against unforseen contingencies. While recognizing, as in fact many statutes 
recognize, that good business policy requires a company to earn more than 
the bare minimum which will just satisfy investors after providing for cur-
rent operation and maintenance and the annual proportion of the estimated 
retirement loss, the sub-committee nevertheless thought it unwise to include 
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in operating expenses an account for items of so indeterminate a character. 
It was felt that if the directors of a company should decide that it was 
necessary to provide a specific reserve against contingencies, it should be 
done by an appropriation of net income or surplus rather than by a charge 
to operating expenses. Of course no commission is bound to accept as part 
of the necessary current cost of operations anything that happens to be 
charged to an operating expense account; nor, on the other hand, is a com-
pany foreclosed from claiming the right to earn more than enough to pro-
vide the bare minimum return to investors by the fact that provision for 
contingencies is not a recognized operating expense. The sub-committee, 
however, felt that operating expenses in a classification of nation-wide appli-
cation should be limited to such items as are naturally and unquestionably 
a part of the necessary cost of doing business. 
Another feature of the proposed classification which is deemed worthy 
of brief comment is the treatment of delayed income items. The general 
instructions as now drafted provide that charges or credits arising from 
transactions of past fiscal periods may nevertheless be taken into current 
accounts unless they are so large as seriously to distort the income state-
ment for the current year, when they may be charged or credited to profit 
and loss. Some fear was expressed that this option might be misused to 
manipulate the accounts so as to produce a favorable or unfavorable showing 
according to the desire of the management at any given time. The sub-com-
mittee did not think that this fear is warranted, but would point out that 
the way is open for any commission which feels that the danger of abuse 
is a real one to restrict the option now permitted so as to require specific 
authorization by the commission for the treatment of large delayed items. 
The general instructions use the terms "electrical corporation" and 
''gas corporation" to cover any form of organization through which an elec-
tric or gas business may be carried on, and the term "accounting company" 
is also used throughout the classification in a similar inclusive sense. Each 
state would doubtless wish to include in any order adapting and prescribing 
the standard uniform system of accounts, a definition, according to its own 
laws, of the kind of utility to which the system would apply, and if thought 
desirable, the language of the general instructions could be easily modified 
to conform to the language of any particular statute. 
The general instructions for operating expense accounts provide for a 
classification of utilities according to gross revenue, the companies doing 
the larger business to use the more detailed classification of expenses. While 
certain revenues are stated as the limit for each class, it is not the intent to 
make these figures a universal standard, but rather to employ them as an 
illustration of the method of classification. It is recognized that one state 
might find it desirable to put into "Class A" all utilities with annual rev-
enues of say |250,000 or more, while another state might properly consider 
that annual revenues of $100,000 should be the lower limit for the same class. 
The sub-committee strongly recommends that wherever state laws per-
mit, the fiscal and reporting year should be the calendar year. One of the 
chief advantages of a uniform accounting system lies in the increased ability 
to make comparisons between different utilities, especially where a single 
management operates utilities in several states. This advantage is lost to 
a considerable extent if the returns compared are for different periods. The 
calendar year has already been adopted as the fiscal year by a large majority 
of public utility companies and there are many practical conveniences in 
making this the universal custom. 
Another matter which was considered by the sub-committee, but was 
felt to be somewhat beyond the province of a standard accounting system, 
is the preservation of records. There ought to he some definite rule dis-
tinguishing the kind of records which must be permanently preserved from 
those which are more or less temporary. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has laid down rules of this sort in great detail, giving the period for 
which it is required that each of numerous specified kinds of records shall 
be retained, and so have a few of the state commissions. It might well be 
part of the task of next year's Committee on Statistics and Accounts of 
Public Utilities to work out similar rules for electric and gas companies. 
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As a final recommendation the sub-committee wishes to suggest that if 
a uniform accounting system for electric and gas companies is approved by 
the National Association, all questions of interpretation be referred by state 
commissions which adopt it to the National Association's Committee on 
Statistics and Accounts of Public Utilities acting in cooperation with the 
accounting sections of the National Electric Light Association and the Ameri-
can Gas Association. A similar practice has been successfully followed for 
some time past by the Interstate Commerce Commission and has resulted in 
settling a great number of practical questions and establishing a body of 
precedent which is of immense value to railroad accountants. Eventually 
it would be very desirable if the decisions of such a joint committee could 
be published from time to time after approval by the National Association. 
Respectfully submitted, 
H. C. HASBROUCK, Chairman, Sub-Committee. 
W. M. HAMMOND. 
GEORGE C. MATHEWS. 
LAW OF ILLINOIS RELATING TO REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS OF 
PUBLIC UTILITIES. 
Article II of "An Act concerning Public Utilities. Approved June 29, 1921. 
In force July 1, 1921. 
REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS. 
§ 11. The Commission shall have power to establish a uniform system of 
accounts to be kept by public utilities or to classify public utilities and to 
establish a uniform system of accounts for each class and to prescribe the 
manner in which such accounts shall be kept. It may also, in its discretion, 
prescribe the forms of accounts to be kept by public utilities, including rec-
ords of service, as well as accounts of earnings and expenses, and any other 
forms, records and memoranda which in the judgment of the Commission may 
be necessary to carry out any of the provisions of this Act. The system of ac-
counts established by the Commission and the forms of accounts prescribed 
by it. shall not be inconsistent, in the case of corporations subject to the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress entitled, "An Act to regulate commerce," ap-
proved February fourth, eighteen Hundred and eighty-seven, and the Acts 
amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, with the systems and forms 
from time to time established for such corporations by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, but nothing herein contained shall affect the power of the 
Commission to prescribe forms of accounts for such corporations, with the ap-
proval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, covering information in addi-
tion to that required by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Where the 
Commission has prescribed the forms of accounts to be kept by any public 
utility for any of its business it shall thereafter be unlawful for such public 
utility to keep any accounts for such business other than those prescribed or 
approved by the Commission, or those prescribed by or under the authority 
of any other state or of the United States. 
The Commission may, from time to time, alter, amend or repeal, in whole 
or in part, any uniform system of accounts, or the form and manner of keep-
ing accounts. 
§ 12. The Commission may require every public utility engaged directly 
or indirectly in any other than a public utility business, as defined by law 
to keep separately in like manner and form the accounts of all such other 
business, and the Commission may provide for the examination and inspec-
tion of the books, accounts, papers, and records of such other business, in so 
far as may be necessary to enforce any provision of this Act. The Commission 
shall have power to inquire as to and prescribe the apportionment of capitali-
zation, earnings, debts and expenses fairly and justly to be awarded to or 
borne by the ownership, operation, management or control of such public 
utility as distinguished from such other business. 
§ 13. Such systems of accounts shall provide for forms showing all 
sources of incomes, the amounts due and received from each source and the 
amounts expended and due for each purpose, distinguishing clearly all pay-
ments for operating expenses from those for new construction, extensions 
and additions and for balance sheets showing assets and liabilities and 
various forms of proprietary interest. 
§ 14. The Commision shall have power, after hearing, to require any 
or all public utilities to keep such accounts as will adequately reflect depre-
ciation, obsolescence and the progress of the arts. The Commission may, 
from time to time, ascertain and determine and by order fix the proper 
and adequate rate of depreciation of the several classes of property for each 
public utility; and each public utility shall conform its depreciation accounts 
to the rates so ascertained, determined and fixed. 
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§ 15. The Commission may provide for the examination and audit of 
all accounts, and all items shall be allocated to the accounts in the manner 
prescribed by the Commission. The officers and employees of the Commis-
sion shall have authority under the direction of the Commission to inspect 
and examine any and all books, accounts, papers, records and memoranda 
kept by such public utilities. 
§ 16. Each public utility shall have an office in one of the cities, villages 
or incorporated towns in this State in which its property or some part 
thereof is located, and shall keep in said office all such books, accounts, 
papers, records and memoranda as shall be ordered by the Commission to 
be kept within the State. The address of such office shall be filed with the 
Commission. No books, accounts, papers, records or memoranda ordered 
by the Commission to be kept within the State shall be at any time removed 
from the State, except upon such conditions as may be prescribed by the 
Commission. 
§ 17. Any person who shall wilfully make any false entry in the ac-
counts, or in any record of memoranda, or by any other means or device 
falsify the record of any such account, record or memoranda, or who shall 
willfully neglect or fail to make full, true, and correct entries in such ac-
counts, records, or memoranda of all facts in transactions appertaining to 
the business of the public utility, or shall keep any accounts or record other 
than those prescribed or approved by the Commission, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and upon conviction, be subject to imprisonment in the county 
jail not exceeding one year, or to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, 
or to both. 
If any such books, accounts, records or memoranda shall have been pre-
served for a period of at least three years, a public utility may with the 
consent of the Commission destroy such of them as in the judgment of the 
Commission may properly be destroyed. 
§ 18. Any officer or employee of the Commission who divulges any fact 
or information coming to his knowledge during the course of an inspection, 
examination or investigation of any account, record, memoranda, book or 
paper of a public utility, except in so far as he may be authorized by the 
Cmmission or by a court of competent jurisdiction, or a judge thereof, shall 
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, be subject to imprisonment 
in the county jail not exceeding one year, or to a fine not exceeding one 
thousand dollars, or to both. 
§ 19. Each public utility in the State shall each year furnish to the Com-
mission, in such form as the Commission shall require, annual reports as 
to all the items mentioned in the preceding sections of this article, and in 
addition such other items, whether of a nature similar to those therein 
enumerated or otherwise, as the Commission may prescribe. Such annual 
reports shall contain all the required information for the period of twelve 
months ending on the thirtieth day of June in each year, or ending on the 
thirty-first day of December in each year, as the Commission may by order 
prescribe for each class of public utilities, and shall be filed with the Com-
mission at its office in Springfield within three months after the close of the 
year for which the report is made. The Commission shall have authority to 
require any public utility to file monthly reports of earnings and expenses 
of such utility, and to file other periodical or special, or both periodical and 
special reports concerning any matter about which the Commission is 
authorized by law to keep itself informed. All reports shall be under oath. 
When any report is erroneous or defective or appears to the Commis-
sion to be erroneous or defective, the Commission may notify the public 
utility to amend such report within thirty days, and before or after the term-
ination of such period the Commission may examine the officers, agents, or 
employees, and books, records, accounts, vouchers, plant, equipment and 
property of such public utility, and correct such items in the report as upon 
such examination the Commission may find defective or erroneous. 
All reports made to the Commission by any public utility and the con-
tents thereof shall be open to public inspection, unless otherwise ordered 
by the Commission. Such reports shall be preserved in the office of the 
Commission. 
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Any public utility which fails to make and file any report called for by 
the Commission within the time specified; or to make specific answer to 
any question propounded by the Commission within thirty days from the 
time it is lawfully required to do so, or within such further time, not to 
exceed ninety days, as may in its discretion be allowed by the Commission, 
shall forfeit $100 for each and every day it may so be in default. 
Any person who wilfully makes any false return or report to the Com-
mission, or to any member, officer or employee thereof, and any person who 
aids or abets such person shall, upon conviction, be subject to imprisonment 
in the county jail not exceeding one year, or to a fine not exceeding one 
thousand dollars, or both. 
